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PREFACE
This study was initiated during the Spring, 1966 
semester as a term project in a seminar on Hawthorne con­
ducted by Professor Otis B. Wheeler. At that time I exam­
ined a group of Hawthorne's better-known short stories in 
the light of my feeling that Hawthorne displayed a marked 
opposition to the romantic "quest." Further investigation 
suggested to me that the "anti-quest" motif was actually 
only one aspect of a more significant theme in Hawthorne's 
work. A close reading of the novels, tales, sketches, and 
notebooks revealed a general pattern of conservative 
thought which seemed very surprising in an American Roman­
tic. Under the direction, first of Professor Wheeler, and 
later of Professor Nicholas Canaday, Jr., I compared my 
findings with those of the many other writers who have 
tried to arrive at a better understanding of Hawthorne's 
work. I believe that my final thesis concerning Haw­
thorne's conservatism is consistent with the text and ten­
able despite some disagreements with respected authorities. 
My method of approach in this paper has been to restrict my 
discussion to Hawthorne's major fiction except where com­
parisons with his non-fiction or lesser fiction have seemed 
likely to illuminate some major work.
iii
When dealing with Hawthorne's own writing, I have 
used the standard texts. The principal edition has been 
the Riverside Edition: The Complete Works of Nathaniel
Hawthorne, with Introductory Notes, ed. by George P.
Lathrop, 12 vols. (Boston, 1883). This edition has been 
augmented by the newer Centenary Edition of the Works of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, from the Ohio State University Press, 
Columbus, Ohio, whenever the newer volumes have been avail­
able. Thus, I have adopted the Centenary texts of The 
Scarlet Letter (1962); The Blithedale Romance and Fanshawe 
(1964); and The House of the Seven Gables (1965). For the 
Notebooks, I have used Randall Stewart's editions: The
American Notebooks by Nathaniel Hawthorne (New Haven, 1932); 
and The English Notebooks by Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York, 
1941). The American Notebooks have been supplemented by 
those few passages which appear in Sophia Hawthorne's ver­
sion of the Notebooks, but not in Stewart's. Mrs. Haw­
thorne's edition, which appears as Volume IX of the River­
side Edition, will be designated in the notes as Passages.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Pro­
fessor Wheeler, who encouraged me to develop this study; to 
Professor Canaday, who supervised the research and writing 
of this dissertation; and to my wife, Sara, who sustained 
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ABSTRACT
Hawthorne is not an orthodox Romantic. In The 
Blithedale Romance and The House of the Seven Gables, his 
awareness of the limitations of man's capacity for reform 
is alone sufficient evidence to place Hawthorne outside the 
principal lines of thought popular with his contemporaries. 
Furthermore, individuality, as represented in Ethan Brand 
and Hollingsworth, is presented, not with an eye toward 
glorification, but with a strong note of moral censure. 
Hawthorne's true "heroes" are not Byronic individualists but 
rather domestic men like Holgrave and Kenyon. There is 
throughout Hawthorne's major work an insistence on the need 
for moderation, for balance, for conservatism of thought 
and action, instead of the assertions of self expected from 
a romantic artist.
Against the pride of Lady Eleanore and the scienti­
fic obsession of Aylmer Hawthorne proposes the need for 
that conformity which society appears justified in demand­
ing from the individual. His tales and romances repeatedly 
stress the error involved in a conviction of individual 
righteousness. True religion cannot be practiced behind 
the distorting filter of the Minister's Black Veil. True 
happiness cannot be attained through the discovery of the
vi
Great Carbuncle. True fame cannot be won through the soli­
tary distortion of human nature practiced by the Ambitious 
Guest. A recognition of the insufficiency of individual 
striving is the necessary prelude to any real success.
Only when he has turned from a defiant eccentricity to a 
balanced integration with his fellow men, can the indi­
vidual hope to achieve the ideal happiness of Holgrave and 
Phoebe, Hollingsworth and Priscilla, the Village Uncle and 
his Susan.
Man may depart from the essential norm in human be­
havior in two significant ways. First, he may, like Dr. 
Heidegger or Mr. Lindsey, permit a single faculty to de­
velop unrestrainedly, thus causing the stifling of some 
other vital faculty and creating a dangerous imbalance in 
his personality. A personality thus distorted is a false 
prism through which to view reality and, as such, is likely 
to lead one to inverted perceptions of the universe such as 
those that haunt Young Goodman Brown. Second, one may, 
perhaps owing to an imbalance of some sort, miscalculate 
man's existential priorities and conclude that the dis­
covery of eternal youth, for example, can guarantee absolute 
human fulfillment. The tragedies of Aylmer and Ethan Brand 
clearly demonstrate that no individually significant prin­
ciple of existence is capable of bringing satisfactory 
congruence to human life. Any man who, like John Brown, 
makes such a "preposterous miscalculation of possibilities,"
is on a track fast approaching madness.
In this study, Hawthorne's four major romances and 
his most characteristic tales are examined principally 
through their characters. Each character is measured 
against the human norm presented in his story and is then 
judged in error insofar as he departs from this norm. Char­
acters such as Hepzibah Pyncheon, whose eccentricities are 
largely harmless, win Hawthorne's ridicule. Those who, 
like Rappaccini, extend the influence of their distortions 
toward the destruction of others merit the author's moral 
censure. The central concern remains the same, however: 
the norm and those various excesses which violate the 
norm. The centrality of this concern is apparent in tales 
such as "Ethan Brand" and "Egotism" in which moral serious­
ness is combined with obvious satire,. This combination is 
possible because Hawthorne's pose as narrator remains 
amazingly constant in his fiction. He remains the defender 
of stability, of the values which have been tempered by 
time, of the classical ideal of a balanced human nature. 
Hawthorne's eccentrics, his victims of excess, are fasci­
nating chiefly because their primary function is the illu­
mination through contrast of the essential norm which their 
author asserts as the human ideal.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that Nathaniel Hawthorne lived dur­
ing the "American Renaissance," that his wife and sister-in- 
law were close friends and admirers of Margaret Fuller, that 
he himself joined the Brook Farm experiment, that he was a 
neighbor of Emerson, there is something about Hawthorne's 
writing that suggests that he is not an orthodox "Romantic." 
Many readers have discovered aspects of his thought that 
are incompatible with a classification of Hawthorne as a 
thinker analogous to Emerson, Melville, and Poe. Millicent 
Bell finds in Hawthorne "antagonism toward the Romantic- 
idealist exaltation of the ego." Vernon L. Parrington sees 
Hawthorne as "cool, detached, rationalistic, curiously in­
quisitive." George E. Woodberry suggests that Hawthorne 
was "primarily a moralist, an observer of life." Edward M. 
Holmes and Miss Bell both use the term "anti-romantic" in 
discussing Hawthorne's characteristic thought. Leon Howard 
brings several of these ideas together in his conclusion 
that Hawthorne manifests "the rare display of an empirical 
intellect in romantic trappings."^ These remarks certainly
■^Millicent Bell, Hawthorne1s View of the Artist (New 
York, 1962), p. 5; Vernon L. Parrington, TKe Romantic Revo­
lution in America (New York, 1927), p. 442; George E. Wood- 
berry, Nathaniel Hawthorne, American Men of Letters Series
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raise some interesting questions concerning Hawthorne's po­
sition in the tradition of Anglo-American literature. If 
it is true that Hawthorne bears strong resemblances to 
writers of an age other than his own, then it may be possi­
ble for us to use these common values to illuminate some of 
the more puzzling aspects of his fiction.
One of the most striking ways in which Hawthorne de­
parts from the popular beliefs of his day is his refusal to 
accept the doctrine of human perfectibility. Against the 
swell of transcendental optimism, Hawthorne stood firm as a 
model of good sense and moderation. His contacts with Emer­
son and Margaret Fuller became increasingly matters of sim­
ple social politeness. Henry S. Kariel explains Hawthorne's 
unique approach to his age by explaining that for Hawthorne, 
"no moment was ever full, ever wholly engaging. Within time 
no ultimates could be realized. Every attempt at a utopia
must remain a fad, a quest for perfection out of time and
2hence foredoomed to fail." If Kariel's analysis is cor­
rect, then Hawthorne appears in a posture wholly counter to 
the principal patterns of thought of his contemporaries.
Neal Frank Doubleday finds in Hawthorne's shorter sketches
(Boston, 1902), Reprinted (Detroit, 1967), p. 150; Edward M. 
Holmes, "Hawthorne's Romanticism,1 NEQ, XXXIII (1960), 482, 
and Bell, p. 13; Leon Howard, "Hawthorne's Fiction," NCF,
VII (March, 1953) , 238.
2Henry S. Kariel, "Man Limited: Nathaniel Hawthorne's 
Classicism," SAQ, LII (1953), 529.
3
evidence which leads him to a conclusion quite similar to
Kariel's. Doubleday finds in Hawthorne a "sense of human
equality in human frailty and evil, and [a] sense of the
reality of human limitation, which are the bases of his
3sober opinion of human possibility." Such an awareness of 
human limitation is a sufficiently unorthodox position to 
take in Hawthorne's New England; to couple this awareness 
with a sense of human depravity is to depart totally from 
the mainstream of transcendental thought.
A close reading of Hawthorne's work reveals that the 
insights of these critics are well-founded. The novels and 
tales abound with corroborating evidence for a view of Haw­
thorne as anti-transcendental. One Notebook entry will suf­
fice for now to indicate that Hawthorne did in fact operate 
under a constant awareness of the limits placed on human 
nature; he suggests as the possible germ of a story: "A
person to spend all his life and splendid talents in trying 
to achieve something naturally impossible— as to make a con­
quest over Nature."4 The double meaning of "naturally" here 
draws our attention to both the inflexible character of Na­
ture, and the absurdity of acting as if Nature were somehow
3Neal Frank Doubleday, "Hawthorne's Satirical Alle­
gory," CE, III (Jan., 1942), 337.
4Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Complete Works of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, with Introductory Notes, ed. by George P.
Lathrop, 12 vols” (Boston, 1883), Passages, IX, 106. Future 
references to this edition will be noted parenthetically 
within the text.
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conformable to man's desires. Kariel seems quite justified 
in positing as Hawthorne's view, "Man Limited."
Hawthorne could not adopt the unlimited optimism of 
his contemporaries because he felt that he had insight into 
a fundamental human problem which they ignored. Hyatt H. 
Waggoner argues that Hawthorne was not a true Romantic at 
all: "Hawthorne was a conservative who did not share many
of the leading ideas we have come to associate with the ro­
mantic period. To most of what his age believed and to
most of what it assumed without thinking about, he said 
5no." The mention of conservatism brings together some of 
the ideas we have been considering previously as discrete. 
Although "conservatism" is as difficult to define as any 
other abstract term, the ideas of moderation and human limi­
tation which we have been discussing seem to be essential 
elements. Chester E» Eisinger avoids the problems implicit 
in the use of the term "conservatism," but provides never­
theless a convincing summary of the values we have been con­
sidering when he says that Hawthorne judges by "a moral 
scale in which conventional behavior, mediocrity, Christian 
sympathy and charity, a recognition of limitations imposed 
by nature, and a respect for the common man are the
5Hyatt H. Waggoner, ed., Nathaniel Hawthorne: Selected 
Tales and Sketches (New York, 1950)’, xvi. See also Austin 
Warren, ed., Nathaniel Hawthorne, Representative Selections 
(New York, 1934), in which Warren says, Hawthorne "was a 
conservative because he was a skeptic" (xlv).
significant determinants."^ All of these values are in 
strict opposition to the individualistic, radical philosophy 
of Hawthorne's transcendental contemporaries.
Some readers have already taken notice of similari­
ties between Hawthorne's thought and that of some earlier 
"conservative" writers. Marvin Fisher notes some points of 
resemblance between the works of Hawthorne and Samuel John­
son. Fisher finds in both writers a "pattern of conserva­
tism," and explains the values which underlie this pattern: 
"Conservatism here means concern with the preservation of 
traditional human values and the encouragement of moral
principles which seem to have endured throughout human ex- 
7perience." Woodberry's characterization of Hawthorne as a 
"moralist" thus takes on clearer definition. Hawthorne ap­
pears in this light as a man offering traditional values as 
an alternative to the progressive chaos of his times. Wag­
goner brings together in one place the parallels between 
Johnson and Hawthorne and the moral overtones of these par­
allels: "Like Johnson, . . . Hawthorne valued and tried to
protect whatever elements of stability he could find in a 
world where all seemed subject to the Heraclitian flux.
Like Johnson, he was a conservative and a traditionalist in
^Chester E. Eisinger, "Hawthorne as Champion of the 
Middle Way," NEQ, XXVII (1954), 44.
7Marvin Fisher, "The Pattern of Conservatism in John­
son's Rasselas and Hawthorne's Tales," JHI, XIX (1958), 173.
othis, and not in any lesser, sense." Both Fisher and Wag­
goner are particularly careful to establish that Hawthorne's 
"conservatism" can best be seen as an affirmation of tradi­
tional values rather than as simply a denial of contemporary 
standards.
The next question to arise is naturally what precise­
ly these traditional values may be. We have suggested 
above that Hawthorne proposed moderation in opposition to 
the reforming enthusiasm of his times. Moderation is a key 
concept in Hawthorne's thought. Chester E. Eisinger feels 
justified in reducing Hawthorne's philosophy to the single
formula: "Balance is all. This balance may be equated with
gthe normal." There is of course some danger in such sim­
plifications; nevertheless, a comprehensive reading of Haw­
thorne's work would lead one to put more faith in Eisinger's 
formula than its converse. Balance is necessary to Haw­
thorne because he is aware that man is beset on all sides 
by the possibility of excessive development. To yield to 
the influence of excess, to become a rabid reformer or an 
unfeeling scientist, is to dehumanize oneself. Darrel Abel 
argues that for Hawthorne, "A person's moral existence de­
pends upon his maintaining a delicate balance between the
O Hyatt H. Waggoner, Hawthorne, A Critical Study, Re­
vised Edition (Cambridge, Mass., 1963), p. 24.
9Eisinger, p. 28.
real and the ideal, self and society."10 Traditional 
values, then, are human values, those beliefs which will 
lead one to fulfill his true nature as a human being. Over­
development of one faculty is dangerous because it disturbs 
the careful balance necessary to the growth of a total human 
being. Those aspects of the human personality which are 
stunted by the excessive growth of another faculty may 
never reach their true and necessary maturity. As John 
Erskine remarks, the "greatest danger" of imbalance "is 
that we may thereby place ourselves outside of our true de­
velopment, and never return to it."11 Hawthorne asserts 
repeatedly the necessity of maintaining one's perspective, 
of looking at life from the point of view of a whole human 
being rather than as a warped personality. In The Slithe- 
dale Romance Miles Coverdale strikes a note quite similar 
to Hawthorne's own voice when he advises: "No sagacious
man will long retain his sagacity, if he live exclusively 
among reformers and progressive people, without periodically
returning into the settled system of things, to correct him-
12self by a new observation from that old stand-point." The 
function of the tradition as a point of reliable comparison
10Darrel Abel, "The Theme of Isolation in Hawthorne," 
The Personalist, XXXII (1951), 190.
11John Erskine, "Hawthorne," in The Cambridge Histo­
ry of American Literature, ed. by William Pi Trent, et al.,
3 vols” (New York, 1918), II, 24.
T O The Blithedale Romance and Fanshawe, pp. 140-141.
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is accepted by Coverdale without question. He recognizes, 
as does his creator, man's need for some absolutely reliable 
norm against which he can measure himself and his life.
In the passage we have quoted Coverdale reveals his 
understanding that the tradition will be most reliably pre­
served in an established society. Among the rabid reformers 
of Blithedale, one is apt to forget the hallowed social 
structures which have grown out of proven human values. We 
have seen Darrel Abel's explanation of the relationship be­
tween self and society in Hawthorne's work; Randall Stewart 
believes that Hawthorne is at his characteristic best as 
"an analyst of human relations, of the nice relationship of
person to person, of the adjustment of the individual to 
13society." The just claims of society on the individual's 
freedom receive considerably less attention from those con­
temporaries of Hawthorne who asserted the self as superior 
to any social structure. Hawthorne's approach is guided once 
again by moderation. He tries to avoid the anarchy attend­
ant on irresponsible ego without demanding a soul-crushing 
conformity. R. W. B. Lewis finds in Hawthorne a rare tem­
perament which is able "to give full and fair play to both ^
14parties in the agon: to the hero and to the tribe as well."
The resolutions of this tension in "The Gentle Boy," "The
13Randall Stewart, Nathaniel Hawthorne, A Biography 
(New Haven, 1948), p. 252.
14R. W. B. Lewis, The American Adam (Chicago, 1955),
p. 111.
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May-Pole of Merry Mount," The Scarlet Letter, The House of
the Seven Gables, and The Blithedale Romance illustrate the
importance that Hawthorne attaches to both the values of
the community and the rights of the individual within that 
15community. Society has reached its present state of per­
fection through a gradual evolution of time-proven human 
values. The individual may thus come to some sort of accu­
rate evaluation of his own moral posture through an en­
lightened comparison of his own standards with those of his 
community.
The community will not always be ideal. As Kariel 
has pointed out, no institution existing within time can 
attain perfection. When attempting to bring about reason­
able change in society, however, one must avoid any course 
of action which might prove destructive to the self or the 
group owing to an excessive emphasis on one idea at the ex­
pense of all others. The original motivations of Ethan 
Brand, Zenobia, and Hollingsworth can be viewed in certain 
lights as praiseworthy. The course of life that these char­
acters adopt, however, is severely condemned. The danger 
of insight's leading to obsession is one of which Hawthorne 
is constantly aware. Stanley T. Williams sees as one of 
Hawthorne's abiding moral concerns "an interest in the
1*5Sea Mark Van Doren, Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York, 
1949), pp. 161-162, for a helpful discussion of this prob­
lem in connection with The Scarlet Letter.
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downfall of aspiring human beings through their higher 
16natures." Hawthorne warns against this tendency half- 
playfully in his sketch "A Rill from the Town Pump" in 
which the pump cautions the would-be reformer: "Is it de­
cent, think you, to get tipsy with zeal for temperance, and 
take up the honorable cause of the Town Pump in the style 
of a toper fighting for his brandy bottle?" (I, 172). The 
danger of such a course of action is presented as if it 
would be obvious to any right-thinking man. The results of 
a failure to heed the call of moderation are equally clear.
When one has abandoned the necessary corrective of so­
ciety, he must live entirely within himself. His only guide 
then becomes his personal standard of right and wrong, a 
guide which Hawthorne repeatedly styles as dangerously de­
lusive. On the relative scale of measurement which is all 
that is possible "within time," the self is less reliable 
than the corporate thinking of society. Stewart proposes 
as another significant theme in Hawthorne's work the ex­
ample "of those who, in their quest of some imagined good, 
violate human relationships, depart from the broad highway
of mixed and varied humanity, and discover sometimes too
17late, the error of their ways." Thus we arrive at the
^Stanley T. Williams, "Nathaniel Hawthorne," in The 
Literary History of the United States, ed. by Robert E. 
Spiller, Willard TEorp, et al., 3 vols (New York, 1948),
I, 420.
17Stewart, Nathaniel Hawthorne, p. 254.
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theme of isolation which occupies such a prominent place in 
Hawthorne's thought. Notice, however, the order of priority 
in Stewart's description: It is first the obsessdon which
leads to isolation, not the reverse. Isolation can, and 
does, aggravate obsession in Hawthorne's fiction— Hester 
Prynne, Ethan Brand, and Chillingworth are striking exam­
ples of this. In every case, though, the choice of per­
sonal vision over that of society precedes the fatal sepa­
ration from one's fellow men. One suffers the effects of 
isolation, the withering of one's affections, the disregard 
for the integrity of another soul, after he has abandoned 
the moral code of society in the pursuit of what Stewart 
rightly sees to be an "imagined good." The good is "imag­
ined" rather than real because its achievement can only be 
brought about through a radical process of dehumanization.
One of the most characteristic themes in Hawthorne's 
fiction is the development of some commitment to a person­
ally significant goal through the gradual process of per­
sonal imbalance and alienation from other men. The convic­
tion that one has found a newer and better way to happiness 
than that endorsed by the rest of society is repeatedly the 
point of initiation for a destructive form of existence.
Of particular interest, moreover, is the tone which Haw­
thorne as narrator adopts toward these eccentric approaches 
to life. Arlin Turner notes the delusion involved in a 
sense of unique mission for Hawthorne's characters, and
12
continues: "One after another of his characters acts from
insufficient knowledge or inadequate understanding and
therefore moves inevitably to an end which is tragic or
18pathetic or ludicrous." The grouping of adjectives at 
the end of Turner's statement is particularly relevant.
The fundamental problem of human imbalance is the same in 
all of the theoretical cases; the end results, however, may 
be viewed in significantly diverse lights. The tragedies 
of Zenobia and Ethan Brand spring from an imbalanced view of 
the essential values in human .fe; but so too do the pathet­
ic fates of Drowne the woodcarver and Mister Lindsey of "The 
Snow-Image." It is particularly revealing to note, however, 
that Ethan Brand and Lindsey are from time to time placed 
in a light that is far more ludicrous, than tragic or 
pathetic.
It would seem that Hawthorne viewed all departures 
from the norm in a manner which could not remain totally 
free from ridicule regardless of the seriousness of the of­
fense involved. The suggestions for tales in the Notebooks 
often appear open to interpretation on many levels of seri­
ousness. We will examine several of these suggestions in 
reference to particular tales later on, but we might pause 
here to take note of one suggestion which never reaches 
final development. Hawthorne notices on a summer trip a
18Arlin Turner, Nathaniel Hawthorne: An Introduction 
and Interpretation (New York, HT61), p. IT6.
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"mock-Methodist— a cattle drover/1 and reflects: "This
character might be wrought into a strange portrait of some-
19thing sad, terrific, and laughable." The incongruous 
elements in the man's character strike Hawthorne as artisti­
cally significant. Although the avenues of approach are 
various, we infer, the chosen development must proceed 
along lines which will exploit these incongruities.
This preoccupation with the incongruous, with the 
similarities between a noble quest for the unpardonable sin 
and a dog's pursuit of his own tail, is an aspect of Haw­
thorne's manner which has not received sufficient attention. 
We have stressed above Hawthorne's acceptance of traditional 
values as a moral norm, we can conclude our remarks here by 
taking account of the method by which Hawthorne uses this 
norm to analyze the behavior of those characters who have 
departed from the common path. Anthony Trollope notices in 
passing a very important element of Hawthorne's work when 
he observes: "There is never a page written by Hawthorne 
not tinged by satire." Arlin Turner expands this remark 
somewhat in a much later study, saying, Hawthorne's "usual 
approach is that of the satirist, though his tone is so 
mild and tolerantly genial that his satire all but obscures 
itself. His habitual skepticism dictated an attitude of 
questioning or protesting, and satire was a suitable vehicle
19The American Notebooks by Nathaniel Hawthorne, ed. 
by Randall Stewart (New Haven, 19^2) , p. 53.
20to reflect that attitude." I think we may be satisfied 
that neither Trollope nor Turner intends that we should ap­
ply the rules of generic satire to Hawthorne's writing.
The point seems to be that we may recognize in Hawthorne's 
attitude toward his materials significant similarities to 
the attitude of the orthodox satirist, particularly in re­
gard to the acceptance by both of a norm of social measure­
ment which can stand as a reliable test for eccentric be­
havior. Hawthorne most closely resembles the traditional 
satirist when his intention is comic, as would be the case, 
for example, if the sketch of the Methodist cattle-drover 
should turn out to be ludicrous. In the case of Ethan 
Brand, on the other hand, in which the intention is largely 
tragic, there may still be some attention to the comic in 
the interest of pointing out the vast distinction between 
the individual's perception and reality.
James K. Folsom argues that Hawthorne's fundamental 
vision of reality remains the same despite the various emo­
tional effects he might intend in stories of different 
morax weights: "Comedy is a mode perceiving Reality in
which the comic victims are seen to deviate from some ac­
cepted standard, it may be with pathetic results. Similar­
ly, Hawthorne's tragic characters deviate from an accept­
able standard, again with pathetic results. In short,
20Anthony Trollope, "The Genius of Nathaniel Haw­
thorne," NAR, CXXIX (1879), 211; Turner, Nathaniel Haw­
thorne , pi TOO.
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tragedy and comedy for Hawthorne are two distinct modes of
apprehending experience, and not results of the plots of 
21his tales." We must always take care in making defini­
tive statements about the workings of an artist's mind; 
nevertheless, the evidence from the novels and stories does 
seem to suggest that for Hawthorne the universal social 
norm represented an ideal in human behavior from which it 
would be the gravest folly to depart without a motivation 
which could stand up under constant reevaluation.
As a final observation for the time being, we might 
look at Hawthorne's attitude toward John Brown as it ap­
pears in "Chiefly About War Matters." Hawthorne first of 
all shows himself free of the monomania of the abolition­
ists as he takes a distanced view of Brown's raid: "Any
common-sensible man looking at the matter unsentimentally, 
must have felt a certain intellectual satisfaction in see­
ing him hanged, if it were only in requital of his prepos­
terous miscalculation of possibilities" (XII, 328). Later 
in the article Hawthorne demonstrates that he has not lost 
his satirist's understanding of the falseness of Brown's 
action, but his tone in dealing with the matter changes to 
one of greater moral censure: "There are some degrees of
absurdity that put Reason herself into a rage, and affect
21James K. Folsom, Man's Accidents and God's Pur­
poses ; Multiplicity in Hawthorne1s Fiction (New Haven, 1963), 
p. 136; Folsom's entire chapter, '*Hawthorne and the Comic 
Spirit" (pp. 132-155), is very helpful on this point.
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us like an intolerable crime" (XII, 345). The moral and 
philosophical values of the satirist seem to come very 
neatly together in these two statements.
There is little doubt in view of all the evidence we
have examined here that a considerable number of readers 
have come to similar conclusions about Hawthorne's charac­
teristic values in his fiction. There has been no attempt 
made to date to bring all these diverse opinions together 
and to subject the conclusions to the test of a close read­
ing of Hawthorne's fiction. In this study we will examine
Hawthorne's four major romances and the most characteristic 
of his short stories in an effort to demonstrate that an 
awareness of his views on order and excess is necessary to 
a comprehensive understanding of his work.
CHAPTER II
IMBALANCE AS A DESTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLE
The number of tales and sketches written by Hawthorne 
is so formidable that the critic at first feels intimidated 
by sheer quantity. Since we are concerned in this study 
merely with Hawthorne's fiction, however, we may lighten 
the task somewhat by putting aside, except for purposes of 
cross-reference, those shorter writings which are most ob­
viously sketches and essays. The number of short stories 
remaining after this winnowing is still too considerable to 
permit an intensive examination of each story in a study of 
such modest proportions. This quantitative difficulty is 
not prohibitive, however, since the sympathetic reader soon 
realizes that the total output of Hawthorne's shorter fic­
tion is not of uniform quality. "Little Daffydowndilly," 
for example, immediately springs to mind as evidence that 
Hawthorne's fiction displays occasional lapses from his 
highest level of excellence. This discovery does force 
upon the critic certain normative principles of selection. 
Naturally, no list of Hawthorne's "most successful and most 
representative" tales can be proposed which will not reveal 
the biases of the reader making the selections. The stories 
discussed in the first two sections of this paper are, 
nevertheless, suggested, despite an awareness that other
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readers would substitute "David Swan," or "Howe's Masquer­
ade," or "My Kinsman, Major Molineux" as a more significant 
example of Hawthorne's most characteristic manner. I will 
attempt to demonstrate in this paper the propriety of my se­
lection of materials by illustrating the relevance of each 
to what I consider to be a most significant aspect of Haw­
thorne's thought. My confidence in this approach is such, 
however, that I do not feel that my thesis will be damaged 
by the substitution of any other of Hawthorne's stories, 
whether one of those mentioned above, or some other which 
an individual writer might prefer.
In this paper, therefore, the principal focus will 
be directed toward those short stories which seem to be 
representative both of Hawthorne's most successful work and 
of his most characteristic thought. The short stories se­
lected have been divided— partly for the sake of more con­
venient management— into two categories which, while slight­
ly overlapping, provide nevertheless some revealing con­
trasts in Hawthorne's approaches to eccentric behavior. In 
this first section we consider those stories which center 
on characters who reveal striking imbalances in the develop­
ment of their personalities.
For Hawthorne, the human personality could only be 
complete when it was carefully balanced through a series of 
delicate restraints and freedoms. The man who permits one 
aspect of his personality to develop freely at the expense
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of other faculties runs two risks. The neglected faculties, 
first of all, are in danger of atrophy through misuse.
Thus, the Man of Adamant is no longer able to love when his 
obsession with righteousness has absorbed all his energies. 
The second danger is closely related to the first. A warped 
personality is an unstable base from which to view the uni­
verse, coloring as it does all of reality with distorted 
lights and shades. Thus, a man like the Reverend Mr.
Hooper can see only sin in a universe that is composed of 
both good and evil. When the deluded person attempts to 
bring his life into accord with the false perceptions which 
have resulted from his obsession, the results may be tragic, 
comic, or both, depending on the results his efforts produce. 
A creative mind which conceives of the function of the 
artist as the revelation of human eccentricity is decidedly 
classical. In considering the varieties of human imbalance 
proposed in this first section, Millicent Bell arrives at
this conclusion, which may serve as a final note of intro­
duction for our analysis: "Hawthorne peoples his fiction
with examples of human character of an eccentricity almost
past belief, . . . but he labors to achieve the disclosure
of universal nature, the norm. . . . Such an effort is 
classically humanistic, for it conceives of a centrality 
in human nature, a universal which it is man's function to 
fulfill, rather than to flout by the devices of egotism.
^Millicent Bell, p. 23.
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Lady Eleanore Rochcliffe in "Lady Eleanore's Mantle" 
provides us with a convenient starting point for our inves­
tigation, not only because the extent of her imbalance is 
so extreme, but also because Hawthorne is so explicit in 
describing the true nature of her deformity. In one sen­
tence early in the story we learn that Lady Eleanore has 
consented enthusiastically to the distortion of her person­
ality, and that this distortion will not be allowed to dis­
rupt the universe with impunity. The lady is marked with a 
"harsh, unyielding pride," we are told; and we further 
learn that this pride is of a very dangerous character; 
"Judging from many traditionary anecdotes, this particular 
temper was hardly less than a monomania; or if the acts 
which it inspired were those of a sane parson, it seemed 
due from Providence that pride so sinful should be followed 
by as severe a retribution" (I, 310). The language is very 
telling. We have in this one sentence the most essential 
notes of a personality which has departed from the norm to 
such an extent that true reality will necessarily represent 
a destructive counter-force.
The equation of a "monomania" with insanity is es­
pecially significant in that it presents Hawthorne's con­
stant insistence that the choice of an extreme pattern of 
life is evidence of a very diseased perception of reality. 
The guests at the Governor's ball soon recognize the accu­
racy of the "traditionary anecdotes" mentioned above when
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they see Lady Eleanore in a very revealing situation:
"There was so strange a characteristic in her manners and 
sentiments that it astonished every right-minded listener; 
till looking in her face, a lurking and incomprehensible 
glance and smile perplexed them with doubts both as to her 
seriousness and sanity" (I, 315). The reader should be in 
little doubt where the moral balance points in this scene; 
of the two world-views represented at the ball, only the 
one founded on a balanced totality could attract Hawthorne's 
approval. On one side, we see "every right-minded listener," 
on the other, a lady given over to a monomania.
The peculiar character of Lady Eleanore's imbalance 
is such that it cannot exist, even in an altered state, in 
accord with the real world of the "right-minded." She is as 
well aware of this as the townspeople who question her 
sanity. Doctor Clarke and the author are equally explicit 
in describing the deliberate manner in which Lady Eleanore 
chooses her own ideal of behavior in opposition to that of 
the society around her. In Doctor Clarke's eyes, "She 
seeks to place herself above the sympathies of our common 
nature, which envelopes all human souls" (I, 313). Haw­
thorne finds in her "the deeper scorn of one whose spirit 
held itself too high to participate in the enjoyment of 
other human souls" (I, 315). The particularly dangerous 
aspect of Lady Eleanore's approach to life is that her 
whole principle of existence assumes this gulf between her­
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self and ordinary human beings* She has chosen for herself 
an ideal that is inimical to any efforts at integration 
within the mainstream of human life. Instead of the commu­
nity of man, she has pride in herself.
Her grip on life is as tenuous as her sense of super­
iority to other men. Hawthorne is quite direct in making 
this point also. When the townspeople see Lady Eleanore 
stepping out of her coach across the body of Jervase Helwyse, 
they recognize in the action a tableau of the lady's whole 
way of life: "The spectators were so smitten with her
beauty, and so essential did pride seem to the existence of 
such a creature, that they gave a simultaneous acclamation 
of applause" (I, 312) . Seldom in Hawthorne's fiction do we 
encounter such a clear exposition of theme as in the phrase 
"so essential did pride seem to the existence of such a 
creature." Here in its simplest form we can see the funda­
mental error involved in the choice of a favorite part of 
life over the rounded whole.
From the first we have known that Lady Eleanore is 
marked for some "severe . . . retribution." Logically, 
this punishment should come from the same direction from 
which the offense came. There is a satisfying sense that 
justice in its most aptly distributive sense has been served 
when Lady Eleanore confesses her folly at the end of the 
story: "The curse of Heaven hath stricken me, because I
would not call man my brother, nor woman sister. I wrapped
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myself in PRIDE as in a MANTLE, and scorned the sympathies 
of nature? and therefore has nature made this wretched body 
the medium of a dreadful sympathy. You are avenged— they 
are all avenged— nature is avenged . . (I, 325). It is
necessary that "nature" be "avenged" because individuals 
cannot be permitted to substitute some personally appealing 
view of self and society for the whole and balanced outlook 
suited to life as it really is. Thus, although Lady 
Eleanore recognizes at the last the errors of her approach 
to life, she cannot be allowed to resume life among the 
rest of mankind. Having deliberately chosen pride as a 
single principle of behavior, she is without resources for 
existence when that single principle has been destroyed. 
Surely it comes as no surprise to any experienced reader of 
Hawthorne that a character entirely motivated by pride 
meets with a just punishment in the end. Pride is, after 
all, seldom integrated successfully with the other charac­
teristics necessary to a balanced personality.
In "The Man of Adamant," the problem of pride is 
more complex and more interesting, because here the laud­
able desire of a soul for salvation is shown to be an equal­
ly alluring temptation to pride when it is allowed to develop 
into a principle of self-righteous exclusion. As the story 
opens, Richard Digby has already perverted a praiseworthy 
religious impulse into an "exclusive bigotry" (III, 568). 
"Exclusive" is here intended to describe the self-centered
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nature of Digby's approach to religion, but for our pur­
poses it might equally well refer to the monomaniacal way 
in which he pursues his goal. We first see Digby alone in 
a cave, cut off from any human activity other than the cul­
tivation of his own religious faculties. Hawthorne de­
scribes Digby's form of religion through a very striking 
figure: "His plan of salvation was so narrow, that, like a
plank in a tempestuous sea, it could avail no sinner but 
himself, who bestrode it triumphantly, and hurled anathemas 
against the wretches whom he saw struggling with the bil­
lows of eternal death" (III, 564). The narrowness of 
Digby's life, not only in relation to other men concerned 
with salvation, but also toward those other human activities 
necessary for the preservation of a balanced outlook, re­
sembles strongly the attitude Hawthorne attributes to 
another form of religious fanaticism in "The Shaker Bridal."
In this earlier story we find the Shakers also com­
mitted to a life isolated from contamination by the rest of 
the human race, and we also see Hawthorne's insistent sug­
gestion that such total dedication to the world-to-come can 
only exist through the sacrifice of a balanced life on 
earth. Father Ephraim's final injunction to his Shaker 
successors is somewhat less exclusive in its benediction 
than anything Richard Digby would be likely to say, but the 
tone Hawthorne adopts in presenting the speeches of Digby 
and Father Ephraim is equally critical of the unhealthy ab-
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sorption of both with a single facet of life. Consider the 
distortion of religious orthodoxy implicit in this final 
prayer of Father Ephraim: "A blessing be upon your labors;
so that the time may hasten on, when the mission of Mother 
Ann shall have wrought its full effect,— when children 
shall no more be born and die, and the last survivor of 
mortal race, some old and weary man like me, shall see the 
sun go down, nevermore to rise on a world of sin and sor­
row!" (I, 475). The inadequacy of the Shaker approach to 
life can easily be seen in this light as a communal exten­
sion of Digby's "exclusive bigotry."
Just as the Shakers seek to isolate themselves with­
in model communities, Digby's emphasis on personal election 
encourages him to "seclude himself to the sole and constant 
enjoyment of his happy fortune" (III, 564). Digby thus 
permits his over-emphasis on one aspect of his life to se­
duce him into a sphere of his own creation. Just as Lady 
Eleanore inhabits a self-defined world founded on the prin­
ciple of her own superiority, so Digby leaves the community 
of real men for a spurious existence posited on his indi­
vidual perception of religious truth. In his case, as in so 
many others, this perception can be seen as greatly dis­
torted through personal bias. Digby's "enjoyment of his 
happy fortune1' proves to be a very suspect activity: "So
congenial was this mode of life to his disposition, that he 
often laughed to himself, but was displeased when an echo
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tossed him back the long loud roar" (III, 565). His situ­
ation bears many similarities to those of Young Goodman 
Brown, Ethan Brand, and Dimmesdale, the most striking being 
the maniacal laughter that reveals a disordered internal 
perception.
Digby betrays another classic symptom of human im­
balance in his inability to deal with physical matters on 
their own terms. Like Dimmesdale and Young Goodman Brown, 
Digby suffers from severe limitations on his ability to 
perceive accurately physical realities. His perceptive fac­
ulty produces serious inversions. This conviction of per­
sonal moral superiority appears clearly as the effect of a 
disordered intelligence when we discover him reading the 
Bible in a totally inverted manner. Before Mary Goffe ar­
rives, Digby is seen reading the Bible aloud; but Hawthorne 
adds that Digby is "reading it amiss, because the rays of 
the setting sun did not penetrate the dismal depth of shadow 
round about him, nor fall on the sacred page'1 (III, 568). 
Surely it would be consistent with the theme of the story 
to accept this shadow as a symbol of the religious mono­
mania which has distorted all of his perceptions.
After Digby has refused Mary's offer of human comfort 
and turned his back forever on the totality of existence, 
his obliquity of vision grows more aggravated: "The shadow
had now grown so deep, where he was sitting, that he made 
continual mistakes in what he read, converting all that was
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gracious and merciful to denunciations of vengeance and un­
utterable woe on every created being but himself" (III, 570). 
It is evident, then, that Digby*s perceptions are unreli­
able, and further, that these perceptions are the inevitable 
outcome of a personality distorted through the exaltation 
of a single human faculty. As in the case of Lady Eleanore, 
an imbalance is seen moving beyond the relatively harmless 
stage of eccentricity reached by characters like Hepzibah 
Pyncheon, into the realm of true self-destruction.
One point at which the tragedies of Digby and Lady 
Eleanore both come together and diverge is in the area of 
potential repentance. Lady Eleanore is offered a chance to 
abandon the narrow world of her own pride when Helwyse offers 
her human communion in a symbolic chalice. True salvation 
appears for Digby through a similar offer from Mary Goffe.
The cases differ significantly in that Lady Eleanore is 
constitutionally unable to accept salvation because the 
price would be the sacrifice of her pride, the sole support 
of her existence. Mary Goffe*s proposal to Digby would not 
necessarily demand the abandonment of his whole value sys­
tem, but merely a realignment in accordance with the prin­
ciples of human balance. Religion should operate success­
fully as a part of a fully integrated personality. In con­
trast to Lady Eleanore, Digby departs from the norm, not 
through the aggravation of a human failing, but rather 
through the exaggeration of a virtue. Mary Goffe tells
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Digby that his only hope to achieve a life truly in accord 
with religious orthodoxy lies in a retreat from the exces­
ses to which he has driven himself: "There is no other
remedy than this which I have brought thee" (III, 569). We 
discover that Digby's case is not intrinsically so helpless 
as Lady Eleanore's when Hawthorne says, after Digby has 
spurned Mary's offer, "Thus [he rejected] the only medicine 
that could have cured his stony heart" (III, 571).
The choice of an empty isolation over the human ful­
fillment possible through the love of another is clear 
evidence of a radical departure from the universal norm. 
Chester E. Eisinger views choices such as those made by 
Lady Eleanore and Richard Digby as "crimes against the nor­
mal, healthy way of life that follows nature to love and 
2marriage." The two stories we have considered so far dif­
fer in details, but a single theme appears strikingly in 
both: the powerfully destructive force of a personality 
warped out of its natural proportions through excess.
"The Minister's Black Veil" offers us another oppor­
tunity to consider the effects of too enthusiastic a pur­
suit of some praiseworthy idea. Mr. Hooper is an exemplary 
clergyman to all appearances. Hawthorne strikes one cau­
tionary note concerning the minister's personality in point­
ing out: "If he erred at all, it was by so painful a
2Eisinger, p. 39.
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degree of self-distrust, that even the mildest censure 
would lead him to consider an indifferent action as a 
crime" (I, 60). Here is a decidedly different personality 
than we have seen before. Mr. Hooper is quite the opposite 
of Lady Eleanore in his self-distrust, and he is completely 
unlike Richard Digby in his dedication to the salvation of 
others. Although he is free of these distorted personality 
traits, however, the minister is not without defect. Haw­
thorne's observation about the Reverend Mr. Hooper's scru­
pulosity is a very telling clue to the mystery of the black 
veil.
This moral sensitivity lies behind Mr. Hooper's pre­
occupation with secret sin. His sermon on the first Sunday 
after he has put on the veil sums up the thrust of the 
whole story, while pointing out to us the direction in 
which the minister diverges from the human norm. Hawthorne 
says that the sermon was "tinged, rather more darkly than 
usual, with the gentle gloom of Mr. Hooper's temperament. 
The subject had reference to secret sin, and those sad mys­
teries which we hide from our nearest and dearest, and 
would fain conceal from our own consciousness, even forget­
ting that Omniscience can detect them" (I, 55). Hooper is 
like Digby in that he falls into the trap of disproportion­
ate emphasis. That secret sin is disruptive to one's spi­
ritual life is probably undeniable, just as it is undeni­
able that Richard Digby, like all men, has a responsibility
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to look to his own salvation. However, the picture of Mr. 
Hooper, standing before his congregation draped in a black 
veil that flutters as he speaks the words of his sermon, is 
a powerful illustration of religious excess quite similar to 
the picture of Richard Digby petrified over his Bible.
The nature of Mr. Hooper's error should be evident 
from its effects. His veil is intended to be the outward 
sign of the particular insight he has achieved into the 
depths of spiritual truth. The minister explains to Eliza- 
beth the effects of the symbol, and by extension the ef­
fects of the idea behind the symbol: "This dismal shade
must separate me from the world: even you, Elizabeth, can
never come behind it!” (I, 62). A voluntary exile is, as 
we have seen, obvious evidence of a distorted perception of 
reality. The world in which Mr. Hooper has chosen to live 
in preference to the world of other men cannot be accepted 
in Hawthorne's view as a reasonable alternative. However 
laudable the initial motivation, a choice of this sort de­
monstrates clearly a maladjustment that has reached danger­
ous extremes. The "right-minded" receive an immediate in­
tuition of the minister's distorted view: "'Our parson has
gone madJ' cried Goodman Gray" Cl, 53). Elizabeth, who may 
be assumed to have greater sympathy for Hooper than the 
other members of his congregation, feels similarly that the 
veil may be "a symptom of mental disease" (I, 63). The re­
vealing preference for another world to the reality about
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him, coupled with reliable suspicions about his sanity, 
places Mr. Hooper in a posture which can hardly be viewed 
as normal and balanced.
It has been argued by some critics that we should
accept Hooper's vision of reality as more accurate than
3that of the ordinary men about him. If Hooper is correct 
in his feeling that the central concern in life should be 
the existence of secret sin, then possibly his adoption of 
the black veil is consistent and commendable. Two facts 
argue strongly against accepting such an explanation. Let 
us first consider the scrupulous aspect of the minister's 
personality with which we began our investigation. Surely 
it was this moral hyper-sensitivity which moved him to be­
gin his life behind the black veil in the first place.
That such an attitude is truly characteristic of the minis­
ter is evident from his first veiled Sunday sermon, during 
which the congregation were reminded anew of "the gentle 
gloom of his temperament" (I, 55). The veil does nothing 
to regain a more balanced view of reality for Mr. Hooper; 
in fact, its effect is aggravating to his condition,
See for example Robert W. Cochran, "Hawthorne's 
Choice: The Veil or the Jaundiced Eye," CE, XXIII (Feb., 
1962), in which Cochran concludes: "Mr. Hooper achieves a
steady acceptance of life through relative enlightenment, 
a total recognition of sin and sorrow, and a firm belief 
in a traditional afterlife" (342); see also Eisinger's 
theory that “the apparently abnormal conduct of the minis­
ter is only the recognition on the part of an extraordi­
narily sensitive character of an indubitable fact of 
life" (p. 29).
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tending to "give a darkened aspect to all living and inani­
mate things" (I, 53). Since, as we have seen, Hawthorne 
deplores actions which lead an individual away from a bal­
anced perception of reality, it is hardly consistent to 
argue that Mr. Hooper's progress toward an increasingly 
distorted view of the universe might be the result of an 
actual penetration to the truth.
The second, and more telling, argument against the 
validity of the minister's position may be found in his 
treatment of his fiance Elizabeth. As is often the case in 
these stories, a character outside the victim's disordered 
world comes to him with some hope for a return to the reali­
ty shared by the rest of mankind. Elizabeth offers this 
chance to Hooper. She asks very little as the price of his 
reintegration into humanity: "Lift the veil but once, and
look me in the face" (I, 63). Hooper refuses, and thus 
cuts himself off from any possibility of regaining a bal­
ance in his life. No course of action in Hawthorne's fic­
tion which has as its effect the severing of all ties of 
human affection, can be viewed as acceptable. The situa­
tion of Mr. Hooper is curious only because his isolation 
and his eccentric view of life are the result of such an 
admirable insight into human psychology.
Several critics have been extremely clever in seeing 
through the doctrinal complexities of this story to the 
fundamental illustration of personal imbalance which
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provides its relevance to the rest of Hawthorne's short 
stories. Richard H. Fogle concludes his investigation of 
the tale's ambiguities by saying of Hooper, "His preoccupa­
tion with sin has blunted his perceptions of the normal and 
the good." E. Earle Stibitz argues from a point of view 
even closer to my reading that Hooper is guilty "of pride-
fully and harmfully exalting one idea, . . .  a valid truth
4in itself, to the status of an absolute." Such readings 
are useful in directing the attention away from the parti­
cular differences of such tales back to the core of meaning 
which underlies the whole series. Thus it can be seen 
that, although Hooper's story is uniquely his own, his 
problem is intimately related to the theme we have been in­
vestigating in the short stories to this point, that is, 
distortion and excess.
The principal characters in the short stories we have 
been examining so far have all been afflicted with a large 
measure of the irrational. On the basis of the evidence we 
have seen one might be inclined to suggest as a universal 
antidote some thorough-going common sense. As always, how­
ever, one discovers that for Hawthorne there is no universal
Fogle, The Light and the Dark, p. 34; E. Earle Sti­
bitz, "Ironic Unity m  Hawthorne's * The Minister's Black 
Veil,'" AL, XXXIV (May, 1962), 182. See also A. N. Kaul,
The American Vision; Actual and Ideal Society in Nineteenth- 
Century Fiction (New Haven, 1963) , p. 15*7; and Frederick C. 
Crews, The Sins of the Fathers; Hawthorne's Psychological 
Themes (New York, 1966) , pp. 106-107.
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solution to the human dilemma. To illustrate this point we 
need merely consider a story which demonstrates that even 
common sense can be distorted into a serious failing.
The father in "The Snow-Image, Mr. Lindsey, is 
described by Hawthorne as "an excellent but exceedingly 
matter-of-fact sort of man, a dealer in hardware, and 
. . . sturdily accustomed to take what is called the 
common-sense view of all matters that came under his con­
sideration" (III, 391). Having been accustomed to charac­
ters like the Reverend Mr. Hooper and Richard Digby, one 
might anticipate from this description that here in Mr. 
Lindsey we are meeting a human being free of disastrous 
distortions of the personality. However, it is this very 
laudable quality of common sense that Hawthorne repeatedly 
cites in the story as the cause of Mr. Lindsey's ultimate 
incompleteness. As the story draws to a close, Hawthorne 
is using the same terms which might have passed as honori­
fic at the outset to explain the father's human deficien­
cies. When Lindsey, despite the pleas of his wife and 
children, embarks on a plan to warm up the snow-image, Haw­
thorne says, "The common-sensible man placed the snow-child 
on the hearth-rug in front of the hissing and fuming stove" 
(III, 409). A few moments later, as the snow-image is seen 
"drooping, before the hot stove," "the common-sensible man 
saw nothing amiss" (III, 409). Perhaps the key to Haw­
thorne's intention may be discovered in his translation of
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common sense into the adjective "common-sensible," as if 
this single quality has become so characteristic of the man 
that it may assume the rights of an epithet.
The case of Mr. Lindsey is clearly different from 
those we have seen thus far; and so it is necessary to 
pause here briefly to examine Lindsey's personality, in the 
hope of discovering some connection between his qualifica­
tions for Hawthorne's criticism and the credentials of the 
more obviously limited characters we have previously dis­
cussed. The most damaging evidence against Mr. Lindsey may 
be found in his failures of perception. We have already 
seen his blindness to the disintegration of the snow-image, 
and there are other examples of the same obliquity of vi­
sion. His children are aware of their father's limitation; 
even as they are working on the snow-child, they realize 
that their father will greet the accomplished "miracle" 
with: "Tush! nonsense!— come in out of the cold" (III, 397).
Their intuitions prove correct when Lindsey ridicules their 
insights concerning the snow-child's nature.
His failure arises not simply from a lack of percep­
tion, but from a more serious habit of inverting the real 
in order to bring it into accord with his own distorted 
personality. Thus, he not only discounts his children's
^See Darrel Abel, who identifies Lindsey as "the re­
verse of Aylmer" in "The Artist of the Beautiful": "Aylmer
aims at the spiritualization of matter, Lindsey at the ma­
terialization of spirit" (p. 188).
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premonition that the snow-child will perish indoors, but he 
also adopts a scale of measurement that totally distorts 
what the reader gathers to be the truth. Lindsey's percep­
tions are totally inverted when he says, "Why, you are 
crazy, my little Violet!— quite crazy, my small Peony!" 
(Ill, 408). This is not to argue that Lindsey is in any 
true sense mad himself; rather, his distortion of the sig­
nificant reality in this instance is merely evidence that 
he suffers to a lesser degree from the same eccentricity of 
perception that afflicts the more seriously disordered of 
Hawthorne's characters.
The mildness of Lindsey's disorder is apparent in 
the lenity of Hawthorne's treatment. Although the father 
is subjected to considerable ridicule for the narrowness of 
his outlook, and is forced to undergo farcical misadven­
tures while attempting to catch the snow-image (III, 406- 
407), he is nevertheless described with apparent sincerity 
as a "good, honest father" (III, 405). His failings are 
largely relative. He is blessed with a wife and children 
who are gifted beyond the ordinary in their openness to ex­
perience. His great fault is that he is too ordinary. He 
is possessed of the one quality which would redeem a size­
able percentage of Hawthorne's imbalanced characters, but 
he possesses this common sense to such an excessive degree 
that whole areas of human experience are closed to him.
As Hawthorne "moralizes" the story near its close.
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he groups Mr. Lindsey with the "philanthropists," a group 
which we will see exposed to severe criticism in The 
Blithedale Romance. In this story, Lindsey and "sagacious" 
men like him are criticized for failing to "consider well 
what they are about, and, before acting on their philan­
thropic purposes, to be quite sure that they comprehend the 
nature and all the relations of the business at hand" (III, 
412). Lindsey's over-developed common sense thus emerges 
in the story as a principle of imbalance less dangerous 
than pride of person, for example, but capable nevertheless 
of producing severe distortions in one's perceptions. We 
see him finally as one of those "well-intentioned" men who 
"know everything," but who, "should some phenomenon of na­
ture or providence transcend their system, . . .will not 
recognize it, even if it come to pass under their very 
noses" (III, 412). A "good, honest father" is thus barred 
from full participation in the emotional life of his family 
through a distortion arising not from vice but from virtue.
"Dr. Heidegger's Experiment" provides us with an­
other opportunity to trace the distortion of that detached 
common sense which should save one from excess into an ex­
aggerated principle of imbalance. The title of the story 
suggests an open mind and an honest desire to come to the 
whole truth. Often, the story is read as if these ideals 
of scientific impartiality prevailed throughout. In this 
reading the Doctor is contrasted to the four old people who
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are deceived by the promise of eternal youth. James K. 
Folsom, for example, sees the Doctor as a wise man who 
understands that "for all things there is a season." He 
concludes that the moral of the tale is that "earth's hap­
piness is as brief as the flowering of a rose, and the wise 
man had better think on eternity."*’ I.do not think it is 
necessary to see the Doctor or his story this way.
Certainly the four old people are ridiculous and 
wrong-headed in their fruitless search for youth. Haw­
thorne makes this point quite clearly in an earlier story, 
"The Wedding Knell," in which a superannuated bride apes 
the follies of a young maiden. The groom in the earlier 
story, recognizing the unseasonableness of aged foolish­
ness, quite properly demonstrates to the bride her error by 
appearing at the wedding in his shroud. In "Dr. Heideg­
ger's Experiment" it is equally clear that a pursuit of 
youth in old age is a misuse of one's life. Dr. Heideg­
ger's four friends are to some extent illustrative of the 
more sophisticated manifestations of excess examined in the 
second section. Despite the concrete evidence of their 
past lives, these four seekers after happiness are con­
vinced that youth will of itself bring all of existence in­
to a congruent pattern which will provide them with com­
plete fulfillment. The folly of this view is presented
^Folsom, p. 113.
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with striking clarity when the illusions of the four old 
friends appear reflected in a mirror. As the supposedly 
rejuvenated lovers compete for the hand of the Widow 
Wycherly, the objective glass "is said to have reflected 
the figures of the three old, gray, withered grandsires, 
ridiculously contending for the skinny ugliness of a 
shrivelled grandam" (I, 268-269). I think it would be a 
mistake, however, to view Dr. Heidegger's behavior simply 
in relation to these four foolish old persons, as Folsom 
does. Dr. Heidegger is equally eccentric himself if his 
actions are considered in relation to more responsible ex­
ternal norms. In fact, far more than his four friends. Dr. 
Heidegger deserves inclusion in the catalogue of disordered 
personalities that we have been compiling.
The story begins with these words: "That very sin­
gular man, old Dr. Heidegger . . ." (I, 258). The reader 
should be immediately alerted by the word singular? singu­
larity is rarely a virtue in Hawthorne's fiction. The word 
does very accurately set the tone of the Doctor's behavior 
throughout the story, however, because his attitude toward 
his friends is very unusual indeed. His invitation to them 
is characterized by the detachment hinted at in the title:
"I am desirous of your assistance in one of those little 
experiments with which I amuse myself in my study" (I, 259). 
One hardly expects a normal man to "amuse" himself at the 
expense of lifelong acquaintances; nevertheless, this is
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what the Doctor intends. His distance from normal human 
feelings is apparent in the attitude he adopts when his 
friends agree to sample his magic waters: "With your per­
mission, . . .  I will merely watch the progress of the ex­
periment1' (I, 263). Like Roger Chillingworth, Dr. Heideg­
ger prefers to work with human subjects in his search for 
scientific truth. Surely the effects of this experiment 
are less damaging than those achieved by Chillingworth, but 
there is a corresponding air of monomaniacal dedication 
that lends credence to Hawthorne's remark that "Dr. Heideg­
ger and all his four friends were sometimes thought to be a 
little beside themselves" (I, 259).
Dr. Heidegger is truly dedicated to his science.
The terms that Hawthorne uses to describe the Doctor's per­
sonality are very accurate measures of the moribund state 
of his emotional life: Heidegger is “complaisant" (I, 266);
he watches the antics of his four subjects with "philo­
sophic coolness" (I, 264). These are hardly the attitudes 
proper to a man who has the necessary respect for the dig­
nity of other human beings. His guests are aware of the 
Doctor's peculiarities even at the opening of the story: 
"They expected nothing more wonderful than the murder of a 
mouse in an air pump, or the examination of a cobweb by the 
microscope or some similar nonsense, with which he was con­
stantly in the habit of pestering his intimates" (I, 261). 
These particular "intimates" little suspect that they will
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be put under the Doctor's microscope with no more sympathy
7than he wastes on a fly or a spider.
This detachment has been a life-long pattern for Dr. 
Heidegger. We learn that at one time he was engaged to a 
young girl named Sylvia Ward, who, "being affected with 
some disorder, . . . had swallowed one of her lover's pre­
scriptions, and died on the bridal evening" (I, 260). The 
only visible tokens of this love remaining in the Doctor's 
possession are a portrait and the rose which he intended to 
wear to their wedding. Just as he was willing to use his 
science on the girl while she was alive, Dr. Heidegger 
freely uses this treasured, withered rose as an illustra­
tion in his newest experiment. Like Aylmer and Rappaccini, 
Dr. Heidegger has subordinated every other human considera­
tion to the pursuit of knowledge. He is classed here 
rather than with the other scientists in Hawthorne's short 
stories only because the effects of Heidegger's science are 
less destructive, betraying rather an excess of emotional 
detachment and scientific curiosity than any compulsive de­
sire to reshape the universe.
We have seen that Dr. Heidegger is a very "singular" 
man, but there is probably no more "singular" man in all of 
Hawthorne's fiction than Wakefield. In his most comprehen-
nNotice Dr. Heidegger's resemblance to Aylmer and 
Rappaccini in this respect and to Septimius Felton, who is 
ready to experiment with his aunt's life because she is old 
and has "little to lose" (XI, 348-349).
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sive statement concerning the personality of Wakefield Haw­
thorne seems to display some surprise that such an unusual 
pattern of behavior might grow out of a character marked 
with none of the usual signs of serious imbalance: "With a
cold, but not depraved nor wandering heart, and a mind 
never feverish with riotous thoughts, nor perplexed with 
originality, who could have anticipated that our friend 
would entitle himself to a foremost place among the doers 
of eccentric deeds?" {I, 154). In an ascending order of 
importance, we have seen a common-sensible approach to life 
close to Mr. Lindsey the higher levels of spiritual reality, 
blind Dr. Heidegger to any human considerations that inter­
fere with science, and now drive Wakefield into a life pat­
tern even more absurd than that of the Man of Adamant. We 
have Hawthorne's testimony that Wakefield is generally mo­
tivated by no "riotous thoughts" or "originality." He has 
no desire to establish a new social system or to advance 
himself in the world; he is driven simply by "curiosity."
Wakefield wishes only to try a little experiment.
His only desire appears to him to be entirely reasonable 
and dispassionate: To know "how his exemplary wife will
endure her widowhood of a week, and briefly how the little 
sphere of creatures and circumstances in which he was the 
central figure, will be affected by his removal" (I, 157).
Of course, if seen in proper perspective, his behavior ap­
pears far more serious than the word "eccentric" would
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indicate. Curiosity cannot be permitted to develop unre­
servedly to the point at which it would dare to make a 
"chasm in human affections" (I, 157), merely to gain some 
ultimately insignificant bit of knowledge.
The danger of allowing unbridled curiosity to con­
trol one's life is apparent in the spurious importance 
which Wakefield attaches to his experiment. His wife has 
long been aware that "a quiet selfishness . . . had rusted 
into his inactive mind" (I, 155). This selfishness is both 
the cause and the increasing effect of his curiosity, since, 
as his experiment demonstrates, the object of his curiosity 
becomes increasingly himself and his importance to those 
about him. Rather than turning his attention to the cement­
ing of the bonds of human affection, Wakefield wastes his 
energies trying to assess his place in the affections of 
others. Hawthorne is quite decided in his censure of this 
attitude: "Poor Wakefield, little knowest thou thine own
insignificance in this great world" (I, 156). Wakefield's 
delusion concerning human priorities is significant evi­
dence of the distorted perceptions which have grown out of 
his unbalanced personality. A. N. Kaul stresses the gravity 
of Wakefield's conduct toward his wife in such a way that 
he helps to bring the related ideas of imbalance and false 
value judgment into much clearer focus: "What seems ori­
ginally an eccentric fancy, undeserving of the heavy pun­
ishment meted out to it, is in reality an inhuman action
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Ostemming from a defective moral personality*" In this way 
we are able to trace a direct cause-effect relationship 
from Wakefield's warped personality to his distorted view 
of man's relationship to the universe.
Since he is infatuated solely with the workings of 
his own curiosity, Wakefield is unable to put his behavior 
into proper perspective. As he lurks about the streets 
fantasizing about encounters with his wife, Wakefield re­
veals himself to be totally out of touch with reality:
"Long since, it must be remarked, he had lost the percep­
tion of singularity in his conduct" (I, 160). The pattern 
is a familiar one in Hawthorne's stories: the man who
voluntarily isolates himself from the real world soon de­
ludes himself that his own eccentricity is the only accu­
rate norm for human conduct. Once again Hawthorne draws 
the conclusion that fundamental errors of perception must 
be accepted as evidence of an abnormality fast approaching 
madness. Wakefield's failure to understand the perversity 
of his behavior is a telling sign: "The singularity of his
situation must have so moulded him to himself, that con­
sidered in regard to his fellow-creatures and the business 
of life, he could not be said to possess his right mind"
(I, 162). The unrestrained development of a single faculty 
has again produced the fruit of insanity. That this should
®Kaul, p. 156.
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happen to Wakefield, Hawthorne sees as entirely owing to 
the man's own self-indulgence. There is no sympathy in the 
terms which Hawthorne uses to characterize Wakefield during 
his voluntary exile: he is a "foolish man" (I, 156); and a
"crafty nincompoop" (I, 159). Self-destruction for such a 
mean cause cannot elicit the author's sympathy.
It is not necessary that Wakefield die at the end of 
the story in order that justice might be served. Hawthorne 
feels that the net result of Wakefield's experiment is a 
sort of living death that requires no immediate physical 
validation. As Wakefield finally climbs the steps of his 
old home to escape from a rain storm, Hawthorne tells us 
that the man is substantially dead already: "Stay, Wake­
field I Would you go to the sole home that is left to you? 
Then step into your grave!" (I, 163). Wakefield's actual 
punishment is actually far more apposite than the escape 
afforded by physical death. As predicted earlier in the 
story, the "chasm in human affections" opened by Wakefield's 
experiment has "quickly closed again." His wife has re­
covered from her loss, and, as Hawthorne also predicted, her 
recovery is at Wakefield's expense: "Her heart is sad,
perhaps, but quiet; and let him return soon or late, it 
will never be feverish for him again" (I, 160).
In other words, Wakefield's punishment is postulated 
on the success of his experiment; he has discovered finally 
that his removal from society has had the single effect of
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destroying all his ties with other human beings and of mak­
ing him the "Outcast of the Universe" (I, 164). Hawthorne's 
insistence that Wakefield has destroyed his life makes one 
very loath to accept an optimistic reading of the story 
such as that presented by James W. Matthews in his "Haw­
thorne and the Chain of Being": "The title character of
'Wakefield* averts near tragedy when he returns from his
9self-imposed isolation." The whole development of the 
story seems to argue to the contrary that Wakefield has 
forever sacrificed his opportunity for a normal family life 
in order to gratify a foolish curiosity. As his motives 
are foolish, so is his fate ludicrous? but there are truly 
tragic instances of a similar self-destruction.
Young Goodman Brown is afflicted with another pecu­
liar intellectual mania; he demands absolute existential 
certainty in moral matters and refuses to allow for the 
margin of faith necessary in all human undertakings. His 
trip through the forest is experimental in much the same 
way that Wakefield's voluntary isolation is. It is not 
Goodman Brown's intention to live in the symbolic forest, 
but only to pass a brief time there in order to achieve 
metaphysical certitude concerning good and evil on earth.
His repeated self-justifications reveal both his confusion 
and his easy confidence that his alienation from faith, or
qJames W. Matthews, "Hawthorne and the Chain of 
Being," MLQ, XVIII (1957), 285.
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Faith, is only temporary. Like Giovanni in "Rappaccini's 
Daughter," Goodman Brown attempts to subject a complex 
spiritual situation to a simple empirical test. He cannot 
place his faith in goodness until he has received irrefuta­
ble proof that goodness does actually exist. As he sets 
out on his journey, Goodman Brown tries to convince himself 
that he will soon return a better man to take up his faith 
again, but Hawthorne punctures this illusion ironically:
"After this one night, I'll cling to her skirts 
and follow her to heaven."
With this excellent resolve for the future,
Goodman Brown felt himself justified in making more 
haste on his present evil purpose. (II, 90)
His purpose is "evil" precisely for the same reasons that
he considers his intentions good. No man may suspend the
balances necessary to human existence regardless of the
lofty ideal he adopts to justify this suspension. As we
have seen so often, once one abandons the accepted norm,
his perceptions are immediately distorted, and he finds
himself incapable of judging correctly any longer.
Like all characters suffering from imbalances of 
personality, Goodman Brown is particularly susceptible to 
self-deception. The "excellent resolve for the future" 
with which he set out is only one of many efforts to dis­
tort the true nature of his unreasonable desire. At the 
very beginning of the story, as we have seen, Goodman Brown 
turns his back on Faith with a consoling justification; his 
moral perception grows gradually more distorted as he pro-
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ceeds. For example, he is offered another opportunity to 
escape from his compulsion when he sees Goody Cloyse in the 
forest. Brown momentarily responds to this corrective ex­
perience by stopping his forward progress. Instead of ac­
cepting this opportunity as providential intervention, how­
ever, Brown continues to believe that the strength of his 
own intellect is ample protection, and so pauses in the 
same place to examine his situation. Hawthorne is again 
scornful of Brown's pitiful self-confidence: "The young
man sat a few moments by the roadside, applauding himself 
greatly, and thinking with how clear a conscience he should 
meet the minister in his morning walk" (II, 96). Young 
Goodman Brown's absurd confidence in the power of his un­
aided intellect to judge unerringly complex metaphysical 
questions is an obvious corollary of his vain demand for 
individual intellectual certitude in the first place.
Goodman Brown's satanic guide exploits the young 
man's pride very successfully during their walk together. 
When Brown confesses to scruples at first meeting the old 
man, the tempter suavely appeals to the young man's obvious 
weakness: "Let us walk on, nevertheless, reasoning as we
go . . (II, 91-92). If sin may be properly defined as a 
disorder of the human soul, how fitting in this case that 
intellectual striving after impossible certitude should be 
the favorite device of temptation of Brown's actual enemy. 
Hawthorne himself is convinced that there are clearly
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defined limits to man's capabilities in all areas, includ­
ing the intellectual. In his sketch "Monsieur Du Miroir" 
Hawthorne compares striving after the unknowable to reason­
ing with oneself in the mirror: "Thus do mortals deify, as
it were, a mere shadow of themselves, a spectre of human 
reason, and ask of that to unveil the mysteries which 
Divine Intelligence has revealed so far as needful to our 
guidance, and hid the rest" (II, 195). Thus, Young Goodman 
Brown has deluded himself from the first concerning the 
possibilities of human knowledge; and his subsequent fail­
ures in the forest to turn back from the course he had set 
for himself are merely natural outgrowths of his initial 
error.
Brown's efforts to reduce all reality to dimensions 
conformable to his own mind seem to be a variant of the 
same egocentricity that led Wakefield to consider the uni­
verse a matter of curiosity in direct proportion to its re­
lation to himself.10 This centering on self produces much 
the same effects on Goodman Brown, especially in respect to 
his perceptions of the reality about him. In the words of 
Richard H. Fogle, "Most pervasive of the contrasts in 
'Young Goodman Brown* is the consistent discrepancy between
10On this point see Roy R. Male, Hawthorne1s Tragic 
Vision (New York, 1964), in which Male argues that Brown 
"has achieved unity" of understanding "at the cost of fan­
tastic distortion; his completed circle is self-centered 
and self-constricting" (p. 86).
appearance and r e a l i t y . D i s t o r t i o n  of the personality 
once again produces distortions of perception. The trip 
through the forest is charged with ambiguous perceptions: 
the guide may be Brown's grandfather; Goody Cloyse and the 
other church members may or may not actually be present in 
the forest; and the guide's staff may actually be a serpent. 
Hawthorne characteristically explains this last problem away 
in a manner that throws the responsibility for error square­
ly on the part of Goodman Brown: "This, of course, must
have been an ocular deception, assisted by the uncertain 
light" (II, 91). The error is in the eye of the beholder. 
This evaluating intelligence on which Brown so confidently 
lays all of his trust may be clouded by uncertain light, by 
obliquity of vision, or by any of those powers of inversion 
that beset a personality warped out of its normal situation. 
Like the Man of Adamant, Young Goodman Brown is so commit­
ted to a single perspective that he cannot accept the fact 
that his prism may distort those elements which fall out­
side its scope.
Young Goodman Brown's confusion persists and deepens. 
Having failed in the impossible task of establishing the 
metaphysically certain existence of good, his perverted ad­
herence to absolutes drives him to affirm that only evil 
exists certainly: "My Faith is gone. . . . There is no
■^Fogle, The Light and the Dark, p. 26.
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good on earth" (II, 9 9 ) ,  Melvin W. Askew points out the 
"immaturity" of Young Goodman Brown's demand for a universe 
which will fall within the limits he has set for his ex­
periment: Goodman Brown is "unable to accept the patent
fact . . . that there is no one-to-one correspondence be­
tween the circumstances of reality and the circumstances of 
the catechism." Thus he "never recognizes the true pro­
portions of Faith's character, the true character of the
people in his community, or the true and total potential
12within himself." Goodman Brown's failures of perception 
are heart-breaking, but at the same time absurd. The uni­
verse which refused to bow to his scrutiny throws back, his 
cry of despair in a howling wind which "sometimes gave a 
broad roar around the traveller, as if all Nature were 
laughing him to scorn" (II, 99) .
It is fitting that the reason in which Brown placed 
his utter trust should forsake him at the moment of great­
est crisis, leaving him, in Hawthorne's phrase, "a demoni­
ac" (II, 100). Madness seems to be the inevitable alter­
native when a character in Hawthorne's fiction discovers 
that his obsession is sterile. Goodman Brown's madness is 
of a particularly violent sort, the very antithesis to be­
havior motivated by a towering intellect: "On he flew
among the black pines, brandishing his staff with frenzied
^2Melvin W. Askew, "Hawthorne, the Fall, and the 
Psychology of Maturity," AL, XXXIV (Nov., 1962), 341.
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gestures, now giving vent to an inspiration of horrid blas­
phemy, and shouting forth such laughter as set all the 
echoes of the forest laughing like demons around him" (II, 
99-100). The punishment is again particularly well suited 
to the crime.
Like Wakefield, Brown does not immediately die in 
retribution for his self-destruction. Instead, his per­
verted vision of reality is allowed to continue for the 
rest of his life. He continues to suffer from the sort of 
inversion which briefly afflicts Dimmesdale and the Man of 
Adamant. Nothing is what it seems to Goodman Brown: "On
the Sabbath day, when the congregation were singing a holy 
psalm, he could not listen because an anthem of sin rushed 
loudly upon his ear and drowned all the blessed strain" (II, 
106). Goodman Brown is like Wakefield too, in that his 
life is effectually over long before his physical death.
His true home, like Wakefield's, is the tomb, not the house 
of Faith from which he had voluntarily exiled himself. The 
sole product of an intelligence which is allowed to seek 
for an unattainable truth at the expense of the rest of the 
personality is a "dying hour" that is "gloom" (II, 106).
Roger Elliston of "Egotism" presents us with two 
difficulties when we attempt to bring him into some sort of 
satisfactory equation with the other disordered personali­
ties we have been examining. First of all, Elliston1s 
problem is less clearly defined than are the problems of
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the other characters we have seen. He is an egotist, yes, 
but he is also extremely jealous. Furthermore, he has— or 
imagines he has— a snake in his bosom. It is suggested in 
the story that these three peculiarities of disposition are 
related in some intimate, but inexplicit, way. The second 
problem with Elliston arises when we realize that he is the 
first character we have encountered so far in the short 
stories who renounces his diseased attitude toward the uni­
verse in response to the love of a woman. It is true that 
Hollingsworth, Kenyon, and Holgrave are blessed with a si­
milarly happy fortune in the novels, but none of the three 
appears to be precisely the same sort of character as 
Elliston.
Attempting first of all to come to some definite 
statement of Elliston1s particular distortion, we must note 
the equality given to egotism and the bosom serpent in Haw­
thorne's title. The snake in Elliston's bosom is a physi­
cal symbol of his personal disorder, egotism, in much the 
same way that Lady Eleanore's mantle is the visible "type" 
of her pride. In the earlier story, such an intimate connec­
tion is established between the shawl and the pride it sig­
nifies, that the symbol is the only natural force capable 
of affecting the lady's defective personality in any signi­
ficant way. In "Egotism" Hawthorne attempts to establish a 
similarly significant correspondence between the serpent and 
Elliston's morbidly selfconscious personality: "The snake
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in his bosom seemed the symbol of a monstrous egotism to 
which everything was referred, and which he pampered, night 
and day, with a continual and excessive sacrifice of devil 
worship" (II, 309). In this later story one feels that the 
choice of symbol is less successful. There is something 
"low," almost ludicrous, about a snake in one's stomach 
which makes the reader uneasy at accepting the serpent as an 
adequate physical representation of the complex moral de­
formity that Hawthorne calls a "monstrous egotism." The 
choice of symbol seems in part dictated by the demands of 
the story's plotting: the snake's return to the fountain
will illustrate dramatically Elliston's release from his 
mania.
A more interesting explanation for the symbol might 
be found in Hawthorne's attitude toward the type of excess 
represented by Elliston's egotism. James K. Folsom argues 
that, from the point of view of a balanced personality, El­
liston' s inordinate preoccupation with self can only be 
seen as absurd: "How trivial an effect is the obsession
with a snake in one's bosom, how utterly lacking in any 
kind of human value. And yet, Hawthorne suggests this is
the way egotism is— it does not make man into a tragic fig-
13ure, but into a contemptible and slightly foolish one."
The point seems to be well taken, especially when placed in
13Folsom, p. 142.
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conjunction with two other seemingly puzzling aspects of 
the story. The old men of the town, instead of seeing El- 
liston's serpent as a symbol of incurable moral depravity, 
feel that the trouble may be nothing more serious than "dys­
pepsia" (II, 307). The anecdote is clearly intended to be—  
and clearly is— comic. Furthermore, Elliston's repeated 
cry, "It gnaws me! It gnaws me!" takes on increasingly 
humorous dimensions as it recurs in the tale. It would 
seem that in this story the air of absurdity touching Wake­
field, Mr. Lindsey, and the Man of Adamant, is allowed to 
develop fully.
The pose of moral equilibrium adopted by Hawthorne 
as narrator in these tales thus becomes amazingly like the 
pose adopted by a classical satirist. Digressions from the 
norm must in such a view first come under the glare of ridi­
cule before they can be exposed to censure. Jac Tharpe
14sees Elliston as "the man of humour," suggesting an even 
closer connection between Hawthorne's method in this story 
and the method of the orthodox satirist. Without belabor­
ing the comparison unnecessarily, we might conclude that 
Hawthorne's choice of the serpent as a symbol for Elliston's 
egotism can be accepted as plausible if we concede to the 
author an attempt to add symbolic reenforcement to a clas­
sical satire on self-love.
14Jac Tharpe, Nathaniel Hawthorne: Identity and
Knowledge (Carbondale, 111., 1967), p. 87.
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The connection between the egotism represented by 
the serpent and Elliston's jealousy is similarly compli­
cated. An excessive preoccupation with self must inevita­
bly destroy all normal human relationships, as Lady Elea- 
nore's pride left her no opportunity for real communication 
with others. In this light, then, we can see the accuracy 
of the doctor's diagnosis which found Elliston's "dreams of 
domestic bliss . . . willfully shattered by himself" (II, 
306). Total commitment to self invalidates any claims put 
forth in the interests of "domestic bliss." The man who 
worships only himself can have no vital energy left for 
giving himself to another, nor can he accept the reasonable 
limitations placed on human love by the weaknesses of all 
men and women.
Elliston, we infer, would seek from marriage an ab­
solute dedication in much the same way that Young Goodman 
Brown demands absolute metaphysical truth from religion.
The "sacrifice" which Elliston would deem most appropriate 
to his "devil," is of course his wife's total absorption 
into himself. His jealousy, then, is not so much fear that 
his wife might seek another lover, as that she might retain 
any of her individuality and human integrity. It is in this 
light, I believe, that Herkimer's equation of egotism with 
jealousy should be understood? his explanation to Elliston 
is in these words: "A tremendous Egotism, manifesting it-
soif in your case in the form of jealousy, is as fearful a
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fiend as ever stole into the human heart" (II, 320). El- 
liston's primary failure, then, is a preoccupation with 
self which makes him incapable of accepting any relation­
ship which is not based exclusively on his own selfish 
needs.
There can be little doubt that Elliston is far re­
moved from the norm in human behavior when the story opens. 
This total self-absorption can certainly be assumed to be 
an insuperable barrier to his understanding of the world 
around him. He is, in Hawthorne's view, "an apparent luna­
tic" (II, 304). Certainly his assumption that all other 
men, with the exception of Herkimer, suffer from equally 
gnawing bosom serpents, reveals a distorted perception of 
reality. Once again, as in the case of Young Goodman 
Brown, a single idea— in this case self-worth— has been 
permitted to fester until it totally destroys the necessary 
correctives that shade reliable human perception. Goodman 
Brown is seriously in error when he decides that there is 
"no good on earth," and Elliston is equally mistaken when 
he concludes that the only significant characteristic of 
any man he meets is the man's secret vice. Like the minis­
ter behind the black veil, Elliston looks out on the world 
from a distorted point of view, and so his perceptions can­
not fail to be unreliable. The townspeople are acting with­
in the mainstream of acceptable social responsibility in 
Hawthorne's universe when they identify Elliston as a luna-
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tic and endeavor to silence his obsessions in an asylum.
In this case, however, there is a suggestion that 
the townspeople's sensible course of action might be too 
extreme. The doctors release Elliston from the institution, 
and Hawthorne remarks that the doctors are probably correct 
in their decision. He summarizes the evidence concerning 
Elliston's ultimate mental condition in this way: "His ec­
centricities were doubtless great; he had habitually vio­
lated many of the customs and prejudices of society; but the 
world was not, without surer ground, entitled to treat him 
as a madman" (II, 316-317). The moderation of Hawthorne's 
criticism here should not be understood to flow from his 
use of the term "eccentricities" to describe Elliston's ac­
tions; after all, Wakefield has a "foremost place among the 
doers of eccentric deeds." There is an impression in this 
tale from the first, however, that the air of profound 
moral censure that hangs over the other stories we have 
treated is here missing. This is puzzling, since a "mon­
strous egotism" is no less a failure of personality than 
vanity or religious obsession. Nor is Elliston's harass­
ment of his fellow citizens more excusable than the per­
verse attitudes of Goodman Brown or the Reverend Mr. Hooper. 
There is nothing intrinsic in Elliston's condition which 
would. make him more open to the opportunities of salvation 
through love than the other characters we have seen. The 
softening of Hawthorne's criticism must be owing to reasons
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other than Elliston's role as an eccentric or the pettiness 
of his vice.
One explanation for the difference in Hawthorne's 
tone is suggested by this statement by Elliston: "Could I
for one moment forget myself, the serpent might not abide 
within me. It is my diseased self-contemplation that has 
engendered and nourished him" (II, 319). Elliston thus 
emerges as the first character whom we have seen aware of 
his own abnormality. Where there is such awareness, there 
is also the possibility that one's distortions of reality 
need not be permanent nor fatal.
However, the reader is not fully satisfied by an ex­
planation which depends on the insights of Elliston's still- 
diseased personality. As we have pointed out above, Ellis­
ton' s distortion is as potentially destructive as those of 
Young Goodman Brown and the Man of Adamant. The moral 
strength which makes Elliston capable of receiving the salva­
tion proffered by his wife seems less intrinsic than en­
forced. It was remarked earlier that there is some reason 
to accept the plot of the story as a justification for the 
serpent symbol. This reasoning seems increasingly plausible 
as we seek an explanation for Elliston's ability to escape 
from his psychic prison.
Hawthorne's belief in the efficacy of a good woman's 
love is one of his cardinal doctrines. The redeeming influ­
ence of Hilda, Phoebe, Priscilla, and Susan in "The Village
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Uncle" is the essential force for good in the lives of the 
men connected with them. For Hawthorne, a man without his 
true mate is an incomplete soul. Without woman, man is a 
poor, usually misguided, creature; but in a loving union 
with a pure woman, his best qualities are released. The 
ideal formula is provided in "The New Adam and Eve":
"Man's intellect, moderated by Woman's tenderness and moral 
sense! Were such the legislation of the world there would 
be no need of State Houses, Capitols, Halls of Parliament 
. . ." (II, 286).
In the stories we have seen so far, this principle 
has received only negative illustration in the lives of 
Digby, Brown, and the Reverend Mr. Hooper. "Egotism" al­
lows Hawthorne to dramatize his domestic theory through the 
happy reunion of Elliston and his wife. There is, then,
some plausibility to John W. Shroeder's view of the story
15as an "epithalamium." It is ultimately Hawthorne's de­
sign for the story's happy ending which permits the relaxa­
tion of his somber moralizing in favor of the lighter comic 
treatment more appropriate to a story of celebration.
Before we leave this question of distorted personali­
ties, we should pause to consider two stories which deal 
with an important variation of the problem. Both "The
1C John W. Shroeder, "'That Inward Sphere': Notes on 
Hawthorne's Heart Imagery and Symbolism," PMLA, LXV (1950), 
1 1 3 .
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Gentle Boy," and "The Maypole of Merry Mount" are concerned 
with abnormal emphases of particular traits. The differ­
ence between these two stories and those we have previously 
examined lies in the fact that these two stories take up 
the question of imbalance on a less individual basis. The 
central focus in "The Gentle Boy” and "The Maypole of Merry 
Mount" is far less individual personalities warped by psy­
chological distortions than it is the Puritan society in 
which the characters live. Through a social extrapolation, 
Hawthorne is able to examine the effects of excess on a 
much greater scale. In these stories he attributes to the 
Puritan community, and to other social groups of similar 
composition, corporate personalities which display the same 
tendencies toward excesses of emphasis that we have seen in 
individual souls.
Later on, in The Scarlet Letter and The Blithedale 
Romance, we will see Hawthorne involved in evaluating the 
qualifications of two societies to act as norms. The two 
short stories now under consideration will prove to be val­
uable sources of comparison for some problems arising in 
the novels. We shall here consider in detail the relation 
of the eccentric individual to his society in order to ob­
serve Hawthorne's assertion of the universal norm in human 
behavior. The two stories in question are of particular 
interest, moreover, in that they provide the reader with 
materials through which he may evaluate the "normality" of
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one society in relation to another. Thus, questions con­
cerning the existence of an absolute norm are raised.
"The Gentle Boy" presents us with the rival claims
of two societies: the established Puritan community, and
the evangelical kingdom of the Quakers. Hawthorne leaves
us in little doubt that he considers the Quakers habitually
excessive in the pursuit of their ideals. His summary of
the recent history of the sect is a ringing indictment of
their manifest excesses:
Their enthusiasm, heightened almost to madness by 
the treatment they received, produced actions con­
trary to the rules of decency, as well as of ra­
tional religion, and presented a singular contrast 
to the calm and staid deportment of their sectarian 
successors of the present day. The command of the 
spirit, inaudible except to the soul, and not to be 
controverted on grounds on human wisdom, was made a 
plea for most indecorous exhibitions, which, ab­
stractly considered, well deserved the moderate 
chastisement of the rod. (I, 86)
This passage, with a few changes in details, might well
serve as a blanket description of all those characters whom
we have so far grouped under the heading of the imbalanced.
The Quakers are from the first in this story put in a most
critical light.
There is a suggestion of madness raised by the Qua­
kers' antithesis to "rational religion." The suggestion 
receives further elaboration later on when Catherine, who 
serves as the most vivid representative of the sect in the 
story, preaches a scathingly denunciatory sermon to the Pu­
ritan congregation. Hawthorne's reaction to her speech is
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presented in such a way that we immediately recognize that, 
with the Quakers, a suspected madness is once again the 
source of dangerously inverted perceptions: "Having thus
given vent to the flood of malignity which she mistook for 
inspiration, the speaker was silent" (I, 101). Thus we can 
see that Hawthorne's harsh criticism of the Quakers at the 
beginning of the tale springs directly from an awareness 
that the society sought by this band of visionaries can 
only be marked by aggravated forms of excess.
One would expect after this censure of the Quakers 
that the Puritan community in question would appear in a 
flattering light of reasonable moderation. Just the oppo­
site picture develops, however. Hawthorne's description of 
the Puritan community on the day of Catherine's sermon is 
slanted to illustrate clearly the hypocritical religious 
vanity that he often castigates as the Puritan's greatest 
failing. The crucial passage deals with the entry of 
Dorothy and Ilbrahim into the meeting house:
The wrinkled beldams involved themselves in their 
rusty cloaks as he passed by; even the mild-featured 
maidens seemed to dread contamination; and many a 
stern man arose, and turned as if the sanctuary 
were polluted by his presence. He was a sweet in­
fant of the skies that had strayed away from his 
home, and all the inhabitants of this miserable 
world closed up their impure hearts against him, 
drew back their earth-soiled garments from his 
touch, and said, "We are holier than thou." (I, 97).
The language here is cruelly biting, explicitly stating,
rather than suggesting, that the perceptions of this group
are totally inverted. The Puritan community appears as a
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natural extension of Richard Digby's doctrinal narrowness 
to the proportions of a community.
We seem to be confronted, then, with two societies 
hurtling toward some sort of significant encounter from 
which it would be difficult to select the more responsible 
combatant.
This uncertainty is reenforced in the meeting house 
when contrasting descriptions of the Puritan minister and 
Catherine succeed only in strengthening the impression that 
neither side is justified. The description of the minister 
stresses his coldness, his conviction of self-righteousness, 
and a pious form of pride in self. He is "a man of pale, 
thin countenance." His theme is "the danger of pity" toward 
Quakers. His sense of self is so powerful, that after his 
most unchristian sermon, "he took his seat with much self- 
congratulation, and endeavored to read the effect of his 
eloquence in the visages of the people" (I, 98). In much 
the same way that the minister seems to contain within him­
self all the most unbalanced qualities of the Puritans, so 
Catherine at this point seems the very embodiment of those 
excesses which Hawthorne mentions at the beginning of the 
story as the defects of the Quakers. As she rises to ad­
dress the congregation, she is dressed in a "most singular 
array": "A shapeless robe of sackcloth was girded about
her waist with a knotted cord; her raven hair fell down 
upon her shoulders, and its blackness was defiled by pale
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streaks of ashes, which she had strown upon her head. Her 
eyebrows, dark and strongly defined, added to the deathly 
whiteness of a countenance, which, emaciated with want, and 
wild with enthusiasm and strange sorrows, retained no trace 
of earlier beauty" (I, 99). These two societies, as they 
are represented by their ministers of the gospel, offer one 
no viable choice in the search for a community founded on 
principles of moderation and normality.
Although this dilemma is challenging, it seems fair­
ly clear that the story is not intended simply to present 
the reader with an impossible choice between two inadequate 
societies. The title, after all, refers to a boy, and it 
is in the incidents surrounding this child that we should 
look for any final conclusions proposed by the tale. Cath­
erine, we must recall, is not merely a religious fanatic; 
she is also a mother. Hawthorne is quite insistent that 
Catherine is paying with the life and affections of her son 
for her immoderate devotion to religion. In a summary ac­
count of the passage of some months, the author says that 
he must leave Catherine "to wander on a mistaken errand, 
neglectful of the holiest trust which can be committed to a 
woman" (I, 115). Even in the midst of her fanaticism, 
Catherine seems conscious herself of her failings toward 
the boy; when she sees the child at the meeting house, Haw­
thorne suggests that "the indulgence of natural love had 
given her mind a momentary sense of her errors, and made
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her know how far she had strayed from duty in following the 
dictates of a wild fanaticism" (I, 103). Catherine's reli­
gious monomania can be accepted simply as a failure to seek 
moderate proportions in life, and thus as a fundamentally 
personal defect. Her irresponsible behavior toward her 
child, however, takes her beyond the realm of immoderation 
into that dangerous area where one's failures of perception 
work evil upon innocent, often loving, individuals.
The crucial issue of balance in this story comes to 
a climax in a tableau aptly centered on the title character. 
A single passage occurring during the meeting house scene 
brings all the conflicting forces to bear at once. Again 
Hawthorne makes his point through physical contrast, as he 
describes first Dorothy, and then Catherine: "Her mild,
but saddened features, and neat matronly attire, harmonized 
together, and were like a verse of fireside poetry. Her 
very aspect proved that she was blameless, so far as mortal 
could be so, in respect to God and man; while the enthusi­
ast, in her robe of sackcloth and girdle of knotted cord, 
had as evidently violated the duties of the present life
and the future, by fixing her attention wholly on the lat- 
1 6ter" (I, 104). Here is the central point. Dorothy has
^6The image "fireside poetry" is very significant to 
Hawthorne; compare its use here in connection with Dorothy 
to the passage in "The Village Uncle" in which the narrator 
and Susan return from a visit to the "natural poetry of the 
sea" to their own cottage: "As we sat alone by the quiet
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managed to maintain the essential balance in her own life 
without violating the obvious norms of her society. Her 
opposition to the community's suppression of conscience is 
expressed internally through her own Christian openness to 
other men. That her way is both reasonable and successful 
seems apparent from the careful antitheses in this passage 
between the moderation of Dorothy's way of life and the ex­
cesses on either side by the Quakers and the Puritans.
This solution is both characteristic of Hawthorne 
and unique to this story. That moderation should be pro­
posed as the most successful antidote for excessive behav­
ior is most characteristic; that this moderation can only 
be attained through a dissociation of oneself from the es­
tablished community comes as rather a surprise to the read­
er. It is unprecedented in the examples of Hawthorne's 
fiction we have considered thus far for a couple to make a 
revolutionary choice, such as the decision of Tobias and 
Dorothy to become Quakers, and not only escape Hawthorne's 
censure, but receive his approval. The mitigating circum­
stances in this situation can be the only explanation for 
this unique solution. Faced with alternative societies 
which are both disordered, the "normal" character can find 
his salvation only in a compromise. Puritanism without
hearth, with household things around, it was her turn to 
make me feel that here was a deeper poetry, and that this 
was the dearest hour of all" (I, 357).
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prejudice has turned out to be an impossible solution for 
the Pearsons; there remains for them only the more humane 
alternative of a Quakerism stripped of its fanaticism.
"The Gentle Boy" is a difficult story to categorize 
for several reasons. There is, first of all, Hawthorne's 
wider theater involving whole societies rather than mere 
individuals. Second, we are faced with the interlocking 
problems of the individual and his mutual relations with 
society. Finally, the story is novel because here for the 
first time the tentative sympathy that Hawthorne expresses 
for individuals who, like Hester and Zenobia, are victims 
of unjust circumstances, comes to fruition in a unique jus­
tification of reasonable dissent.
"The Maypole of Merry Mount" has certain substantial 
points of similarity to "The Gentle Boy," but is fundamen­
tally a story of far less thematic complexity, and thus a 
more appropriate point on which to conclude this investiga­
tion.
Hawthorne leaves little room for doubt that he con­
siders the principles upon which the Merry Mount community 
was founded unsatisfactory. He says of these colonists: 
"Their leaders were men who had sported so long with life, 
that when Thought and Wisdom came, even these unwelcome 
guests were led astray by the crowd of vanities which they 
should have put to flight. Erring Thought and perverted 
Wisdom were made to put on masques, and play the fool. The
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men of whom we speak, after losing the heart's fresh gayety, 
imagined a wild philosophy of pleasure, and came hither to 
act out their latest day-dream" (I, 75). The effects of 
"erring Thought and perverted Wisdom" prove to be as dis­
torted and immoderate as might be expected from such a fun­
damentally unsound view of reality. The cardinal note of 
the colonists' revelry is not the exquisite pleasure which 
they obviously intend, but rather an inhuman form of corrup­
tion. The objective observer would see in their activities 
the debasing of the "crew of Comus, some already trans­
formed into brutes, some midway between man and beast, and 
others rioting in the flow of tipsy jollity that foreran 
the change" (I, 72). As was the case with the Quakers, the 
society antagonistic to established Puritanism is again 
presented as seriously disordered.
As was also the case with the Quakers, the Puritan 
society that stands in opposition is presented in equally 
unattractive terms. These Puritans are afflicted with a 
disordered vision very similar to that of the community in 
"The Gentle Boy." The revels that the objective observer 
might see as beastly, for example, appear to Endicott and 
his followers as "masques [of] those devils and ruined 
souls with whom their superstition peopled the black wil­
derness" (I, 72). The religious excess of these Puritans 
is of a familiar type in Hawthorne's fiction. In "The Grey 
Champion" Hawthorne takes notice of "veterans of King
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Phillip's war, who had burned villages and slaughtered 
young and old, with pious fierceness, while the godly souls 
throughout the land were helping them with their prayers" 
(I, 23). In this story he refers to the Puritans as "dis­
mal wretches," and says further of them, "When they met in 
conclave, it was never to keep the old English mirth, but 
to hear sermons three hours long, or to proclaim bounties 
on the heads of wolves and the scalps of Indians. Their 
festivals were fast days, and their chief pastime the.sing­
ing of psalms" (I, 77). The description carries some notes 
also that will recur in his analysis of the Puritan commu­
nity in The Scarlet Letter. The whole tone is such that
the very obvious failings of Puritan society stand out in 
17clear relief.
Hawthorne's marked distaste for the excessive sever­
ity of the Puritan world view is more apparent in this 
story than in any work we have previously considered. The 
sympathy which Hawthorne displays toward Hester Prynne, 
Tobias and Dorothy Pearson, and other characters caught in 
the grip of Puritan intolerance, is here given explicit 
statement. The conflict between the two approaches to life 
represented in the story is presented this way: "The fu­
ture complexion of New England was involved in this impor-
17See "Endicott and the Red Cross" for another il­
lustration of the severity of Puritan punishments and 
intolerance (I, 487-488).
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tant quarrel. Should the grizzly saints establish their 
jurisdiction over the gay sinners, then would their spirits 
darken all the clime, and make it a land of clouded visages, 
of hard toil, of sermon and psalm forever. But should the 
banner staff of Merry Mount be fortunate, sunshine would 
break upon the hills, and flowers would beautify the forest, 
and late posterity do homage to the Maypole" (I, 78-79).
The passage is clearly more sympathetic to the cause of 
Merry Mount than to the Puritan ideal. The working-out of 
the story, however, shows us that this sympathy is not so 
strong as Hawthorne's sense of realistic responsibility.
As in the case of The Scarlet Letter, personal preference 
on the author's part is subordinated to the demands of a 
hard world.
Edith and Edward, the young couple, reveal quite 
early in the story an awareness of the true nature of 
things that is far more perceptive than that of their el­
ders. Edith suspects, even while she is Lady of the May, 
that "these shapes of our jovial friends are visionary, and 
their mirth unreal, and that we are no true Lord and Lady 
of the May” (I, 74). Edgar feels much the same sense of 
unreality about their existence at Merry Mount, but is at a 
loss to explain his disquiet. Hawthorne strikes a familiar 
note in explaining their insights: "Prom the first moment
that they truly loved, they had subjected themselves to 
earth's doom of care and sorrow, and troubled joy, and had
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no more a home at Merry Mount" (I, 75). The young couple 
have thus divined a more significant level of experience; 
and events in this story, as elsewhere in Hawthorne's fic­
tion, demonstrate that this deeper level of experience is 
ultimately more gratifying than any illusory dreams of a 
perennial May dance.
Endicott sees in the young couple qualities that 
reflect the soundness of their intuitions about the 
real world. He singles them out for special consideration 
and declares: "There be qualities in the youth, which may
make him valiant to fight, and sober to toil, and pious to 
pray; and in the maiden, that may fit her to become a moth­
er in our Israel, bringing up babes in better nurture than 
their own hath been" (I, 83). The subsequent life of the 
young couple proves Endicott to have been an accurate 
prophet. We last hear about them: "They went heavenward,
supporting each other along the difficult path which it was 
their lot to tread, and never wasted one regretful thought 
on the vanities of Merry Mount" (I, 84). Like Matthew and 
Hannah in "The Great Carbuncle," and Holgrave and Phoebe in 
The House of the Seven Gables, Edgar and Edith ultimately 
discover that the surest path to happiness in this life, and 
the best warrant of salvation in the next, is a life founded 
on moderation, and directed toward the reasonable goals 
attainable by mankind.
In this story, as in "The Gentle Boy," the most ac­
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ceptable solution to the problem of two antagonistic soci-
18eties lies in a compromise. This story is more charac­
teristic of Hawthorne's customary manner, however, in that 
the solution arrives through a voluntary conformity to the 
reasonable standards of an existing society, rather than 
through an individual option to diverge from the orthodox 
view. Edith and Edgar avoid the more extreme aspects of 
Puritan severity, we infer, because of their exposure early 
in life to a corrective sense of joy. Frederick C. Crews 
suggests at one point the dubious conclusion that the young 
lovers "will be exchanging the overt gratifications of 
hedonism for the more furtive gratifications of an ascetic 
sadism." Although this reading is highly suspect, Crews' 
explanation of the young couple's final success is very 
similar to the conclusions which we have come to here: 
"Edith and Edgar will survive because they can reconcile 
the instinct and conscience that tyrannize the respective
colonists. Extremes are invariably destructive in Haw-
19thorne's fiction." We need only add to these remarks the 
observation that the ultimate balance in this story is 
struck well within the confines of an established society.
1 ftOn this point, see James K. Folsom's theory that 
"The May Pole of Merry Mount" should be interpreted "as a 
statement of a golden mean between two fanatical extremes, 
the two lovers, Edith and Edgar, being the human mean be­
tween the extremes of Puritanism and Merry Mount, symboli­
cally considered" (p. 121).
1 9Crews, pp. 19, 25.
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In all the short stories we have seen in this sec­
tion, Hawthorne has presented a character or group of char­
acters warped out of the normal proportions suitable for 
human life. The point of view from which the characters 
are judged is clearly that of a moderate man. As narrator 
in these stories, Hawthorne establishes his credentials as 
responsible critic through his plausible analyses of per­
ceptions which appear to the reader as obviously distorted. 
The particular attention lavished on the erring perspectives 
of these unbalanced personalities enables Hawthorne to ex­
ploit manifest discrepancies between the truth as the 
reader knows it and the illusions which the characters en­
tertain. In our discussion of "Egotism" Hawthorne's con­
nections with the classical satirist were briefly noted.
As a conclusion to this part of the study, we might note 
the aptness to our discoveries of this statement by Robert 
A. Durr: Hawthorne's usual concern "is one very widespread
in the satiric commonwealth: the disparity between the way
things seem and the way they are, between appearances and 
truth."20
This aspect of Hawthorne's approach becomes increas­
ingly significant as we delve more deeply into his fiction.
20Robert Allen Durr, "Hawthorne's Ironic Mode," NEQ, 
XXX (1957), 491.
CHAPTER III
THE DANGERS OP AN ECCENTRIC VIEW 
OP THE UNIVERSE
In this second section we will continue to deal with 
characters who suffer from serious imbalances in their per­
sonalities. Our primary concern in this section will be 
confined less exclusively to such imbalances, however. In­
stead, we will concentrate on the effects of distortion as 
it manifests itself through inaccurate estimates of the 
true values in human life. The existence of imbalance must 
nevertheless still be borne in mind by the reader as a 
starting point.
Thus, Rappacinni, for example, has fostered the 
growth of his intellectual capacities at such a great ex­
pense to his other human faculties that his affections and 
his respect for the integrity of other human beings might 
be considered to be stifled or non-existent. Ethan Brand's 
intellectual growth has been even more dearly bought.
Peter Goldthwaite and the Ambitious Guest illustrate clear­
ly another failing which we have previously encountered: 
serious biases in one's ability to view the realities about 
him. Biased perceptions will continue to display in this 
section inversions in the characters' sense of values.
Peter Goldthwaite, Aylmer, and Owen Warland obviously err
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as seriously in their establishment of priorities as did 
Richard Digby and the Reverend Mr. Hooper. We will find in 
this section also Hawthorne's assertion that a balanced 
human norm is the only viable alternative to excesses of 
personality. The seekers for the Great Carbuncle and the 
young couple of "The Lilly's Quest," learn finally that the 
eccentric holds out to them no more hope for human fulfill­
ment than it did to Roger Elliston or Wakefield.
Our approach in this second section will differ 
slightly in that the principal concern here will be less 
the static condition of a warped personality than the fatal 
results occurring when the diseased character attempts to 
bring his distorted visions to life. Thus, in Ethan Brand, 
for example, we will consider more minutely his total ab­
sorption in the discovery of his one great truth than we 
will the exaggerated intellectual development that led to 
the search. Brand, Aylmer, Owen Warland and the Ambitious 
Guest are indeed various in the manners in which they have 
distorted their personalities. They are alike, however, in 
a common belief that each has discovered the one principle 
of ultimate significance in the universe. The characters we 
shall encounter in this section all display graphically the 
deadly effect of a biased view. The universe which each 
sees is warped by his perception to such a degree that each 
feels confident that this universe is reducible to a single 
principle. The discovery and implementation of these
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various principles seems to hold out to these characters 
the promise of absolute human fulfillment.
We have noted earlier in dealing with "Dr. Heideg­
ger's Experiment" the absurd confidence of the four old 
fools that a recovered youth would guarantee to them ulti­
mate happiness. To some extent, Young Goodman Brown's as­
surance that metaphysical certitude will bring total satis­
faction might be seen under this light also. The stress in 
the stories we have considered so far is such, however, 
that we come to the question of "seeking" only after we 
have absorbed the primary notion of distortion. In the 
stories considered in this second section, the existence of 
some form of excess seems to be posited as a starting point 
from which we may then proceed to a more elaborate illus­
tration of the culmination of this excess as an absurd at­
tempt to twist reality into one's own desired shape. As 
Hawthorne clearly states in "The Hall of Fantasy," such an 
effort is absurd by its very nature and potentially tragic 
in its effect. The characters in this second section quali­
fy as well as those in Hawthorne's sketch to gain admit­
tance to the Hall: "Many persons were present whose right
of entrance appeared to consist in some crochet of the 
brain, which, so long as it might operate, produced a 
change in their relation to the actual world. . . . Some 
unfortunates make their whole abode and business here, and 
contract habits which unfit them for all the real employ­
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ments of life" (II, 202-203). The test which determines 
the ultimate seriousness of these characters' errors is of 
course the degree to which the "crochet of the brain" cuts 
them off from "all the real employments of life."
Hawthorne's method in the stories we will now con­
sider is, even more so than we have seen, that of the sati­
rist. The attempt to reorder the universe according to 
one's desires is misdirected and absurd. Discordances be­
tween perceptions and reality grow even more marked as we 
study the lives of these characters. Comedy, especially 
ironic comedy, increasingly becomes Hawthorne's character­
istic approach. In dealing with characters who must be 
considered mad by a normal personality, the narrator in Haw­
thorne's tales resorts less often to sympathy and far more 
often to horror and ridicule.
"The Great Carbuncle" is a convenient point at which 
to begin our investigation because it presents the search 
for a personally significant answer to life's problems in 
an uncomplex, schematic form. Eight persons are gathered 
together during a brief respite from their quest for the 
fabled stone of Indian legend which gives the story its 
title. Although the object of the search is the same in 
each case, the motivation of each searcher is peculiar to 
his own goals in life. Hawthorne says in summary of these 
motives: "Each, save one youthful pair, [were] impelled by
his own selfish and solitary longing for this wondrous gem"
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(I, 173). The "youthful pair" are Hannah and Matthew, a 
newly-wed "rustic" couple who desire the stone "because we 
shall need its light in the long winter evenings; and it 
will be such a pretty thing to show the neighbors when they 
visit us" (I, 181). The air of domestic peace surrounding 
this statement, and Hawthorne's care to separate these two 
from the other searchers according to culpability of motive, 
may confuse the reader as to the true nature of the young 
couple's ambition. Before the whole matter can be seen in 
its proper light, we must first consider the history of the 
"wondrous gem" and then the personalities of the other 
searchers.
In his "Sketches from Memory" Hawthorne recounts a 
trip to the White Mountains during which his party discussed 
the legend of the Great Carbuncle. The gem seems to have 
represented to the local Indians the sort of chimera that 
appears in many folk traditions as a pot of gold. This 
stone was reputed to be particularly powerful in its hold 
on the searcher, consuming his whole life in what Hawthorne 
calls in our story a "fruitless quest." In the sketch Haw­
thorne pursues the effects of a desire for the stone up to 
the death of the possessed character: "Thus life was worn
away in the vain search for an unearthly treasure, till at 
length the deluded one went up the mountain, still sanguine 
as in youth, but returned no more" (II, 483). In "The 
Great Carbuncle" only one of the party seems to suffer from
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these classic symptoms; he is called "The Searcher," and is 
described as "one of those ill-fated mortals whom the Great 
Carbuncle smote with a peculiar madness" (I, 928). The 
search is, then, in its traditional form "fruitless," "vain," 
and an indication of madness.
Although the scientist, the merchant, and the poet 
are not presented in such definite terms, there is never­
theless a clearly implied air of futility about their goals. 
As variants of the obsessive personalities presented at 
length in, respectively, "Rappaccini's Daughter," "Peter 
Goldthwaite's Treasure," and "The Ambitious Guest," these 
three demonstrate in this story the empty and errant char­
acter of lives founded solely on science, avarice, or aes­
thetics. Another character is depicted in terms far more 
specific and revealing. The Cynic wears "a prodigious pair 
of spectacles, which were supposed to deform and discolor 
the whole face of nature, to this gentleman's perception"
(I, 175). We hardly need dwell, after all we have said al­
ready, on the relationship between an erring purpose and a 
distorted outlook on life. The search for the Great Car­
buncle can, then, produce both the obvious madness repre­
sented in the typical case of "The Searcher" and the equal­
ly deranged mentality productive of a "deformed and dis­
colored" vision of reality such as the Cynic's. The last 
member of the party is similarly affected? Lord de Vere's 
favorite pastime is "rummaging the mouldy coffins" of his
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ancestors "in search of all the earthly pride and vainglory 
that was hidden among bones and dust" (I, 176). He feels 
that the Great Carbuncle will cast a suitable glow over 
these activities and somehow make valid his obsession with 
past glories. It is highly implausible that a commitment 
conceived of in such terms might prove acceptable to Haw­
thorne. In fact, he refers to all of the searchers with 
the exception of Hannah and Matthew as a "whimsical frater­
nity whose wits had been set agog by the Great Carbuncle"
(I, 176).
The obsessions of the searchers do not blind them to 
the accuracy of this description as applied to each of the 
others: "Each smiled scornfully at the madness of every
other" (I, 177). How do the young couple fit into this 
"whimsical fraternity" then? Their motive in seeking the 
stone is far less absurd than the desires of the other 
searchers; yet we must not forget that Hawthorne follows 
Indian tradition in calling any search for the gem "vain." 
Thus, when Hawthorne says, "Vain and foolish were the mo­
tives that had brought most of the adventurers to the 
Crystal Hills" (I, 182), it is not necessary to exclude 
Hannah and Matthew totally from this judgment. To each 
other member of the party, the young couple appear to be suf­
fering from the same "madness1 that obviously besets the 
competitors of each. There is evidence in the story that 
this suspicion on the part of the other seekers might have
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some validity despite its dubious source. When Hannah is 
growing weak from the struggle to reach the top of the 
mountains, Hawthorne explains her determination to continue 
in this way: "But the little bride, simple as she was, had
a woman's love of jewels, and could not forego the hope of 
possessing the very brightest in the world in spite of the 
perils with which it must be won" (I, 184). Matthew feels 
some similarity between his reasons for wanting the gem and 
the reasons of Lord de Vere? Hawthorne sees in Hannah a 
typical "woman's love of jewels." These factors involved 
in their motivation hardly seem consistent with a judgment 
that the young people are embarked upon a praiseworthy un­
dertaking.
The outcome of the story demonstrates that their 
search, regardless of its motivation, was "vain." It is 
they, we must recall, who actually discover the famous 
stone; still, the hopes they had entertained are not ful­
filled. The nature of the stone turns out to be illusory; 
as was the motivation that led them to it. The final deci­
sion of Hannah and Matthew reveals an acceptance of life's 
realities than can win Hawthorne's approval as no search 
for a principle of personal significance possibly could:
"We will kindle the cheerful glow of our hearth, at even­
tide, and be happy in its light. But never again will we 
desire more light than all the world may share with us"
(I, 189). There, in other words, are no answers outside
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the sphere of common life. Hannah and Matthew have finally 
discovered a pearl of wisdom more valuable than the Great 
Carbuncle.^
As in the stories and novels we have previously con­
sidered, domestic peace and the middle path of ordinary 
life are the only antidote to the destructive influence of 
eccentricity. Hannah and Matthew provide a point of refer­
ence that is of great use in dealing with Hawthorne's err­
ing characters, because they embody in such explicit terms 
the alternative to all perversions of the human personality. 
Their final decision is a concrete demonstration of the 
maxim Hawthorne proposes in his "Fragments from the Journal 
of a Solitary Man": "The truly wise, after all their specu­
lations, will be led into the common path, and, in homage 
to the human nature that pervades them, will gather gold, 
and till the earth, and set out trees, and build a house" 
(XII, 25).
Peter Goldthwaite is committed to the pursuit of an 
alternative to the ordinary way of life even though he 
never leaves his house in a physical search for his per­
sonal goal. As we have suggested before, Goldthwaite bears
^Eisinger says that in this story Hawthorne "rejects 
the abnormality of monomania and accepts the earthy and 
modest" (p. 33); See also William B. Stein, Hawthorne's 
Faust, A Study of the Devil Archetype (Gainesville, Fla., 
1953), in which Stein argues that in this story "Hawthorne 
contemptuously dismisses all forms of human activity actu­
ated by vanity, selfishness, or pride" (p. 76).
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some points of resemblance to Pigsnort, the merchant in 
"The Great Carbuncle." Although Goldthwaite is less offen­
sive personally than Pigsnort, he is equally obsessed with 
wealth as the only principle of success in life. Gold­
thwaite has already lost a considerable fortune through 
"innumerable schemes, which ought to have collected all the 
coin and paper currency of the country into his coffers"
(I, 429). Excess is a corollary of Goldthwaite*s peculiar 
approach to life. Like Pigsnort, he is incapable of rest­
ing confidently on a cushion of great wealth. He cannot 
turn from acquisition to other matters because he is con­
vinced that only more, and still more wealth will bring 
contentment in this life. His plans always proceed on the 
assumption that the only worthy goal is the gathering of 
"all" the money. This attitude is responsible for his 
present poverty and for his refusal to accept Brown's gen­
erous offer for the Goldthwaite family property. To the 
reality of a real prosperity, he prefers the illusion of a 
great treasure.
Such an attitude is inconsistent with the behavior 
of the "wise" outlined by Hawthorne above. Peter Gold­
thwaite* s preference for illusion to reality draws Haw­
thorne's censure; Goldthwaite is called "a crack-brained 
simpleton, . . .  a child" (I, 431). This childishness 
seems to be a variant of the usual judgmental deficiency 
that Hawthorne always associates with eccentric outlooks. 
Goldthwaite's behavior might be seen as either childish or
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insane as he celebrates his decision to begin dissecting 
the house:
Enlivened by his brightening prospects, he began to 
caper about the kitchen like a hobgobblin, with the 
queerest antics of his lean limbs, and gesticula­
tions of his starved features. Nay, in the exuber­
ance of his features, he seized both of Tabitha's 
hands, and danced the old lady across the floor, 
till the oddity of her rheumatic motions set him 
into a roar of laughter, which was echoed back from 
the rooms and chambers, as if Peter Goldthwaite 
were laughing in every one. Finally he bounded up­
ward almost out of sight, into the smoke that clouded 
the roof of the kitchen, and, alighting safely on 
the floor again, endeavored to resume his customary 
gravity. (I, 434-435)
Behavior of this sort seems to justify John Brown's sympa­
thetic reference to "Poor crackbrained Peter Goldthwaite!" 
(I, 450).
There is certainly an air of discordance about Gold­
thwaite' s way of life. That a formerly successful man of 
affairs should prefer the childish pursuit of an illusory 
treasure to the ordinary business proper to his station in 
life can only be seen as evidence of a serious disorder 
within. Hawthorne explains Goldthwaite's inaccurate analy­
sis of the priorities of life as the result of an unresolved 
inner tension between the dreams of youth and the realities 
of maturity: "Gray hairs were nothing, no, nor wrinkles,
nor infirmity; he might look old, indeed, and be somewhat 
disagreeably connected with a gaunt old figure, much the 
worse for wear; but the true, the essential Peter was a 
young man of high hopes, just entering the world" (I, 438). 
Perhaps this much-delayed maturity is the cause of Gold-
thwaite's eccentricity; it is certainly a major contributing 
factor. Even Goldthwaite has some inkling of the peculiari­
ty of his way of life. During the scene in which he looks 
out of his window at the bustling world of other men, he 
suddenly suspects that, in contrast to this scene, "he, in 
seclusion, was pursuing an object that might possibly be a 
phantasm, by a method which most people would call madness" 
(I, 447). His total involvement is too strong, however, to 
permit this suspicion to develop far enough to correct the 
error of his ambitions. After this brief doubt, "Peter, 
the Destroyer, resumed the task which fate had assigned 
him, nor faltered again till it was accomplished" (I, 447). 
William B. Stein sees this resumption as a gesture of total 
commitment: by "disemboweling the house," Peter Goldthwaite
is "symbolically emptying himself of all desire to live
2within ordinary society."
His "accomplishment" is not unlike that of the young 
couple and the Cynic in "The Great Carbuncle.” Goldthwaite 
finally succeeds in his mission as did some of the search­
ers in the other story. Again, however, success is shown 
to be empty. The stone cannot be brought back to the lit­
tle cabin; the treasure is worthless. There can be no true
2Stein, p. 70; See also Durr's statement that "Peter, 
like Brand and the ambitious guest, is a man ruled by a 
single idea . . . which leads him to destroy substantial, 
if commonplace, values in the quest for an illusional 
grandeur and distinction" (p. 492).
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success when one departs from the norm in pursuit of a goal 
that is inconsistent with the goals of the rest of humanity. 
Goldthwaite resembles the Cynic rather than the young cou­
ple in his response to the discovery; his vision is by this 
point so distorted that failure resembles success. The 
childishness that marred his perception previously is not 
affected by his discovery that he has in actuality been 
pursuing a "phantasm." We last see Goldthwaite happy in 
Brown's assurance that "if Peter insists upon speculating, 
he may do it, to his heart's content, with old PETER GOLD­
THWAITE' S TREASURE" (I, 454). Without an admission of er­
ror, there can be no hope of regaining the "common path."
This story offers one particularly helpful remark to 
the reader trying to come to a more precise definition of 
Hawthorne's attitude toward behavior outside the scope of 
ordinary life. The man who, like Peter Goldthwaite, 
chooses another ideal than the generally accepted code of 
society, runs Goldthwaite*s risk of losing his claim to a 
place in life through his misdirection: "It is one great
advantage of a gregarious mode of life that each person 
rectifies his mind by other minds, and squares his conduct 
to that of his neighbors, so as seldom to be lost in eccen­
tricity" (I, 447). The remark is similar to Coverdale's 
theory in The Blithedale Romance that a return to normal 
society is a necessary counterbalance to a prolonged expo-
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sure to reformers."*
"The Great Stone Face” offers us another example of 
a geological symbol representative of some single good, de­
sired as the final solution to life by a deeply committed 
searcher. The central character of the story is a man very 
aptly named Ernest who accepts the Great Stone Face as some 
sort of key to the problems of life. The stone is presented 
in the story as a freak of nature, carved in the form of an 
heroic countenance. As in the case of the Great Carbuncle, 
however, the real importance of this formation is largely 
subjective for, "if the spectator approached too near, he 
lost the outline of the gigantic visage and could only dis­
cern a heap of ponderous and gigantic rocks, piled in a 
chaotic ruin one upon another" (III, 414).
Ernest has the knack of maintaining the idealistic 
perspective necessary to retain the symbolic form of the 
rock. Throughout the story Ernest maintains a particularly 
intimate relationship to the Great Stone Face, and thus 
guarantees that his perceptions will be the most accurate 
rule by which to judge claimants to a physical resemblance 
to the stone. His secret even as a child was "that the 
boy's tender and confident simplicity discerned what other
Another version of this idea appears in "The Pro­
phetic Pictures": "It is not good for man to cherish a
solitary ambition. Unless there be those around him by 
whose example he may regulate himself, his thoughts, de­
sires, and hopes will become extravagant, and he the sem­
blance, perhaps the reality, of a mad man” (I, 207).
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people could not see; and thus the love, which was meant for 
all, became his peculiar portion" (III, 416). Ernest's 
situation is thus somewhat different from those we have 
previously considered.
Ernest is in no way motivated by greed; he is called 
by Hawthorne a "pure seeker of the good and true" (III,
436). Nor is Ernest seduced away from a conservative man­
ner of living by his preoccupation with the Great Stone 
Face; we learn that he became in time the most respected 
man in his community. Nevertheless, there is a strong aura 
of abnormality about Ernest's life. He seems to suffer 
from an obliquity of vision which prevents him from esti­
mating the real successes of his life, concentrating in­
stead on his failure to discover the physical embodiment of 
the Great Stone Face. There is a true failure of percep­
tion here, an inability to give proper weight to matters of 
superior importance. Like Peter Goldthwaite, Ernest re­
tains a childish confidence in a dream which he estimates 
to be of far greater significance than the opportunities 
for distinction that fall in his path. Hawthorne suggests 
the same quality of debilitating innocence in Ernest that 
we have seen in Goldthwaite when he describes Ernest's un- 
shakeable faith in the validity of his dream: "Though more
than once disappointed as we have seen, he had such a hope­
ful and confiding nature, that he was always ready to be­
lieve in whatever seemed beautiful and good. He kept his
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heart continually open, and thus was sure to catch the 
blessing from on high when it should come" (III, 428). We 
see that an extreme commitment to an unselfish ideal can 
render one as remote from the life or ordinary men as can 
all-consuming avarice.
Ernest resembles Goldthwaite also in that he too at­
tains an ironic fulfillment of his wishes. All other pre­
tenders to the role of human correspondent to the Great 
Stone Face are finally shown to be false, as Ernest had 
previously discerned. The prophecy is fulfilled, however, 
in Ernest himself. His life of devotion to a single idea 
has molded him into the image of the Great Stone Face; but 
this same devotion has finally affected his vision to such 
an extent that he is unable to grasp the situation when his 
dream becomes real. This is, of course, inevitable. When 
Ernest chooses to pursue the illusion of the Great Stone 
Face at the expense of his ordinary human obligations, he 
sets out on a path toward final frustration. Thus, when 
others are willing to accept him as the stone come to life, 
Ernest cannot perceive the evidence on which they base 
their recognition. Of course, there is always an open 
question concerning the accuracy of the people's judgment; 
after all, they saw resemblances between the Great Stone 
Face and Gathergold, and Old Blood and Thunder also. Per­
haps they are wrong in this case as well. The point is 
finally moot; it is Ernest who most desires to see the
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resemblance, and he cannot. He is as foolishly committed 
to his hopeless ideal at the end of the story as he was as 
a child. We see him last "still hoping that some wiser and 
better man than himself would by and by appear, bearing a 
resemblance to the GREAT STONE FACE" (III, 438).4
Although the stories we have examined so far all il­
lustrate the effects of a total commitment to a single 
idea, none is so clearly calculated to ridicule the idea of 
a personal solution to existence as is the parable entitled 
"The Threefold Destiny." In this story Hawthorne exploits 
the adolescent romanticism apparent in "The Great Stone 
Face," the absurd quests of "The Great Carbuncle," and the 
irresponsible escapism of "Peter Goldthwaite's Treasure," 
in a single tale. The dubious sources from which searchers 
in other stories derive their convictions of personal mis­
sion are lumped together early in this story in a passage 
that neatly conveys the scorn that Hawthorne accords such 
nonsense here and elsewhere in his fiction: "Ralph Cran-
field, from his youth upward, had felt himself marked out
The frustration of Ernest's one great desire makes 
unlikely a reading such as that put forth in James J. Lynch, 
"The Great Stone Face,” NCF, XV (Sept., 1960), 137-146: 
Ernest is "Everyman" and his story is the story of every 
man's growth to "maturity"; In fact, Ernest more closely 
resembles the hints for a story set down in the American 
Notebooks: "A young man finds a portion of the skeleton of
a Mammoth; he begins by degrees to become interested in 
completing it; searches round the world for the means of 
doing so; spends youth and manhood in the pursuit; and in 
old age has nothing to show for his life, but this 
skeleton" (p. 101).
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for a high destiny. He had imbibed the idea— we say not 
whether it were revealed to him by witchcraft, or in a 
dream of prophecy, or that his brooding fancy had palmed 
its own dictates upon him as the oracles of a Sybil!— but 
he had imbibed the idea, and held it firmest among his arti­
cles of faith, that three marvelous events of his life were 
to be confirmed to him by three signs" (I, 528). Here, 
stripped of its customary air of mystery, we see the whole 
idea of a singular approach to life, reduced finally to the 
effect of an over-active imagination. That this is an ac­
curate analysis of the motivations of the characters we 
have already encountered in this section need hardly be 
elaborated.
Cranfield is typically confident that the three mar­
velous events in his life can only be accomplished by turn­
ing away from his secure situation in the community around 
him and venturing forth into the strange world in which he 
has no natural place. Hawthorne thus describes the initi­
ation of Ralph's search for the three marvelous events:
"In flush of his imaginative youth, Ralph Cranfield had set 
forth to seek the maid, the treasure, and the venerable 
sage with his gift of extended empire" (I, 530). The rash­
ness of this confidence is apparent in the tone of the 
story's opening pages and in Hawthorne's deliberate choice 
of qualifying adjectives such as "imaginative." To the 
surprise of no experienced reader, Hawthorne describes the
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returning Cranfield as a broken and disappointed man:
"Alas! it was not with the aspect of a triumphant man, who 
had achieved a nobler destiny than all his fellows, but 
rather with the gloom of one struggling against peculiar 
and continual adversity, that he now passed homeward to his 
mother's cottage" (I, 530). Cranfield's encounters with 
"adversity" can easily be seen as the result both of his 
singular commitment and of the eccentric manner in which he 
chose to pursue his dream.
Cranfield's failure is directly owing to a fundamen­
tal misconception concerning the true meaning of life. His 
searches have all led to naught because his mind has been 
foolishly set on goals that are unattainable. This obscuri­
ty of vision is apparent when he first begins to suspect 
that he has been searching in the wrong places for his hap­
piness. After the Squire has offered Cranfield the posi­
tion as head of the local school, the illusions that have 
occupied Ralph's life heretofore become mixed with his ac­
tual impressions of the present, producing that kind of in­
verted vision which so often stands in Hawthorne's fiction 
as the physical sign of internal disorder: "His mind dwelt
upon the features of the Squire, till they grew confused with 
those of the visionary Sage, and the one appeared but the 
shadow of the other" (I, 535) . By this time, however, 
Cranfield is on the road to recovery, because the image of 
the actual Squire eventually dominates the phantasm of the
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imaginary Sage. In this way Cranfield is forced into the 
actual life of his community for the first time since his 
youth.
The process of reorientation proceeds rapidly; and 
Ralph soon comes to recognize that his treasure is actually 
his hereditary home/ and his fated lover his childhood 
sweetheart Faith Egerton. These realizations seem to Haw­
thorne to be the necessary steps by which Cranfield can 
enter into his true "destiny." All that has happened pre­
viously under the influence of his illusion of singularity 
must be discounted as inconsequential experience. The 
whole search has been a waste of life, because only when 
Cranfield has abandoned his hopes for a unique destiny, is 
"the wild dreamer . . . awake at last" (I, 538).
Hawthorne calls the story an "allegory" (I, 527), 
and as such it is capable of application beyond the immedi­
ate circumstances of this one tale. The conclusion of the 
story is presented in general terms which can be attached 
as a moral to any of the stories we will consider in this 
section: "Would all who cherish such wild wishes but look
around them, they would oftenest find their sphere of duty, 
of prosperity, and happiness, within those precincts and in 
that situation where Providence itself has cast their lot. 
Happy they who read this riddle without a weary world 
search, or a lifetime spent in vain!" (I, 538). Cranfield 
does not, however, spend his whole life in vain; he is
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saved by domestic affection from a totally miserable exist- 
5ence. Not all deluded men are so fortunate.
The young artist in "The Ambitious Guest" sees him­
self destined for a fate as singular as that imagined by 
Ralph Cranfield. Unlike Cranfield, however, this young man 
does not foresee an exceptionally distinguished future for 
himself in this life. Hawthorne explains his "high and ab­
stracted ambition" in this way: "He could have borne to
live an undistinguished life, but not to be forgotten in 
the grave" (I, 367). At first glance this ambition might 
seem to be more reasonable than the illusory dreams of the 
characters we have previously encountered. As the story 
progresses, however, we discover that this desire for post­
humous renown is so obsessive with the young man that it 
has caused him to ignore the realistic demands of life in 
the pursuit of a future fame that can be at best only a 
vague possibility. He has adopted a singular mode of exist­
ence which, by ignoring the claims of the rest of mankind 
on his services, guarantees that his life will be not only 
"undistinguished," but also unacceptably eccentric.
The artist's concern with the judgment of posterity
5A similar answer to the desire for a unique destiny 
is presented in "The Village Uncle": "In chaste and warm
affections, humble wishes, and honest toil for some useful 
end, there is health for the mind, and quiet for the heart, 
the prospect of a happy life, and the fairest hope of 
heaven" (I, 363); Eisinger finds in such endings "the tri­
umph of mediocrity and the futility of the romantic quest" 
(p. 40).
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rather than that of his contemporaries often appears to 
Hawthorne as a very dangerous preoccupation. The sketch 
"My Return Home” deals with the return of an artist, Oberon, 
to his home town after many years of searching for fame. 
Oberon's advice to the young artist in his town might pro­
fitably be applied to the case of the young man in our 
story: ”1 will beseech him not to follow an eccentric path,
nor, by stepping aside from the highway of human affairs, 
to relinquish his claim upon human sympathy” (XII, 40).
The problem, then, is not so much the nature of the young 
man's dream as it is the price he feels obliged to pay in 
order to bring this dream about.
The price paid in terms of "human sympathy" in the 
case of the Ambitious Guest is apparent in the contrast 
throughout the story between the pathetic isolation of the 
young artist and the obvious happiness of the family peace- 
fully launched on the "highway of human affairs." The 
scene of domestic contentment presented at the outset of 
the story might be read as a projected fulfillment of the 
pledges of affection given by so many couples saved from 
eccentricity in Hawthorne's other writings: "The faces of
the father and mother had a sober gladness; the children 
laughed; the eldest daughter was the image of Happiness at 
seventeen; and the aged grandmother, who sat knitting in 
the warmest place, was the image of Happiness grown old"
(I, 364). This, we are told, is what the young man is
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willing to sacrifice to achieve the dream of posthumous 
fame.
There is a suggestion in the story that it is not 
too late for the stranger to reintegrate himself into the 
ordinary domestic world of this family; a spark of romance 
is struck between him and the daughter which, if acknowl­
edged by the young man, could win him a place in the family: 
"Perhaps a germ of love was springing in their hearts, so
pure that it might blossom in Paradise, since it could not
6be matured on earth: (I, 371). The opportunity is repre­
sentative of the choices presented to the young man through­
out his life. In this case, although fate has decreed that 
none of them will ever leave the cabin, there is still a 
brief chance for normal human happiness left to the artist. 
He may choose this path, and die shortly thereafter, ful­
filled however briefly, or decline the opportunity and die 
frustrated in his dream. Still following the pattern of 
his past life, the young man turns his thoughts to a poetic 
formulation of the state of the weather, and passes the last 
moments of his existence in artistic contemplation.
The outcome of the story illustrates the error of
gOn this point see B. Bernard Cohen's very interest­
ing article "The Sources of Hawthorne's 'The Ambitious 
Guest,"' Boston Public Library Quarterly, IV (1952), 221- 
224, in which Hawthorne's story is compared with newspaper 
accounts of the 1826 avalanche in the White Mountains? sig­
nificantly, the daughter is Hawthorne's addition to the 
family.
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his decision. Ironically, fame does follow his death, but 
the fame is not his. The happy family is commemorated in 
local legend; and it is the young man's eternal fate to 
recognize that he can claim no share in this renown. Hav­
ing neglected his opportunity to participate fully in the 
life of the family, he cannot entertain even the internal 
satisfaction of having played a significant role in a fa­
mous event. It is appropriate that the young man who 
dreamed of great fame and turned his back on the realities
of common life, should die unremembered, unmourned, and,
7significantly, nameless. Hawthorne presents the conclu­
sion of the story as a warning to others committed to such 
ephemeral goals: "Woe for the high-souled youth, with his
dream of Earthly Immortality! His name and person utterly 
unknown; his history, his way of life, his plans, a mystery 
never to be solved, his death and his existence equally a 
doubt! Whose was the agony of that death moment?" (I, 374). 
The dubious exchange of the real happiness found in a well- 
regulated family life for the possibility of posthumous re-gnown strikes Hawthorne as a great folly.
7Durr examines the ironic implications of this fact,
p. 489.
OTwo Notebook entries bear on this point: Concern­
ing the drowned girl in the American Notebooks, "I suppose 
one friend would have saved her; but she died for want of 
sympathy— a severe penalty for having cultivated and re­
fined herself out of the sphere of her natural connections" 
(p. 114); "What nonsense it is, this care of ours for good
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Ethan Brand resembles this young man in that he also 
has chosen a solitary way of life devoted to the pursuit of 
a single goal. There is a far greater measure of disinter­
est in Brand's search than in any we have seen so far, how­
ever. Like the searchers in "The Great Carbuncle," Brand 
believes that there is a single key to the solution of all 
of life's problems; unlike these other searchers, he is not 
so foolish as to imagine that this key can be anything ma­
terial. Brand does not search for a jewel of great price, 
or a treasure, or the good opinion of posterity. His po­
tential success promises no pleasure to himself other than 
the achievement of his goal. Brand bears resemblance to
Ernest in the philosophical character of his quest. He de-
gsires simply to discover the unpardonable s m .  As the 
story opens, we discover Brand in a situation not unlike 
that of Ralph Cranfield in "The Threefold Destiny." The 
best years of his life have been devoted to the pursuit of 
his one interest in life, and he now returns chastened to 
the place of his origin. There is, however, one essential 
difference between Brand and Cranfield, as is apparent in
fame or bad fame after death! If it were of the slightest 
real moment, our reputations would have been placed by Prov­
idence more in our own power, and less in other people's, 
than they are now," Randall Steward, ed., The English Note­
books by Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York, 1941) , p. 415.
^Leo Marx, "The Machine in the Garden," NEQ, XXIX 
(1956), suggests that "this fable of the quest for knowl­
edge of absolute evil" is in many ways the obverse of the 
story of Young Goodman Brown (30).
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Brand's first remark to the lime-burner: '"I come from my
search,' answered the wayfarer, 'for at last it is finished'" 
(III, 480). We have, then, the unique situation of a char­
acter who apparently has been successful in his departure 
from the common path.
The development of the story indicates that this 
success is not an unalloyed blessing. The lime-burner, for 
example, greets Ethan Brand's claim with suspicion rather 
than enthusiasm: "Drunk or crazy," he says (III, 480). As
we have seen, madness is a very significant element in Haw­
thorne's fiction, one on which he seldom bestows casual 
treatment. Brand suggests that there is some perception in 
Bartram's initial reaction when he asks himself whether 
there is any more true rationality in his search for the 
unpardonable sin than there is in a dog's attempt to catch 
its own tail; he recognizes "some remote analogy between 
his own case and that of the self-pursuing cur" (III, 492).
If his success may be viewed in these terms, there must be 
some fundamental deficiency in the nature of the pursuit 
that could produce such results.^ To Ethan Brand there 
arises the possibility that his success may in fact be sim­
ply a failure of a more profound nature: "The whole
10The entry in the American Notebooks appears on 
p. 59; For a complete treatment of the alterations of the 
original entry for the sake of comic effects, see Cyril A. 
Reilly, "On the Dog's Chasing His Own Tail in 'Ethan Brand,'" 
PMLA, LXVIII (Dec., 1953), 975-981.
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question on which he had exhausted life, and more than life, 
looked like a delusion" (III, 488). Clearly, the explana­
tion of Ethan Brand's dilemma must lie somewhere in the 
character of this question and the quality of his dedica­
tion to its solution.
The initiation of Ethan Brand's search shows no real 
cause for assuming that his success will be tantamount to 
an achieved madness. At the outset, the disinterest which 
we have already noted as an important aspect of his commit­
ment seems to have been almost philanthropic. As he thinks 
back on the evolution of his obsession, "he remembered what 
pity for human guilt and woe, he had first begun to contem­
plate those ideas which afterwards became the inspiration 
of his life" (III, 494). Like Hollingsworth in The Blithe- 
dale Romance, Ethan Brand becomes so totally preoccupied 
with an ordinarily praiseworthy concern, that he loses his 
perspective on the realities about him, thus converting a 
virtue into a principle of self-destruction. Once again 
Hawthorne has so constructed a story as to assure that the 
success of a search for the ultimate answer turns out to be 
the complete reverse of the searcher's desires. As in 
"Peter Goldthwaite1s Treasure" and "The Ambitious Guest," 
there is an inexorable justice at work, tailoring punish­
ment to crime so perfectly that the reader is powerfully 
struck by the resistance of Hawthorne's fictional universe 
to counter-influences. James E. Miller, Jr., for example,
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seems to attribute Brand's monumental offenses against his 
fellow man to a motivation that is initially highly virtu­
ous: "It seems to be the intensity of his goodness, the
overbounding passion with which he contemplated the unhappy
predicament of mankind, that leads him to commit the unpar- 
11donable sin." This reading seems particularly relevant
to an understanding of Ethan Brand's primary role as
searcher, rather than to his more familiar role as sinner.
That Ethan Brand sins against his brothers cannot be
denied. He is conscious himself of enormous guilt toward
the old man who asks for news of his daughter Esther. Brand
"quails" before the old man's eyes, conscious of the "cold
and remorseless purpose" with which he made the girl "the
subject of a psychological experiment, and wasted, absorbed,
and perhaps annihilated her soul in the process" (III,
12489). Ethan Brand is the first character we have seen
11James E. Miller, Quests Surd and Absurd: Essays
in American Literature (Chicago, T51T7) , ppl 210-211.
12We must note here the famous entry from the Ameri­
can Notebooks which deals with the Unpardonable Sin: ‘'The
Unpardonable Sin might consist in a want of love and rever­
ence for the Human Soul? in consequence of which the in­
vestigator pried into the dark depths, not with a hope or 
purpose of making it better, but from a cold philosophical 
curiosity— content that it should be wicked in whatever kind 
or degree, and only desiring to study it out. Would not 
this, in other words, be the separation of the intellect 
from the heart?" (p. 106). Nina Baym seems to be very much 
to the point when she argues that the "might" in this pas­
sage shows that the suggestion need not be taken as final, 
"The Head, the Heart, and the Unpardonable Sin," NEQ, XL ' 
(1967), 31-47? further support for the tentative nature of
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among those who proffer an alternate solution to life who 
has extended the sphere of his influence beyond himself. 
Certainly, if efforts to reduce the universe to one's own 
will can be treated as shameful when restricted to self­
gratification, then these efforts are all the more worthy 
of punishment when they evolve to a point at which they 
threaten and destroy others. Nevertheless, we cannot allow
our investigation to confine itself to the effects of
Brand's desire for intellectual control. If we truly wish 
to understand Hawthorne's concern in this story, we must 
return to the laudable motives which were the starting 
point for this dreadful chain of events.
We have cited above the passage in which Brand recalls
his initial sympathy for the plight of sinful mankind; im­
mediately following the lines we have quoted, there is an 
amplification that is very helpful in tracing the develop­
ment of Ethan Brand's obsession and of Hawthorne's central 
idea in the story. After Brand has committed himself to 
the discovery of the unpardonable sin, "then ensued that 
vast intellectual development, which, in its progress, dis­
turbed the counterpoise between his mind and heart" (III,
the suggestion might be found in another entry appearing 
above the passage we have quoted on the same page: "The
search of an investigator for the Unpardonable Sin,— he at 
last finds it in his own heart and practice." It appears 
that at the time this entry was made the ironic inversions 
involved in the story were of primary interest to Haw­
thorne; there are similar hints for heavily ironic stories 
throughout pp. 101-106.
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494). As his obsession ripens, Brand seems to resemble 
closely the characters warped by overemphasis of a single 
faculty whom we have previously encountered. His "intel­
lect," we are told, "triumphed over the sense of brother­
hood with man and reverence for God, and sacrificed every­
thing to its mighty claims'* (III, 485). Unlike Young Good­
man Brown and Wakefield, however, Ethan Brand suffers from 
this imbalance as a result of his initial commitment. It 
was not his absolute reliance on a single faculty which 
moved Brand toward his fatal commitment; in his case this 
reliance came as a byproduct of an already-conceived ideal. 
Wakefield has "lost his hold of the magnetic chain of hu­
manity" (III, 495) , long before he undertakes his voluntary 
isolation. The man's self-centered curiosity has already 
distorted his perception so effectively that he is blind 
from the outset to the eccentricity of his undertaking. 
Similarly, Young Goodman Brown has at the beginning of his 
story "ceased to partake of the universal throb" (III, 495), 
owing to his commitment to the discovery of philosophical 
certainty. Ethan Brand, on the other hand, begins from a 
premise that betrays none of the imbalance we have seen in 
other characters. His initial motivation is disinterested, 
displaying in fact a laudable concern with the sufferings 
of others. That his final situation is more desperate than 
that of the other characters we have seen can only be at­
tributed to his own beliefs.
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For Ethan Brand the discovery of the unpardonable 
sin offers possibilities for a new and happier life on 
earth, an escape from "guilt and woe." This conviction of 
the righteousness of his cause thus justifies to Brand the 
truly unpardonable wrongs he commits in pursuit of his goal. 
Recall that his "vast intellectual development" followed on 
his decision to discover this ultimate sin. It is his 
willingness to depart from "the magnetic chain of humanity" 
that opens the way for his subsequent crimes. His experi­
ments with Esther's soul seem justified at the time because 
they can be considered as research in his great humanitari­
an project. This, it seems to me, is Hawthorne's crucial 
point in the story. Although men like Dr. Heidegger may 
warp their own lives because of an over-emphasis on a 
single factor of existence, their potential danger is 
limited because of their all-consuming egotism. It is only 
when a character conceives of an alternate mode of exist­
ence that he becomes dangerous. However praiseworthy the 
motivation of Hollingsworth or Ethan Brand might be ori­
ginally, then, they are inevitably doomed to do great harm 
to others as well as themselves when they attempt to sub­
stitute their own principles for the rules on which society 
operates. How appropriate it seems, in accordance with Haw­
thorne's view of the world, that humanitarian impulses, 
which are wrongly interpreted as a mandate for radical 
change, should in the end produce a withering of the human
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feelings that are essential to a balanced personality. Any
departure from the common path, for any reason, is an invi-
13tation to disaster.
"Rappaccini's Daughter" brings together several ec­
centric personalities. Their interaction in the story is 
only possible owing to Rappaccini1s extremely vivid illus­
tration of the personality that has substituted a person­
ally significant principle of existence for the rules of 
the real world. Rappaccini combines perfectly the two de­
fects we have been studying in Hawthorne's short stories.
He is, first of all, a seriously warped personality, owing 
to his total commitment to science. Baglioni's remarks 
about Rappaccini's are prejudiced but amazingly acute.
Early in the story he tells Giovanni, "It is said of Dr. 
Rappaccini that he cares infinitely more for science than 
for mankind" (II, 116). Later in the story Baglioni gives 
the formula for Rappaccini's imbalance: he is "as true a
man of science as ever distilled his own heart in an alem- 
bec" (II, 137-138). This distortion is apparent in the
13The reading of this story which finds Brand's 
final situation nobly Byronic seems hardly consistent with 
the pattern of morality which Hawthorne has consistently 
asserted in his stories. Why Brand alone of all Hawthorne's 
seekers should be seen as fulfilled through an ironic frus­
tration is a puzzle which none of the critics advocating 
this view of the story has been able to solve. For the 
Byronic, Faustian Ethan Brand, see Stein, Hawthorne1s Faust, 
pp. 98-99, 150? Fogle, The Light and the Dark, p. 7 ; Donald 
A. Ringe, "Hawthorne's Psychology of the Head and Heart," 
PMLA, LXV (1950), 124.
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Doctor's appearance also; he has a face "singularly marked 
with intellect and cultivation, but which could never, even 
in his more youthful days, have expressed much warmth of 
heart" (II, 112). All of these circumstances contribute to 
the impression that Dr. Rappaccini bears a close resem­
blance to Dr. Heidegger. If this resemblance were the most 
striking attribute of the Doctor's personality, we might be 
content to consider him under another heading merely as a 
deficient human being. In fact, however, the principal 
concern of this scientist's life is so bizarre that the de­
fects of his personality assume a secondary interest.
No character we have previously met in Hawthorne's 
writings has proposed such a radical alternative to the 
real world about him as does Rappaccini. His solution to 
the dilemmas of existence is a total inversion. In his 
world the principles of life will be the poisons which 
represent death to other men. His scientific genius has 
led him to a previously untapped level of the fantastic.
For Rappaccini, knowledge about the existing universe is 
insufficient as a goal in life? he has proposed instead the 
creation of his own, antithetical, universe. When we first 
see Rappaccini at work in his poisonous garden, Hawthorne 
asks, "Was this garden, then, the Eden of the present world? 
And this man, with such a perception of harm in what his 
own hands caused to grow,— was he the Adam?" (II, 112).
The nature of Rappaccini's relationship to the garden sug­
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gests that Hawthorne has posed an ambiguous question. We
14might better ask if Rappaccini is the new Creator. As 
the story progresses, Hawthorne's treatment of the garden 
comes nearer in tone to an assumption that Rappaccini is 
indeed a new sort of Creator. Hawthorne says that the 
plants had "an appearance of artificialness, indicating 
that there had been such commixture, and, as it were, 
adultery, of various vegetable species, that the production 
was no longer of God's making, but the monstrous offspring 
of man's depraved fancy, glowing with only an evil mockery 
of beauty" (II, 128). The inversion of the true order of 
the universe is complete in Rappaccini's garden. Beatrice 
tells Giovanni that her father has "created" (I, 142) the 
gorgeous and deadly flower in the fountain. As the two 
young lovers stand together on the brink of disaster near 
the story's close, Rappaccini assumes a pose of Godlike 
authority over them: "He spread out his hands over them in
the attitude of a father imploring a blessing upon his 
children" (II, 146). Surely the presumption of Rappaccini's 
approach to the mysteries of the universe is the most sig­
nificant element in this story.
The success of Rappaccini's efforts to bend the uni­
verse to his own shape is so complete, that there is no one
■^Fogle sees Rappaccini as "the God of an unnatural 
Paradise" (p. 99); Frederick C. Crews sees Rappaccini's 
character as a parody of God, the "God of a godless world" 
(p. 134).
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in the story who can function as a moderate counter-force. 
Baglioni is incapacitated as much through his envy of Rap­
paccini as through his own exaggerated commitment to 
science. At the story's end, when Baglioni's antidote has 
brought about Beatrice's death, Baglioni is torn between 
"triumph" and "horror" (III, 148), as pleased with the suc­
cess of his experiment as he is shocked at the girl's death. 
Giovanni is equally helpless. Hawthorne says at one point, 
"Guasconti had not a deep heart" (II, 122); and this fail­
ure of human feelings is what makes the young man an inef­
fective adversary for Rappaccini's scientific obsession. 
Giovanni is most characteristically pictured looking down 
on Beatrice in the garden from the security of his room.
His failure to respond totally to the love proffered by 
Beatrice's open heart merits for him Hawthorne's scornful 
dismissal: "O, weak, and selfish, and unworthy mortal"
(II, 145). Under these circumstances there is an inevita­
bility to Rappaccini's destruction of his daughter.
Since no one in the story is powerful enough to 
present a realistic alternative to Rappaccini's universe of 
poisons, Beatrice is doomed to her lot as a freak of her 
father's science. Hawthorne seems to feel that there is 
some possibility that Beatrice might be saved from her con­
dition by a truly responsive lover. The girl's symbolic 
connection with the Beatrice of The Divine Comedy suggests 
that she possesses a supernal nature. In this light, then,
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Giovanni's shallow affections prevent him from penetrating 
appearances to the spiritual reality beneath. Not that 
Giovanni is without opportunities to realize this truth; 
Hawthorne says that the young man had several "recollections" 
of "holy and passionate outbursts of her heart, which, had 
Giovanni known how to estimate them, would have assured him 
that all this ugly mystery was but an earthly illusion, and 
that whatever mist of evil might seem to have gathered over 
her, the real Beatrice was a heavenly angel" (II, 141-142).
Several practical considerations arise in the read­
er's mind concerning the implications of this statement, 
but Hawthorne's general suggestion that Beatrice was hemmed 
in by unworthy allies cannot be disputed. Of course Bagli­
oni 's jealousy and materialism render him incapable of un­
derstanding the situation thoroughly; nevertheless, there 
does seem to be on the practical level merit in his theory 
that science should be counteracted with science. He is 
confident that Beatrice may be ransomed from her captivity: 
"Possibly we may even succeed in bringing back this child 
within the limits of ordinary nature, from which her fath­
er's madness has estranged her" (II, 138). Hawthorne, how­
ever, seems to place little confidence in this scientific 
approach. Once Giovanni has proved himself unworthy of 
Beatrice's unselfish love, there is no possibility of sal­
vation through science for the girl; she has lost all hope 
of "earthly happiness" (II, 145). Thus, she asks Giovanni
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with great justification at the end, "Was there not, from 
the first, more poison in thy nature than in mine11 (II, 147). 
There can be no doubt of Giovanni's failure, but our aware­
ness of this limitation on his part should not force us to 
lose consciousness of Rappaccini's far greater crime.
Rappaccini is like Ethan Brand in that he is willing 
to offer human sacrifices to the ideal which he pursues. 
Unlike Ethan Brand, Rappaccini cannot claim to have been 
victimized by his own good intentions. The triumph of hu­
manity over poisonous influences is a worthwhile goal, per­
haps, but the scientific atmosphere in which such efforts
must inevitably be undertaken signals disaster in Haw- 
15thorne's view.
There is something destructive to human life in the 
very nature of science as it appears in Hawthorne's fiction. 
Baglioni's observation that Rappaccini's patients "are in­
teresting to him only as subjects for some new experiment" 
(II, 116), suggests that the Doctor has from the beginning 
suffered from the constitutional defects that afflict Dr. 
Heidegger and Roger Chillingworth. In Hawthorne's fiction, 
the scientist seems always poised on the brink of some aw­
ful discovery that can only be finally ratified at the
15Although Giovanni and Baglioni are not absolutely 
reliable witnesses, their testimony concerning Rappaccini's 
character makes unlikely a reading of the story which at- 
tampts to justify Rappaccini's experiments as motivated by 
love for his daughter; Male suggests such a reading, p. 58.
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expense of other human beings. Such efforts to gain domi­
nance over the elements are essentially subversive to the 
natural order of things. Hawthorne is not anti-intellectual; 
he simply follows the Miltonic theory that human knowledge 
is restricted by the very nature of man. As we have al­
ready remarked in connection with "Young Goodman Brown," 
Hawthorne cannot permit any man to be truly successful who 
attempts to "unveil the mysteries which Divine Intelligence 
has revealed so far as needful to our guidance, and hid the 
rest" (II, 195). It is this misuse of intelligence that is 
primarily responsible for the death of Beatrice. In seek­
ing to substitute principles of his own discovery for the 
rules of nature, Rappaccini sets in motion a chain of events 
that must necessarily culminate in disaster. The weaknesses 
of Baglioni and Giovanni are thus demanded in order that 
Rappaccini's struggle may proceed unimpeded toward its in­
evitable tragedy.
Aylmer, the scientist in "The Birthmark," has an am­
bition that may rival in its sweep Rappaccini's. In fact, 
Aylmer is by the nature of his goal even freer of ordinary 
desires than is Rappaccini. The ultimate purpose of Rappac­
cini 's experiments is to free man from the material effects 
of poisons. Aylmer goes beyond this; he "redeemed himself 
from materialism by his strong and eager aspiration toward 
the infinite" (II, 61). His goal is indeed infinite, per­
fection in the form of his wife's beauty. Aylmer feels
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that one perfect entity in the world will establish a new 
relationship for all existing reality. We encounter once 
again a personality that is driven away from the common 
path toward some personally significant bypath that holds 
out the promise of absolute satisfaction. The means to 
this end appears simple to Aylmer, the removal of the tiny 
birthmark which appears to be the single imperfection in 
his wife's beauty. Hawthorne describes the birthmark in 
terms that establish its symbolic reference, and hints simul­
taneously at the danger being courted: "It was the fatal
flaw of humanity which Nature, in one shape or another, 
stamps ineffaceably on all her productions, either to imply 
that they are temporary and finite, or that their perfec­
tion must be wrought with toil and pain" (II, 50). From the 
beginning, then, Aylmer opposes himself to Nature in a bat­
tle that Hawthorne strongly suggests to be futile.
Aylmer's delusion that he can effectively shape the 
universe to his own plan seems to Hawthorne to be a varia­
tion of a frequent failing among men of science. In a 
sketch entitled "The Intelligence Office," Hawthorne draws 
a long list of foolish persons coming to a central clearing 
house in search of illusory dreams. One passage is parti­
cularly apposite to what we are discussing here: "The
strangest wishes— yet most incident to men who had gone 
deep into scientific pursuits, and attained a high intel­
lectual stage, though not the loftiest— were to contend
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with Nature, and wrest from her some secret or some power 
which she had seen fit to withhold from mortal grasp. She 
loves to delude her aspiring students, and mock them with 
mysteries that seem but just beyond their utmost reach"
(II, 375). With scientists, as with philosophers, then, it 
is a mark of limited understanding to try to achieve more 
knowledge or power than Nature allots to man in keeping 
with her necessary balances. Hawthorne finds Aylmer's com­
mitment to the development of human perfection to be a 
major defect of character, productive of a serious obscuri­
ty of vision; Aylmer, he says, "failed to look beyond the 
shadowy scope of time, and, living once for all in eterni­
ty, to fine the perfect future in the present" (II, 69).
Once again, the idealistic nature of a commitment is no 
warrant of its acceptability as a proper human undertaking.
Like Rappaccini, Aylmer is a very accomplished man of 
science. Georgiana says to Aylmer, "You have deep science. 
All the world bears witness of it. You have achieved great 
wonders" (II, 52-53). Aylmer is also like Rappaccini, and 
Dr. Heidegger also, in that his experiments have not always 
proved successful. Georgiana further remarks, on reading 
Aylmer's casebook, "that his most splendid successes were 
almost invariably failures, if compared with the ideal at 
which he aimed" (II, 61). We are given evidence of this 
capacity for failure when Aylmer applies a magic elixir to 
a flower, which immediately withers. His response is in
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the classic tradition of science: "To make up for this
abortive experiment, he proposed to take her portrait by a 
scientific process of his own invention" (II, 57). This 
project also proves unsatisfactory when the portrait seems 
to outline even more clearly the birthmark on Georgiana's 
face. The scientist is momentarily dejected; "soon, how­
ever, he forgot these mortifying failures" (II, 57), and 
returned to the project that would take his wife's life. 
Aylmer is so deeply involved in his commitment to a reshap­
ing of the rules of nature, that he cannot recognize the 
obvious signs placed in his way indicating the limits of 
man's scientific achievements. No other consideration can 
break in upon Aylmer's obsession with the eradication of 
Georgiana's single human defect; for him the birthmark has 
become "the central point of all" (II, 50). Such a limited 
perception cannot bode well for Aylmer or anyone under his 
control.^
Hawthorne clearly indicates that Aylmer's preoccupa­
tion with a single idea is abetted by a correspondingly de­
fective personality. His obsession with scientific knowl­
edge has had serious effects on his whole character: "He
had devoted himself, however, too unreservedly to scientific
^Millicent Bell views Aylmer as "a dangerous per- 
fectibilitarian" (p. 184); R. B. Heilman feels that Aylmer's 
obsession with perfection indicates "a simple inability to 
accept the facts of life," "Hawthorne's 'The Birthmark': Sci­
ence as Religion," SAQ, XLVIII (1949), 579.
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studies ever to be weaned from them by any other passion” 
(II, 47). Georgiana's love struggles valiantly against 
this defect in Aylmer, but is finally unavailing. As he 
sits by Georgiana's side, watching the effects of his ex­
periment, Aylmer's emotions are mixed in much the same way 
that Baglioni's emotions were mixed while watching the 
death of Beatrice: "Aylmer sat by her side, watching her
aspect with the emotions proper to a man the whole value of 
whose existence was involved in the process now to be 
tested. Mingled with this mood, however, was the philo­
sophic investigation characteristic of a man of science"
17(II, 67). The destructive potential of a commitment such 
as Aylmer's is thus made manifest. Obsession has been al­
lowed to enter into the sacred relationship between man and
wife, testing, and finally breaking, the "magnetic chain”
18 *of human affection.
17Randall Stewart comments concerning Aylmer's reac­
tion to his wife's death: "His grief at the end of the
story, one must believe, is not so much over the death of 
Georgiana as the failure of the experiment" (Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, p. 249).
18The outcome of the story argues against Roy R. 
Male's theory that Aylmer is punished less severely than 
Hawthorne's other scientists "because of his genuine ideal­
ism, which makes him almost a poet” (p. 215). There is 
some indication of ambivalence in the story, however, which 
may be attributable to the difference in tone between two 
entries from the Passages which seem to foreshadow the 
story: "A person to be xn the possession of something as
perfect as mortal man has a right to demand; he tries to 
make it better, and ruins it entirely” (IX, 106); "A person 
to be the death of his beloved in trying to raise her to
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Aylmer's failure has been inevitable from the first. 
Hawthorne's cautions about the limitations of human knowl­
edge have been ignored at great peril. It is thus clear 
what Hawthorne intended when he attributed impossible de­
sires to men of "a high intellectual stage, but not the 
loftiest." Aylmer's confidence in the power of his intel­
lect has been demonstrated to be rash; his pride of intel­
lect has blinded him to a higher truth: "Had Aylmer
reached a profounder wisdom, he need not have thus flung 
away the happiness which would have woven his mortal life 
of the selfsame texture with the celestial" (II, 69). The 
"profounder wisdom" is, of course, a recognition of the 
true nature of creation as a flawed, but delicately bal­
anced, system of relationships. In reaching for an impos­
sible height, he lost one of the highest blessings that can 
be accorded man on this earth, the selfless love of a 
woman who wants only to provide the fullest happiness that 
this life can bring. Aylmer lost also his greatest oppor­
tunity to regain his proper balance through the guidance of 
a woman's "moral sense."
Owen Warland in "The Artist of the Beautiful" 
reaches a summit of achievement superior to that attained
more than mortal perfection; yet this should be a comfort 
to him for having aimed so highly and holily" (IX, 210) . 
Although the second suggestion parallels more closely the 
events of the story, the objectivity of the first entry 
seems to be in closer accord with the moral Hawthorne 
intends.
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by any of the other characters we have been considering 
here. Success is his in a fuller, and less ironic, form 
than it offers itself to Ethan Brand or Aylmer. Although 
the latter two achieve their goals, the achievement appears 
finally to be incompatible with the dreams that set their 
efforts in motion. Warland is more blessed; Hawthorne says 
of him, "It was his fortune, good or ill, to achieve the 
purpose of his life" (II, 527). This "purpose" falls again 
under the general heading of disinterest which we have ap­
plied to Ethan Brand's search for the unpardonable sin; 
Warland desires "to put the very spirit of beauty into form 
and give it motion" (II, 509). Thus, although Warland 
seeks to go beyond the bounds placed on ordinary human life, 
he is moved to do so by a real idealism. Hawthorne tells us 
that the watchmaker can be compared to "a poet, a painter, 
or a sculptor" (II, 507), and the character of his preoccu­
pation seems indeed to group him with these other devotees 
of beauty for its own sake.
In this story the forces of normal society stand out 
in clear contrast to Warland and his dream. Warland recog­
nizes his adversaries from the beginning, as he explains to 
Peter Hovenden, the spokesman for popular opinion: "You
are my evil spirit, . . .  you and the hard, coarse world"
(II, 515). The "hard, coarse world" has as its ideal a far 
less delicate accomplishment than the embodiment of an ab­
stract quality. Peter Hovenden once again expresses the
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majority judgment when he praises Robert Danforth, the 
blacksmith, as a man who "spends his labor upon a reality" 
(II, 506). The conflict represented by the rivalry of War­
land and Danforth for the hand of Annie Hovenden can be 
seen with equal clarity in her father's clever contrast of 
the two men's goals in life. Throughout the story, Hovenden 
disparages the supposedly futile efforts of Owen Warland, 
all the while praising the blacksmith's calling in state­
ments of this sort: "It is a good and wholesome thing to
depend upon main strength and reality, and to earn one's 
bread with the bare and brawny arms of a blacksmith1' (II, 
506). This climate is hardly conducive to the success of 
Warland's dreams; his repeated failures and flights from 
reality are owing as much to the hostility of the townspeo­
ple as they are to the nature of his desires.
This story is perplexing since it offers us, instead 
of the usually reliable norm of a well-balanced society, a 
community so limited in its outlook that the role of the 
village blacksmith appears to be the apex of their imagina­
tive faculties. Owen Warland's departures from the role of 
dedicated watchmaker assigned him as his place in society, 
strike his fellow townsmen as clear demonstrations of an 
unbalanced mind: "The towns-people had one comprehensive
explanation of all these singularities. Owen Warland had 
gone mad!" (II, 521). Once again we must stress the ex­
treme care with which Hawthorne employs the idea of madness
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in his stories. If Owen Warland can be honestly classified 
with Ethan Brand and Wakefield as a madman, then there must 
be some validity to the extremely limited point of view 
shared by the "right-minded" members of the village. Haw­
thorne does not permit this question to linger in ambiguity; 
immediately following his mention of the towns-people1s 
suspicions concerning Owen Warland's sanity, Hawthorne adds; 
"In Owen Warland's case the judgment of his towns-people 
may have been correct" (II, 521). If this judgment does in 
fact turn out to be accurate, then our attitude toward War­
land is already dictated by the major thematic line we have 
seen following through all of these stories.
One very telling piece of evidence against Warland's 
sanity can be found in the reliability of his perceptions. 
One of the principles under which he operates at the begin­
ning of the story is his confidence in the sympathy and in­
sight of Annie Hovenden. Hawthorne is quick to point out 
that this confidence is sadly misplaced: "Of course he had
deceived himself; there were no such attributes in Annie 
Hovenden as his imagination had endowed her with" (II, 523). 
This is a very significant observation in the light of Haw­
thorne's continuing assertion that internal mental disorder 
is most commonly manifested through distortions of percep­
tion. Warland's departure from the norm in substituting an 
abstract goal of his own devising for the accepted goals of 
his society seems in this light to fall under a shadow of
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criticism. If he chooses to live by another light than 
that recognized by the rest of men, there is a great danger 
that his own light will deceive him into taking illusions 
for realities.
The general principle is most clearly enunciated by 
the insane writer P. in "P's Correspondence": "The reality
— that which I know to be such— hangs like remnants of tat­
tered scenery over the intolerably prominent illusion" (II, 
410). A fundamental confusion of this sort can never be 
acceptable in Hawthorne's fictional universe; illusions 
cannot be permitted to take the place of realities if the 
world is to continue to function successfully. This is ap­
parent in the case of Owen Warland. Even before the sus­
picions concerning Warland*s sanity have been given any 
credit by the author, we are warned of the insufficiency of 
personal dreams as a principle of existence: "Ideas, which
grow up within the imagination and appear so lovely to it 
and of a value beyond what men call valuable, are exposed 
to be shattered and annihilated by contact with the prac­
tical" (II, 512). The personal significance of the dream 
can thus be seen to be of subsidiary importance to the need 
for conformity to the acceptable standards of the world.
The inevitable confrontation takes place when War­
land has finally accomplished "the purpose of his life." 
Beauty has been given form in his mechanical butterfly. 
Hawthorne admits freely that the achievement is in itself
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no illusion: "Nature's ideal butterfly was here realized in
all its perfection" (II, 529). As the representative of 
brute strength and social acceptability, Danforth expresses 
the surprise, if not the approval, of the town when he 
says, "Well, that does beat all nature!" (II, 532). The 
response of the whole group assembled at Danforth*s house 
is less than enthusiastic, suggesting that the achievement 
falls short of the idea which was its origin. Hawthorne 
gives us warning early in the story that Warland*s success 
will take this form when he first describes Warland*s per­
sonality: "The character of Owen's mind was microscopic,
and tended naturally to the minute" (II, 507). The con­
vergence of these lines of thought suggests the final out­
come of a conflict between a "microscopic" dream and a so- 
siety devoted exclusively to the cultivation of the physi­
cal. In the face of a more evenly balanced society, it is 
doubtful that a departure from the norm such as Owen War­
land 's would be allowed even this qualified success. This 
story provides a unique situation involving both a dis­
torted society and the man who rebels against it.
In considering the stories in the last section which 
represented a confrontation between two less-than-perfect 
societies, we saw that the ultimate solution lay in a com­
promise that promised a greater balance than that natural 
to either of the conflicting social groups. The resolution 
in "The Artist of the Beautiful" proceeds along similar
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lines. Owen Warland is correct in his feeling that the so­
ciety in which he is placed suffers from an imbalance in 
the direction of the physical which blinds his fellow citi­
zens to the demands of the spirit. He is unjustified, how­
ever, in the approach he takes to remedying this situation. 
After all that we have seen, we can scarcely feel at this
point that Hawthorne will approve rebellion against 
19society. It is inconsistent to assume, as many have,
that Owen Warland alone of Hawthorne's characters will be
permitted to substitute his own values for those of estab-
20lished society with the author's unqualified approval.
The creation of a mechanically perfect butterfly suggests
itself as a particularly apt symbol for the efforts of all
of Hawthorne's characters who have placed self above the
21demands of the other men among whom they must live. Any
19Millicent Bell calls Warland's achievement a 
"melancholy triumph" (p. Ill); Frederick C. Crews feels 
that Warland's "victory . . . coincides with a total 
failure of manhood and a repudiation of the emotional ties 
which Hawthorne elsewhere treats as the necessary condition 
for sanity" (p. 170); See also Rudolph Von Abele, The Death 
of the Artist: A Study of Hawthorne's Pisintegration (The 
Hague, 1955), pp. 36-40.
20in "The World and the Artist: A Study of Haw­
thorne's 'The Artist of the Beautiful,'" Tulane Studies in 
English, I (1949) , Richard H. Fogle reads this story as ^  
Romantic apologia for the artist, which concludes by af­
firming his moral superiority to all other conceivable 
categories of humanity" (32); this reading is softened in 
The Light and the Dark fifteen years later. Millicent Bell 
notes Fogle1s changing attitude, pp. 11-112.
21 The symbolic implications of the mechanical butter­
fly have attracted attention from several readers: John
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search of this sort for an object or an idea which holds 
out the promise of a new order of reality appears thus as 
"microscopic."
Owen Warland is unique among the characters we have 
seen in that he recognizes at the last the futility of his 
efforts. When he refuses to permit the butterfly to return 
to his hand, Warland takes the significant step necessary 
to raise his vision from the minute to the comprehensive. 
Hawthorne's concluding remarks in the story emphasize this 
essential broadening of vision: "When the artist rose high
enough to achieve the beautiful, the symbol by which he 
made it perceptible to mortal senses became of little value 
in his eyes while his spirit possessed itself in the enjoy­
ment of the reality" (II, 535-536). The last word here is 
crucial; what Warland has finally created is not mere sym­
bol of his illusion, but rather a deep understanding of the 
realities of life. He realizes at the end that an artist
Paul Pritchard points out that the nature of the butterfly 
"explicitly denies a consideration which Aristotle makes a 
requirement for beauty," Return td the Fountains: Some 
Classical Sources of American eroticism (Durham, N.C.,
1942), p. 71; the problem of course os the size of the 
artifact: "Beauty is a matter of size and order, and there­
fore impossible . . . in a very minute creature, since our 
perception becomes indistinct as it approaches instantane- 
ity,11 Aristotle, The Rhetoric and the Poetics, Modern Li­
brary Edition (New York, 1954), p. 2331 The artistic value 
of the butterfly seems to be related to a story idea from 
the Passages: "To represent a man as spending life and the
intensest labor in the accomplishment of some mechanical 
trifle— as in making a miniature coach to be drawn by fleas, 
or a dinner-service to be put into a cherry-stone" (IX, 211).
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must pursue his ideals as a balanced member of society and 
not as the fanatic, slightly insane, worshipper of some ir­
responsible crochet of his own imagination.
In "Drowne's Wooden Image" we encounter another 
character who achieves "the purpose of his life." Drowne's 
personality is presented from the outset as being flawed: 
"From his earliest boyhood he had exhibited a knack— for it 
would be too proud a word to call it genius— a knack, there­
fore, for the imitation of the human figure in whatever 
material came most readily to hand" (II, 348). Drowne is 
possessed of a "knack" rather than a "genius" because his 
creations always lack something: "A deep quality, be it of
soul or intellect, which bestows life upon the lifeless and 
warmth upon the cold, and which, had it been present, would 
have made Drowne's wooden image instinct with spirit" (II, 
350). He seems an unlikely character to aspire to personal 
control over reality.
In fact, Drowne nurtures no such desires; and it is 
for this reason that he is of interest to us here. The 
"purpose" of Drowne's life is simply to produce the best 
wood carvings that he is capable of making. His best, as 
we have seen, is usually less than inspiring. One occasion 
arises, however, in which the wood-carver is inspired to 
greater heights. A beautiful and exotic woman serves as a 
stimulus to bring out qualities of genius which Drowne him­
self did not suspect to exist within him: "To our friend
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Drowne there came a brief season of excitement, kindled by 
love. It rendered him a genius for that one occasion, but, 
quenched in disappointment, left him again the mechanical 
carver in wood, without the power even of appreciating the 
work that his own hands had wrought” (II, 362). This, it 
seems to me, is a very significant passage for anyone at­
tempting to define Hawthorne's attitude concerning efforts 
to "beat all nature." As we remarked in dealing with 
"Rappaccini1s Daughter," Hawthorne does not deny the possi­
bility of transcending the ordinary. His quarrel lies with 
motives and means. We have seen that in the realm of intel­
lect, Nature has revealed "mysteries . . .  so far as need­
ful to our guidance, and hid the rest" (II, 195). It is 
only reasonable to assume that this same power operates in 
spiritual and artistic areas, not only to restrict illicit 
ambitions, but also to allot blessings. Drowne achieves
what he does precisely because his pride does not lead him
22to aspire too high. He approaches his greatest effort 
with the same humility and dedication that he has expended 
in the past on his lifeless carvings.
Hawthorne1s conception of human possibility is not 
unqualifiedly bleak. So long as man is aware of his neces-
22F. 0. Matthiessen makes the interesting observa­
tion that Hawthorne's artists set themselves very limited 
goals? he feels that Hawthorne is "not wholly sympathetic 
with his artists," American Renaissance, Art and Expression 
in the Age of Emerson and Whitman (New York, 1941) , p. 223.
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sary limitations, he is capable of great achievements.
Ethan Brand, Peter Goldthwaite, Aylmer, and Rappaccini all 
tried to shape the universe through the power of their own 
wills, yet it is only Drowne the woodcarver who receives 
the author's congratulations for a monumental success.
After conceding the brevity of Drowne's moment of super­
human power, Hawthorne concludes in a very kindly fashion: 
"Yet who can doubt that the very highest state to which a 
human spirit can attain, in its loftiest aspirations, is 
its truest and most natural state, and that Drowne was more 
consistent with himself when he wrought the admirable fig­
ure of the mysterious lady, than when he perpetrated a
23whole progeny of blockheads?" (II, 362) The warning to 
those who over-reach is clear in Hawthorne's stories, but 
so too is the promise to those who accept their situation 
with a realistic humility.
The final story we shall consider presents the most 
powerful evidence we have encountered concerning the actual 
reasons for Hawthorne's opposition to any scheme that leads 
man away from the ordinary in search of some absolute guar­
antee of happiness in this life. In "The Lily's Quest" two
23Drowne seems to have penetrated to the "really 
real" rather than to have tried to wrestle reality into 
some pattern of his own devising. Matthiessen's suggestion 
(pp. 262-264) of Aristotelean sympathies in Hawthorne seems 
in this light to be very much to the point. Pritchard sees 
a very much watered-down Aristotelean influence on Haw­
thorne, and suggests as a more likely influence Horace 
(68-78).
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aptly named lovers, Adam Forrester and Lilias Fay, search 
for the one spot on earth where "all pure delights were to 
cluster like roses among the pillars of the edifice, and 
blossom ever new and spontaneously" (I, 495). Here, 
stripped of all particular complications, we can recognize 
the ambition of all the characters whom we have seen strug­
gling to erect their own preferred mode of existence in 
place of the lot that life has cast for them. The efforts 
of the young lovers are constantly frustrated by the en­
croachment of reality on their scheme. Hawthorne presents 
their search in very general terms that correspond to the 
symbolic names of the characters. After one effort has 
been blocked by a realization that human suffering has 
scarred most places on earth, the author extrapolates their 
next attempt into terms that apply to all men: "They set
forth again, young Pilgrims on that quest which millions—  
which every child of Earth— has tried in turn. And were 
the Lily and her lover to be more fortunate than all those 
millions?" (I, 499). From all we have seen so far of Haw­
thorne's view of this life, we can scarcely be moved to an 
affirmative answer here.
The problem is stated quite explicitly after the 
young couple have exhausted all of the apparent possibili­
ties without success. In their despair, they pose the 
central question:
"Where in this world," exclaimed Adam Forrester, 
despondingly, "shall we build our Temple of Happiness?"
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Where in this world, indeed!" repeated Lilias 
Fay? . . . "Where in this world shall we build 
our Temple?" (I, 500}
The answer does not suggest itself to the lovers at this 
point; they have still not absorbed the significance of the 
phrase "Where in this world." Only after Lily dies on the 
spot of their promised bliss does Adam finally understand 
the riddle that has been posed to them. The shock of her 
death opens his mind and enables him to recognize and re­
pudiate the error implicit in their efforts. His joy can 
best be understood as a response to the unraveling of a 
mysterious truth that has escaped the other searchers we 
have encountered in this section: '"Joy! joy!1 he cried,
throwing his arms towards heaven, 'on a grave be the site
of our Temple; and now our happiness is for Eternity!'"
24(I, 503). Forrester has paid a high price for his in­
sight, but it would seem that Hawthorne does not consider 
the price too high.
Since all of man's earthly activities must be meas­
ured against a supernatural scale, a correlation of one's 
life with this scale, no matter how dearly bought, is the 
ultimate happiness. Only by recognizing the insufficiency 
of man's vain efforts to shape his own destiny, can one
24Leo B. Levy, "The Temple and the Tomb: Hawthorne's
'The Lily's Quest,'" SSF, III (Spring, 1966), accepts "hope 
and joy" as "the authentic and appropriate emotions" for 
Adam at the tale's close (338), and continues: "In the
conduct of life— the quest for happiness— we can discover 
the sources of joy in the knowledge and acceptance of the 
conditions that limit the human experience" (342).
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hope to achieve a proper perspective on the final end of 
these activities. Thus, those men who permit their pride to 
blind them to the absolute dependence of their lives on a 
divine plan, can only be viewed as mad, perverse, and 
doomed to failure.
In this section we have seen imbalance rampant as a 
principle of existence. The pride of Lady Eleanore and the
egotism of Elliston have here been allowed to ripen into a
dangerous will to power. When man permits his peculiar li­
mitations to develop to the point at which he loses sight
of his constitutional limitations, he courts the tragedy of 
an Ethan Brand or an Aylmer. Man can only grow properly in 
Hawthorne's universe when he grows along the clearly de­
fined lines of a ''normal" personality. Any desire to de­
stroy the beneficial restraints of normality is an invita­
tion to disaster. Hawthorne agrees with these lines from 
Keats' Endymion that:
There never liv'd a mortal man, who bent 
His appetite beyond his natural sphere,
But starv'd and died. (Endymion IV, 646-648)
CHAPTER IV
SELF AND SOCIETY: THE SCARLET LETTER
The Scarlet Letter presents us with our first oppor­
tunity to witness the operation of Hawthorne's attitude to­
ward personal excess operating against the broader back­
ground afforded by a full-length romance. The fundamental 
notions concerning distortion, obsession, and the need for 
order which we have seen consistently controlling the devel­
opment of Hawthorne's short stories will retain their in­
fluence here. Hester, Dimmesdale, Chillingworth, and even 
Pearl are all to some extent unbalanced in their personal 
developments. Chillingworth is, in addition, completely 
given over to one supreme goal in life. The conflict pre­
sented in "The Maypole of Merry Mount" and in "The Gentle 
Boy" between conflicting views of society is here presented 
in a less schematic view as the tension between an estab­
lished society and an individual confident of a superior 
concept of human life.
Not only are the problems in The Scarlet Letter 
similar to those we have been investigating previously, the 
resolutions also follow a familiar pattern. Balance and 
order are still the permanent goods, and no individual 
claims, however seemingly justified, can be allowed to con­
travene the dictates of a reasonable norm.
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Our approach here and in the other novels will be to 
consider the major characters first individually, as exam­
ples of abnormal development, and then collectively, as il­
lustrations of the conflicting demands of men and their 
societies.
Roger Chillingworth may be classified very easily as
one of the fraternity of Hawthorne's obsessed intellectuals.
1His place is near that of Rappaccim and Ethan Brand. 
Chillingworth is consistent from his most private thoughts 
to his physical appearance. Hawthorne's first description 
of Chillingworth is carefully slanted to achieve a negative 
response from the reader. Even before he is identified by 
name, the stranger is characterized in such a manner that 
the reader expects from the first some sort of evil behav­
ior from the man. He is described as having "a remarkable 
intelligence in his features, as of a person who had so 
cultivated his mental part that it could not fail to mould 
the physical to itself and become manifest by unmistakable 
tokens." The reader who recalls Hawthorne's description
^D. H. Lawrence says, "Roger Chillingworth is of the 
old order of intellect, in direct line from the mediaeval 
Roger Bacon alchemists," Studies in Classic American Litera­
ture in The Shock of Recognition, ed. by Edmund Wilson (New 
York, 1955), p. 1000
2Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter, The Cen­
tenary Edition of the Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, ed. by 
William Charvat, Roy Harvey Pearce, et al. (Columbus, Ohio, 
1962), p. 60. Subsequent references to The Scarlet Letter 
will be taken from this edition and will be noted parentiiet- 
ically within the text.
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of Rappaccini and Dr. Cacaphodel is at once on guard 
against a character distinguished by “a remarkable intelli­
gence in his features"; and Hawthorne immediately rein­
forces the reader's suspicions by producing this "unmistak­
able token" of the stranger's "mental part": He was
"slightly deformed, with the left shoulder a trifle higher 
than the right" (p. 58). If the body is "slightly de­
formed," how much more must be the mind which has produced 
this external sign.
Chillingworth1s studies before his emigration to the 
new world seem to have been of the sort that Fanshawe might 
have pursued if he had been permitted to develop his powers 
to their full maturity. The principal difference between 
Chillingworth1s actual life and the imaginary life one 
might construct for Fanshawe is that Chillingworth did not 
refuse his Ellen. Instead, Chillingworth persuaded Hester 
into a marriage designed to satisfy his needs at the ex­
pense of her youth and happiness. When he first enters on 
the scene of the novel, Chillingworth seems willing to ac­
cept responsibility for a large portion of Hester's error: 
"Mine was the first wrong, when I betrayed thy budding 
youth into a false and unnatural relation with my decay. 
Therefore, as a man who has not thought and philosophized 
in vain, I seek no vengeance, plot no evil against thee. 
Between thee and me, the scale hangs fairly balanced" (pp. 
74-75). Chillingworth admits that his former approach to
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life was distorted, and he seems ready to accept present 
conditions realistically. Coming at the end of one of Haw­
thorne's stories, this speech might stand as the warrant of 
better days to come for a chastened man. We discover, how­
ever, that Chillingworth's speech is deceptive, and that it 
promises not a new beginning, but rather a redirecting of 
the distorted energies of the past.
In the same interview in which he takes upon himself 
much of the guilt for Hester's adultery, Chillingworth 
clearly demonstrates that his physical deformity is the 
type of a deeper-seated perversion of will. Chillingworth 
drops the mask under which he feigned an understanding ac­
ceptance of present realities and vows an unrelenting pur­
suit of Hester's partner in sin: "I shall seek this man,
as I have sought truth in books; as I have sought gold in 
alchemy" (p. 75). His purpose, he claims, is not vengeance 
for a personal affront, but merely a desire to see all of 
the parts of the puzzle fit together, "as if the question 
involved no more than the air-drawn lines and figures of a
geometrical problem" (p. 129). Of course, Chillingworth is
3deceiving himself about his motives. Although the scien­
tist is occasionally able to take the view that his life is
3P. 0. Matthiessen observes that Chillingworth 
"failed to realize that the question could not be consid­
ered as Qoolly as a geometric problem, since it involved 
his passionate feelings about the wrong that he had suf­
fered" (p. 306).
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devoted to truth: "Were it only for the art's sake, I must
search this matter to the bottom" (p. 138), the reader is 
aware from very early in the novel that Chillingworth is 
under the influence of an evilly conceived and highly dan­
gerous monomania.
Hawthorne describes the almost classic case of a man
caught up in the throes of a passion of perhaps morally
neutral origin, but of deeply evil development:
He had begun an investigation, as he imagined, with 
the severe and equal integrity of a judge, desirous 
only of truth. . . . But, as he proceeded, a terri­
ble fascination, a kind of fierce, though still 
calm, necessity seized the old man within its grips, 
and never set him free again, until he had done all 
its bidding. He now dug into the poor clergyman's 
heart, like a miner searching for gold; or, rather, 
like a sexton delving into a grave, possibly in 
quest of a jewel that had been buried in the dead 
man's bosom, but likely to find nothing save mor­
tality and corruption. (p. 129)
The image of gold repeated in this analysis and in Chilling-
worth' s initial pledge of dedication suggests that there is
a thematic line of development leading from his pledge to
his inexorable scheme of revenge. Chillingworth1s show of
understanding toward Hester, then, represents no more than
a prelude to the turning from one corrupt way of life to
another.
Chillingworth's obsession results in external behav­
ior that is entirely consistent with his personality as in­
tellectual. There is a coldness in his treatment of 
Dimmesdale which cannot be accepted as disinterested impar-
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tiality. Rather, Chillingworth approaches the minister as 
Dr. Heidegger approaches his friends, or as Coverdale ap­
proaches his colleagues at Blithedale. Scientific dis­
tancing is no guarantee of moderation in this case; Chil­
lingworth in the end is as far from the accepted center of 
human behavior as any wild-eyed social reformer might be.
In fact, it is clearly stated in the novel that the final 
stage in Chillingworth*s degeneration is an absolute inhu­
manity: "In a word, old Roger Chillingworth was a striking
evidence of man's faculty of transforming himself into a 
devil, if he will only, for a reasonable space of time, 
undertake a devil's office" (p. 170). The image is not ac­
cidental. Hawthorne is quite insistent that man is capable 
of distorting his human balance to such an extent that he 
may become, like Chillingworth and the "Man of Adamant," 
something less than human. Although he might have suffered 
from self-delusion concerning his motives at the outset, 
Chillingworth retains enough self-knowledge at the end to 
recognize the accuracy of Hawthorne's term "devil." He 
says to Hester, "I have already told thee what I am! A fiend" 
(p. 173).
Chillingworth's obsession results in a total inver­
sion of his moral perceptions. Since he has given his 
whole life over to torturing Dimmesdale, he must maintain 
his hold over the minister at any price. Even as Dimmes­
dale is slipping toward death on the scaffold, Chilling-
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worth still tries to persuade him to keep his guilt secret. 
The only reality Chillingworth is willing to recognize is 
his relationship to Dimmesdale, and so the repentance and 
death of the minister represent the greatest evil possible 
in Chillingworth's deformed moral system. His final pleas 
for secrecy as Dimmesdale is dying reveal how totally Chil­
lingworth has departed from the acceptable standard of 
human values: "Wave back that woman! Cast off this child!
All shall be well! Do not blacken your fame, and perish in 
dishonor! I can yet save you!" (p. 252). The blasphemous 
inversion of reality signified by Chillingworth's offer of 
"salvation1 is one of Hawthorne's strongest depictions of 
the effects of obsession.
Chillingworth's life is almost entirely one of moral 
perversion. His early guilt resulting from his unfair mar­
riage had within it the seeds of destruction, but these 
seeds could have been rendered innocuous by his willing ac­
ceptance of responsibility and his forgiveness of Hester.
It is at this point, when he seemed to have come to terms 
satisfactorily with the facts of his existence, that Chil­
lingworth chose deliberately to turn his heart away from 
the path of acceptance to one of willful distortion. We 
have seen that Chillingworth deludes himself from the first 
in his protestations of judicial disinterest. His commit­
ment to a single ideal of revenge can be justified by refer­
ence to no laudable motivation.
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Perhaps equally as damning as this self-deception is 
his other effort at justifying his conduct before Hester.
He refuses her request that he pardon her partner in sin, 
by protesting that pardon is not his to give. Instead, he 
distorts the principles of his early religion in a con­
scious effort to confuse. He tells Hester, "By thy first 
step awry, thou didst plant the germ of evil; but, since 
that moment, it has all been a dark necessity" (p. 174). 
Having seen already the total commitment with which Chil­
lingworth gave himself over to his desire for revenge, the 
reader finds this argument the most blatant sophistry or
the most pathetic self-delusion. Perhaps both explanations 
4are true. Chillingworth seems to have convinced himself 
that his personal world view is not only consistent with 
reality, but also a matter of necessity. He is equally 
open to the charge that Miriam throws back at her model in 
The Marble Faun: "You mistake your own will for an iron
necessity" (VI, 119). Both Chillingworth and the model are 
actuated by evil purposes which they attempt to cover with 
a deceitful pose of moral righteousness. Furthermore, the
4In his "Hawthorne's Dimmesdale: A Small Man Gone 
Wrong," NEQ, XXXVIII (1965), William H. Nolte puts Haw­
thorne's authority behind Chillingworth's view of "neces­
sity," (169); Arlin Turner, Nathaniel Hawthorne, sees an 
"inexorable determinism" at work in the whole of the novel 
(p. 58), and especially in Chillingworth's inability to 
turn aside from his commitment to revenge (pp. 137-138).
5In "The Devil in Boston," PQ, XXXII (1953), Darrel 
Abel calls Chillingworth's appeal to "dark necessity"
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obsession is fatal to both not only morally but physically 
as well.
Dimmesdale1s final repentance frees him from Chil­
lingworth' s control and takes from the old scientist the 
one principle of vitality which he had allowed himself.
Total commitment to one ideal is not only the cause of 
human deformity, but can also be the occasion of a drying 
up of the wellsprings of life for the afflicted character. 
Without this desire for revenge as stimulation, Chilling­
worth is left without any cause for existence: "This un­
happy man had made the very principle of his life to con­
sist in the pursuit and systematic exercise of revenge; and 
when, by its completest triumph and consummation, that evil 
principle was left with no further material to support it,
— when, in short, there was no more Devil’s work on earth for 
him to do, it only remained for the unhumanized mortal to 
betake himself whither his Master would find him tasks 
enough, and pay him his wages duly" (p. 260). For Chil­
lingworth, as for many of Hawthorne's obsessed intellec­
tuals, even death is not a severe enough punishment. The 
potentially evil effects of such men are so great, that
simply "an evasion" (381); Charles Feidelson goes further in 
saying, "His view is heretical, since it denies moral re­
sponsibility, and his statement actually has a rather aes­
thetic turn," Symbolism and American Literature (Chicago, 
1953), p. 12. This approach to Chillingworth*s statement 
certainly seems more in accord with Hawthorne's usual moral 
position than that advocated by Nolte and Turner.
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they pose perhaps the most serious threat to a balanced uni­
verse of any sort of mortals.
Chillingworth brings together in his character many 
of those traits which Hawthorne repeatedly condemns most 
harshly as inimical to the licit development of man. His 
original offense toward Hester is in the long run one of 
his less serious crimes. More damning is his turning away 
from the offer of salvation available to him through his 
recognition of his own guilt in this marriage. His willful 
distortion of his intellect and talents from the balanced 
existence possible after such repentance marks him for ul­
timate destruction. In his self-deceptions and self-right­
eous justifications Chillingworth resembles closely Hol­
lingsworth in The Blithedale Romance. Unlike Hollingsworth, 
however, Chillingworth can accept no alternative to the 
satisfaction of his dreams. As a result, his life is chan­
neled narrowly into his persecution of the minister, with 
the result that Dimmesdale*s death operates doubly as a 
liberation for the afflicted clergyman and a death sentence 
for the wasted intellectual.
Although we have every reason to believe that Dimmes­
dale is subjected to inhuman treatment by Chillingworth, we 
are given no suggestion by the author that this persecution 
should be viewed as the violation by a satanic will of true 
innocence. The relationship between this probing intellec­
tual and his victim is quite different from that between
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Ethan Brand and Esther* Dimmesdale1s character is quite 
complex; and the reader is forced to recognize qualities in 
the minister which contribute greatly to his vulnerability 
to Chillingworth's malign persecution. Chillingworth can­
not be pardoned for his great crimes against human nature, 
as we have seen; but the novel presents us with the curious 
conclusion that Dimmesdale, the greatest sufferer from 
these crimes, outside of the scientist himself, is deserv­
ing of a large part of his punishment. Hawthorne is very 
severe with Dimmesdale; so much so, that it almost seems at 
times that he views the minister's ordeal without the sym­
pathy which one might expect.
Dimmesdale's moral situation is unique among Haw­
thorne's victims of external intellectual manipulation in 
that it is often the victim in this novel who comes in for 
the greatest part of the author's scorn, rather than the 
evil genius who is directing his suffering. When Dimmes­
dale finally forces himself to the scaffold in the middle 
of the night in an effort to win temporary peace from his 
torment, Hawthorne views his behavior most unsympatheti­
cally; "He had been driven hither by the impulse of that 
Remorse which dogged him everywhere, and whose own sister 
and closely linked companion was that Cowardice which in­
variably drew him back, with her tremulous gripe, just when 
the other impulse had hurried him to the verge of a disclo­
sure. Poor, miserable man! What right had infirmity like
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his to burden itself with crime?" (p. 148). However much 
Dimmesdale suffers at the mercy of Chillingworth's mono­
mania, and however wrong Chillingworth is to continue the 
torture, one may never forget in this novel that Dimmesdale 
is guilty of setting up his own distorted vision of morali­
ty in place of that accepted by the world around him, and 
that such an act of self-indulgence cannot be allowed to go 
unpunished.
Pitiable as Dimmesdale's condition grows while under 
the influence of Chillingworth, Hawthorne does not relent 
in his criticism of the minister. Dimmesdale, through his 
divergence from the moral code of society, sought to estab­
lish an existence based on his own existential criteria. 
Such an ideal would be difficult, if not impossible, under 
the most fortunate conditions in Hawthorne's world; but to 
attempt to bring such a departure from the normal into con­
gruence with the pre-established code of the Puritan commu­
nity, is to abandon completely any hopes of success. 
Dimmesdale is forced to live in two worlds at once, his own 
moral landscape, and the society around him. The resulting 
chaos is what elicits Hawthorne's scorn for Dimmesdale. 
Perhaps the most striking example of the minister's split 
vision occurs when he attempts half-heartedly to convince 
his flock of his sinfulness. The effort might seem on the 
simplest level to be sincere. After all, his confession is 
true— he is sinful— but the reader knows, and Dimmesdale
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knows also, that no one in the community can be expected to 
believe the confession. Thus, paradoxically, both Dimmes- 
dale's professions of holiness and his confessions of guilt 
are hypocritical. Hawthorne feels that this state of af­
fairs is inevitable considering the minister's ambiguous 
vision of reality, and his editorial comments are quite 
severe: "The minister well knew— subtle, but remorseful
hypocrite that he was!— the light in which his vague con­
fession would be viewed. He had striven to put a cheat 
upon himself by making the avowal of a guilty conscience, 
but had gained only one other sin, and a self-acknowledged 
shame, without the momentary relief of being self-deceived. 
He had spoken the very truth, and transformed it into the 
veriest falsehood" (p. 144). This hypocrisy is merely the
outward manifestation of Dimmesdale's internal confusion
£over the true nature of the world about him.
So long as Dimmesdale refuses to bring his life into 
true accord with the moral code accepted by the rest of his 
community, he is a prisoner of this double life. Even 
after his decision to leave the community and seek a new 
moral climate with Hester and Pearl, Dimmesdale continues 
to live in an atmosphere of hypocrisy. His decision to
gDimmesdale's moral confusion at this point is illu­
minated by what Eugene Arden calls "a delicious stroke of 
irony" through which Dimmesdale's secret sin seems to be 
influential in his development into "a preacher of awesome 
power over his congregation," "Hawthorne's 'Case of Arthur 
D.,'" American Imago, XVIII (1961), 46.
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preach the election sermon as a farewell service is a re­
version to the moral ambiguity of his earlier confessions. 
Hawthorne's tone in presenting the minister's decision is 
heavy with scorn:
Now, why the Reverend Mr. Dimmesdale considered 
[the day of departure] so very fortunhte, we hesi­
tate to reveal. Nevertheless,— to hold nothing 
back from the reader,— it was because, on the third 
day from the present, he was to preach the Election 
Sermon; and, as such an occasion formed an honor­
able epoch in the life of a New England clergyman, 
he could not have chanced upon a more suitable mode 
and time of terminating his professional career.
"At least, they shall say of me," thought this ex­
emplary man, "that I leave no public duty unper­
formed, nor ill performed!" (p. 215)
The falseness of "the Reverend Mr. Dimmesdale's" position
is obvious; the total confusion of reality and personal
bias apparent in his self-justification suggests a parallel
with Chillingworth's offer of "salvation" to Dimmesdale in
his last moments.
Hawthorne, as we have seen, feels that confusion of 
this sort flows naturally from a character's failure to 
come to terms with the realities of the world about him. 
Dimmesdale's attempt to follow a different drummer while 
still participating in "the procession of life," can result 
only in the sort of clouded moral perception that would at­
tempt to justify his participation in the election service. 
Hawthorne suggests in one place that the ghosts of the 
minister's imagination are far more real to him than the 
life of the people about him: "It is the unspeakable
misery of a life so false as his, that it steals the pith
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and substance out of whatever realities there are around 
us, and which were meant by Heaven to be the spirit's joy 
and nutriment" (p. 145). By the time that Dimmesdale has 
chosen to suspend temporarily his newly-discovered life 
with Hester in order to preach his farewell sermon, his 
dissociation from reality is almost total. Though Haw­
thorne ridicules Dimmesdale for his pride and self-deception, 
he is careful to explain that this last and lowest incident 
of hypocrisy can only be seen as the result of a long train 
of others: "No man, for any considerable period, can wear
one face to himself, and another to the multitude, without 
finally getting bewildered as to which may be the true"
(p. 216) . In this light, it is possible to understand some 
of Dimmesdale's more puzzling behavior largely as the re­
sult of his distorted perception of reality. His acceptance 
of Chillingworth is thus plausible: "Trusting no man as
his friend, he could not recognize his enemy when the lat­
ter actually appeared" (p. 130). Only a man torn between 
two contradictory views of himself and the world around him 
could fail to recognize the evil festering in Chillingworth. 
In Dimmesdale's universe of inverted truth and falsehood, 
even Chillingworth*s offer of "salvation" might not seem as 
distorted and perverse as it appears from a balanced human 
perspective.
Dimmesdale's initial choice of his own desires over 
the code of his religion and community succeeds in isolating
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him in a universe controlled by his own eccentric scheme of 
values. Hawthorne uses one of his most severe critical 
terms to describe Dimmesdale's moral individualism. In the 
section concerning the symbolic letter in the sky, he con­
nects Dimmesdale and his personal creed with some other 
characters who are totally committed to self: "What shall
we say, when an individual discovers a revelation, addressed 
to himself alone, on the same vast sheet of record [the 
sky]! In such a case, it could only be the symptom of a 
highly disordered mental state, when a man, rendered mor­
bidly self-contemplative by long, intense, and secret pain, 
had extended his egotism over the whole expanse of nature, 
until the firmament itself should appear no more than a 
fitting page for his soul's history and fate!" (p. 155).
Thus the minister is enrolled with Roderick Elliston, Hol­
lingsworth, and those other monomaniacs who permit their 
"egotism" to come between themselves and a proper view of 
life. Too close a preoccupation with self produces in Haw­
thorne's view a corresponding blindness toward anything 
that is outside of self. Dimmesdale's refusal to surrender
his sin and guilt to the community for the greater good can
7be seen, then, as fundamentally a sin of pride.
7For a thorough discussion of "Dimmesdale's abject, 
and at the same time, self-glorifying pride," see Edward H. 
Davidson, "Dimmesdale's Fall," NEQ, XXXVI (1963), 358-370; 
See also Lawrence S. Hall, Hawthorne, Critic of Society 
(New Haven, 1944), p. 171.
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Total absorption in self? a failure to discriminate 
accurately between illusion and reality; a hopeless strug­
gle to bring these two polarities into congruence; all are 
marks of a character cut off from the normal life of the 
world around him. Dimmesdale's failure to come to terms 
with the actual situation of his time and place marks him 
as a man different from his neighbors, and different in a 
most unhealthy manner. His isolation is connected closely 
with that of Hawthorne's other obsessed characters through 
a repeated suggestion that the true nature of his unhealthy 
individualism is close to insanity. As he stands on the 
scaffold at night, Dimmesdale sees Father Wilson, the repre­
sentative of orthodox clerical morality, pass by entranced 
in a vision of heavenly peace. Dimmesdale's reaction to 
this event displays his inverted view of reality and sug­
gests another definition of this view: "The glimmer of
this luminary suggested . . . conceits to Mr. Dimmesdale, 
who smiled,— nay, almost laughed at them,— and then won­
dered if he were going mad" (p. 150). Given here an oppor­
tunity to recognize and accept the reality of his religious 
office, Dimmesdale falls prey instead to the stress of the 
double vision under which he has been trying to live, and 
returns a totally inappropriate response.
Later on the same evening, Hester's reaction to 
Dimmesdale's eccentric behavior reenforces his earlier sus­
picions concerning his sanity: "She saw that he stood on
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the verge of lunacy, if he had not already stepped across 
it" (p. 166). In fact, Hester is a far more reliable judge 
of Dimmesdale's mental state than he is himself. Her more 
successful compromise of internal and social morality en­
ables her to understand the minister's mental state and its 
cause more comprehensively than the sufferer possibly could. 
After their interview in the forest, Hester realizes that 
Dimmesdale's attempt to live two moral lives simultaneously 
can only end in self-destruction: "Its result, on earth,
could hardly fail to be insanity, and hereafter, that eter­
nal alienation from the Good and True, of which madness is 
perhaps the earthly type" (p. 193). Thus we see one more 
aspect of the minister's character validated as a qualifi­
cation for Hawthorne's severest condemnation.
The opacity of Dimmesdale's vision, and his conse­
quent inability to discriminate clearly the true from the 
illusory, results finally in a disintegration of his per­
sonality. By the end of his meeting with Hester in the 
forest, the minister has lost almost all claim to integrity 
of personality. In a scene which curiously echoes Kenyon's 
surrender of personal freedom to Hilda, Dimmesdale gives 
over to Hester the complete responsibility for deciding 
what his future course should be. The similarities are 
largely of tone rather than of moral significance, but the 
abnegation of Kenyon's "0 Hilda, guide me home" (VI, 196); 
and Dimmesdale's "Think for me,.Hester! Thou art strong.
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Resolve for me!" (p. 196); are remarkably alike. Kenyon is 
forced to admit that he has failed miserably to negotiate 
the treacherous moral waters of Italy, and he cries out 
desperately for guidance from the character whom Hawthorne 
has proposed as an ethical norm. Dimmesdale’s failure is 
equally abject; his appeal to Hester is one of desperation: 
"It was the last expression of the despondency of a broken 
spirit" (p. 198).
The cases are not exactly alike, however. Kenyon is 
appealing for a chance to reenter the mainstream of accept­
able human behavior. Dimmesdale is seeking an escape, not 
from his errors, but from the need to balance these errors 
against the acceptable norm. Hester's plan appeals to him 
as a means of eliminating one half of the double life which 
he has been trying to live. She seems to him his "better 
angel" (p. 201). In this case, as in the others where he 
has been asked to judge moral alternatives, the minister 
still suffers from inverted perception. Hester's solution 
does not remove the offending half of Dimmesdale's dilemma, 
but rather the offended, and more difficult, half. Her 
proposal is no more angelic than Chillingworth1s "salvation" 
is efficacious.
Dimmesdale has retained just enough of his earlier 
moral stability to understand that his sufferings at Chil- 
lingworth's hands and at the hands of his own conscience 
could not remove the root of his problem. He explains this
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to Hester during the same meeting in which he appeals to 
her for direction: “Of penance, I have had enough! Of
penitence, there has been none! Else, I should long ago 
have thrown off these garments of mock holiness, and have 
shown myself to mankind as they will see me at the judgment- 
seat" (p. 192). Shortly after this moment of true insight, 
however, Dimmesdale is ready to believe that Hester's plan 
of escape will remove the fundamental cause of his agony.
How confused he is is apparent almost immediately when he 
proposes to deliver the election sermon as a final duty to­
ward the community.
There is perhaps some reason to believe that Dimmes­
dale's moral dilemma might disappear if he and Hester were 
to discover a community in which their personal conduct 
would coincide with the accepted norms of those around them. 
In this case, Dimmesdale would remain true to himself with­
out violating the order needed to secure the peace and hap­
piness of the community at large. So long as he continues 
to hold to his own vision while still surrounded by that 
Puritan community, however, Dimmesdale cannot be free of 
his essential dislocation. The only possibility of peace 
for him in Boston lies in repudiation of his own eccentric 
moral position through public confession.
I think it is clear from subsequent events in the 
novel that Hawthorne sees Hester's plans, not as the ful­
fillment deserved by true lovers, but rather as a further
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step in Dimmesdale's departure from the actual path of ac­
ceptable moral conduct. After his return from the forest, 
Dimmesdale sees the town in a new light. Everything seems 
altered to the minister, as if the town had undergone some 
sort of transformation in his brief absence. Hawthorne ex­
plains the feeling in this way: "This phenomenon, in the
various shapes which it assumed, indicated no external 
change, but so sudden and important a change in the spec­
tator of the familiar scene, that the intervening space of 
a single day had operated on his consciousness like the 
lapse of years" (p. 217). The "change in the spectator" is 
explained as a "revolution in the sphere of thought and 
feeling" (p. 217). It is difficult to mistake the nature 
of this "revolution" because Hawthorne juxtaposes this ac­
count of the minister's altered perceptions with his most 
mordant remarks on Dimmesdale's hypocritical decision to 
preach the election sermon. In fact, therefore, the great­
est change in Dimmesdale's vision is one of degree and not 
of kind.
Dimmesdale's anticipation of release from his double 
moral vision frees the more individualistic and corrupt 
half of that vision to assume greater control. The chief 
result is that he feels more strongly motivated to display 
the eccentricity of his moral vision through external ac­
tion. The impulse which suggested to him earlier the pos­
sibility of shocking Father Wilson now grows much stronger.
Like Young Goodman Brown returning from the forest, Dimmes­
dale is moved "at every step . . , to do some strange, 
wild, wicked thing or other" (p. 217). If Dimmesdale's new 
course of action were truly directed toward a more balanced 
mode of life, it is hardly likely that his strongest de­
sires to communicate with the townspeople would be in the 
direction of profanity, obscenity and blasphemy. Rather, 
it would seem that his earlier fears for his sanity were 
well founded. His reflection on these impulses here is 
along the same lines he took when he was tempted in this 
way earlier. After overcoming the motions of his spirit to 
express itself in appropriate action, Dimmesdale pauses to 
examine himself: '"What is it that haunts and tempts me
thus?'" cried the minister to himself, at length, pausing 
in the street, and striking his hand against his forehead. 
'Am I mad? or given over utterly to the fiend?*" (p. 220). 
This question of insanity is raised repeatedly in connec­
tion with excessive behavior, not so much to establish medi­
cally the condition of a character, but rather to demon­
strate the fact that radical departures from the norm in 
human behavior resemble technical insanity in that they 
render the character incapable of analyzing the real fac­
tors in a situation and judging accurately the proper 
course of action to take consistent with the true situation.
Dimmesdale regains his moral equilibrium only after 
he abandons all hope of achieving his own will at the
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expense of the established norms of human conduct. His 
earlier dreams that secrecy or flight could resolve the 
disparity between his desires and the demands of the real 
world have been shown to be futile. No compromise can be 
struck with reality in Hawthorne's universe. The individ­
ual bias involved in a character's view of the universe is 
the measure of his potential error in judgment. So long as 
Dimmesdale tries to maintain his place in the community of 
men while still loyal to his secret sin, there is an un­
avoidable duplicity in all of his moral decisions. There 
was never any possibility of "salvation" in the conspiracy 
of silence to which he belonged with Chillingworth and 
Hester. True peace comes only with his turning away from a 
course of life dictated by personal imbalance, and his 
resignation to the inexorable working out of the divine 
plan: "His will be done!" (p. 257).8
Throughout the novel the futility of Dimmesdale's 
efforts to keep secret his divergence from the permissible 
view of human conduct is underscored by the obvious signs 
of imbalance in the child who is the visible sign of his 
sin. Pearl functions in the novel as a constant illustra­
tion of the sin which binds Hester and Dimmesdale together 
in their alienation from the community around them; she is 
"the oneness of their being" (p. 207). In this respect she
ORoy R. Male examines the religious aspects of 
Dimmesdale's reintegration of appearance and reality (p. 103).
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serves as an insistent reminder to the reader of the dis­
tance which must be bridged by Hester and Dimmesdale be­
fore they can rejoin the corporate life of their fellow 
men. An understanding of Pearl's symbolic significance in 
the novel should bring us closer to an understanding of Haw­
thorne' s attitude toward the action of which she is the 
visible sign and the two characters who have given her life 
through their sin. If Roy R. Male is correct in his belief 
that "the quest for truth" in this novel "is an effort to 
know Pearl,1 then any success which we might have in com­
ing to terms with her function in the novel should bring us 
closer to the "truth" that Hawthorne intends here.
In some respects Pearl is a human analogue to the 
murder committed by Miriam and Donatello in The Marble Faun ; 
and her existence has an effect on her parents similar to 
the effect that the murder has on its progenitors: "It was
closer than a marriage bond. So intimate . . . was the 
union, that it seemed as if their new sympathy annihilated 
all other ties, and that they were released from the chain 
of humanity; a new sphere, a special law, had been created 
for them alone" (VI, 205). Pearl is the human embodiment 
of an act of deliberate rebellion against the norms of 
human conduct, and she contains within her developing
q Male, p. 94; he continues: "As every reader of the 
book recognizes, she is the scarlet letter incarnate"
(Ibid.).
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character the various constituents of the rebellious per­
sonalities which were her sources."^ As we have seen re­
peatedly, human actions cannot be viewed in the isolation 
of an individual personality, but must be placed in the 
more significant light of their relationship to the bal­
ances necessary to human life as a whole. Pearl's situa­
tion in her society is, then, an analogue to the character 
of the adultery which gave her life.
The townspeople recognize Pearl's symbolic meaning 
even though they are unable to piece together the entire 
puzzle of her parentage. They feel justified, in this 
light, in their isolation of Pearl as well as her mother. 
Chillingworth's particular commitment to the solution of 
Pearl1s mysterious origin makes him especially sensitive to 
the nature of the child's personality: "There is no law,
nor reverence for authority, no regard for human ordinances 
or opinions, right or wrong, mixed up with that child's 
composition. . . . Hath she any discoverable principle of 
being?" (p. 134). Her "principle of being" is, as Chilling­
worth later understands, the very disregard for "authority" 
which directed her parents in their choice of self over
^°Barbara Garlitz sees in Pearl's strong personality 
a "symbol of Hester's wild passion" (696), which culminates 
in a "radical defiance of society" (697), "Pearl: 1850-
1955," PMLA, LXXII (1957), 689-699. Miss Garlitz' article 
provides an invaluable synthesis of the various interpreta­
tions given to Pearl's character in the century following 
the novel's publication.
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community before she was born.
Her parents' posture regarding authority is apparent 
in Pearl's conduct before the leading representatives of 
the community in Chapter VIII. The anti-social nature of 
Hester and Dimmesdale's behavior is symbolically presented 
again when Pearl expresses open hostility to the children 
who are her closest contacts with the community: "If spo­
ken to, she would not speak again. If the children gathered 
about here, as they sometimes did, Pearl would grow posi­
tively terrible in her puny wrath, snatching up stones to 
fling at them, with shrill, incoherent exclamations that 
. . . had the sound of a witch's anathemas in some unknown 
tongue” (p. 94). Although the children are not aware of 
the precise nature of the offense which merits isolation 
for Hester and Pearl, they suspect nevertheless "something 
outlandish, unearthly, or at variance with ordinary fashions, 
in the mother and child" (p. 94). In this respect, cer­
tainly, Pearl is an appropriate symbol for the character of 
her parents' action.
Pearl's character becomes increasingly important as 
the novel develops. Hester has the best opportunity to 
watch the child grow toward her true personality. She sees 
some disturbing elements emerging, but some qualities also 
which seem to promise well for the child's future: "In the
little chaos of Pearl's character, there might be seen 
emerging— and could have been, from the very first— the
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steadfast principles of an unflinching courage,— an uncon­
trollable will,— a sturdy pride, which might be discipline 
into self-respect,— and a bitter scorn of many things, 
which when examined, might be found to have the taint of 
falsehood in them. She possessed affections, too, though 
hitherto acrid and disagreeable, as are the richest flowers 
of unripe fruit" (p. 180). There are notes here that would 
seem to echo what one might assume to be Hester's character 
at a similar age. The mixture of positive and negative 
qualities in Pearl's makeup is consistent with the complex 
personalities of her parents.
Hawthorne displays certain ambivalences toward Pearl 
and her symbolic nature. At a point earlier in the novel 
than that at which Hester discerned Pearl's potential vir­
tues , Hawthorne says of the child: "in giving her exist­
ence, a great law had been broken; and the result was a 
being whose elements were perhaps beautiful and brilliant, 
but all in disorder; or with an order peculiar to them­
selves, amidst which the point of variety and arrangement 
was difficult or impossible to be discovered" (p. 91). We 
see here a judgment similar to that in which Chillingworth 
failed to discover any principle of order in the child's 
constitution. There is added, however, an admission that 
there might be something "beautiful and brilliant" in the 
various qualities going to form this constitution. X think 
we may infer that these qualities are largely inherited
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from her mother. Hawthorne displays toward Hester, and to­
ward those aspects of Pearl's character which resemble Hes­
ter's, a softening at times from the severe posture of moral 
censure which underlies the novel as a whole. What Hester 
sees in Pearl, Hawthorne sees also.
Hawthorne as narrator maintains a moral position 
superior to Hester's in that he also sees that the best of 
Pearl's qualities are warped by the unalterable fact that 
these qualities have been actualized through an action by 
which "a great law had been broken." Pearl and Hester are 
alike in their ambiguous character as both sympathetic fic­
tional characters and illustrations of a moral exemplum. 
During the period in which Hester and Dimmesdale remain in 
opposition to the authority of their society, the child 
must retain her primary function as "the living emblem of 
the sin."^ The moral thrust of the novel demands that 
this emblematic function prevent the development of Pearl's 
potential virtues so long as the rebellion against society 
continues.
The conflict between Hawthorne's sympathy for the 
human stature of Hester and his detestation for her immoral 
action continues to cloud his presentation of Pearl. In
11Fogle, The Light and the park, p. 142; See also 
Walter Blair, "Color, Light, and Shadow in Hawthorne's Fic­
tion/' NEQ / xv (1942) , in which the author states that 
Pearl "repeats in human form the symbol on her mother's 
breast" (83).
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the forest, for example, the child appears in a light that
would guarantee her a position as heroine in most fiction
of Hawthorne's day. Even a ravening wolf is able to see
the attractiveness of this child of nature (p. 204). We
must naturally be cautious, after all that we have seen,
about expecting from Hawthorne orthodox romantic notions.
Nevertheless, the whole tone of his descriptions in the
section dealing with Pearl's visit to the woods seems more
genial than might be expected toward a symbolic child of
sin. This ambiguity is present also earlier in the forest
scene when Hester and Dimmesdale are seen against a natural
backdrop, conspiring to outwit the community by their
escape. Once the decision has been made, the texture of
Hawthorne's language becomes almost rhapsodical:
All at once, as with a sudden smile of heaven, 
forth burst the sunshine, pouring a very flood into 
the obscure forest, gladdening each leaf, transmut­
ing the yellow fallen ones to gold, and gleaming 
adown the grey trunks of the solemn trees. The 
objects that had made a shadow hitherto, embodied 
the brightness now. The course of the little brook 
might be traced by its merry gleam afar into the 
wood's heart of mystery, which had become a mystery 
of joy.
Such was the sympathy of Nature— that wild, 
heathen Nature of the forest, never subjugated by 
human law, nor illumined by higher truth— with the 
bliss of these two spirits! (pp. 202-203)
The significant balance is of course struck in the second 
paragraph. Appealing as the plans of Hester and Dimmesdale 
might seem on a purely romantic level, they must be under­
stood as morally irresponsible by any right-thinking judge.
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Nature cannot be accepted as a guide because nature is ig­
norant of the higher demands made on the individual by the 
other men among whom he must find his home. If man could 
live as a solitary in the woods, then the sympathy of na­
ture might be accepted as a reliable norm of measurement. 
Knowing what we do about the true nature of man's mission
on earth, however, we cannot be satisfied by the evidence
12of an amoral reflector.
Emotions cannot be allowed to blind us to the in­
sistent demands of the "higher truth," whether this truth 
be conceived in religious or secular terms. Man's respon­
sibility cannot be interpreted as primarily self-centered. 
Hester and Dimmesdale are still responsible for an undis­
charged debt to the rights of the community. They have un­
balanced the proper proportions obtaining in their society, 
and cannot be permitted to go unpunished. Pearl's sympathy 
with nature is intimately connected with this unfulfilled 
responsibility. Until her parents have atoned in the pro­
per manner, her deepest sympathies can be engaged only by
13forces outside of man's normal orbit.
12See Charles Child Walcutt, "The Scarlet Letter and 
its Modern Critics," NCF, VII (March, 1953), 251-264, for 
an analysis of various 11 romantic" readings of this episode.
13Daniel G. Hoffman writes: "What is lacking in
Pearl . . .  is the imposition of that transcendent ordering 
principle which man, through grace, imposes upon nature," 
Form and Fable in American Fiction (New York, 1965), 
p. 180; See also Hall, p. 168.
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Hester is a strong and attractive characterization.
It is largely owing to the reader's attraction to her that
14his sympathy is engaged by the plan of flight. It is 
hardly likely, moreover, that the author who created this 
personality could be indifferent to her attraction. Hester 
is largely drawn in the same mold of strength and vitality 
as are Miriam and Zenobia. In The Scarlet Letter, as in 
The Marble Faun and The Blithedale Romance, we seem to see 
a female character assuming greater life than is appropri­
ate to her function as an exemplar of disordered human con­
duct. Here, as in the other novels, there is an apparent 
ambivalence in the author's feelings toward the woman he 
has created. But here, also, the fundamental direction of 
the novel demands that the ambivalence must be resolved to 
the advantage of the moral.
Therefore, although Hester exerts a strong pull on 
Hawthorne, he is forced to frustrate her desire for happi­
ness. Recall that although Pearl has within her "beautiful 
and brilliant" qualities which she has inherited from her 
mother, she is nevertheless a child who came into existence
14A. N. Kaul reminds us that "we must realize how 
fully the novel aligns our sympathies with Hester, and how 
completely it endorses, as a means of both heavenly and 
earthly redemption, her plan of withdrawing from the stern 
Puritan colony" (p. 186); Allen Austin goes even further in 
suggesting that Hester and Dimmesdale have a moral obliga­
tion to escape in order that they might raise Pearl in a 
normal domestic atmosphere, "Hester Prynne's Plan of Escape: 
The Moral Problem," UKCR, XXVIII (June, 1962), 317-318.
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only when "a great law had been broken." Hester is as 
guilty of this offense as is Dimmesdale. Therefore, al­
though the reader, and perhaps the author, might prefer to 
see Hester triumphant, the more pressing demands of the 
plot require that she, like Pearl, remain conscious of an 
offense to the natural order of things which cannot be 
forgotten.^
Hester's personality is a rich blend of strong 
qualities. We have seen hereditary evidence of these quali 
ties in Pearl, but Hester's central position in the novel 
requires that we examine her own personality in far greater 
detail. Hester's similarity to Miriam and Zenobia takes 
its rise from strikingly similar terms of description. We 
are told that she has "in her nature a rich, voluptuous, 
Oriental characteristic" (p. 83). Miriam is described in 
similarly Eastern terms: "She had black, abundant hair,
with none of the vulgar glossiness of other women's sable 
locks; if she were really of Jewish blood, then this was 
Jewish hair, and a dark glory such as crowned no Christian 
maiden's head" (VI, 65). The connection with Zenobia is 
made along similar lines. Hester's design for her scarlet
15Some readers are so captivated by Hester, that 
they lose track of the moral development of the novel? See, 
for example, Anthony Trollope's view: "The author has in­
tended that the reader's heart should run over with ruth 
for the undeserved fate of that wretched woman. And it 
does. She is pure as undriven snow," "The Genius of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne," 210? See Nolte, p. 172, for a modern 
reading in sympathy with Trollope's.
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letter is characteristic of her whole world view: "It was
so artistically done, and with so much fertility and gor­
geous luxuriance of fancy, that it had all the effect of a 
last and fitting decoration to the apparel which she wore; 
and which was of a splendor in accordance with the taste of 
the age, but greatly beyond what was allowed by the sumptu­
ary regulations of the colony" (p. 53). This description 
also connects Hester secondarily with Miriam, who is of 
course an artist, and who is particularly mentioned as 
talented with her needle (VI, 65). The primary comparison 
suggested, however, lies between the striking luxuriance of 
Hester's personal symbol in the drab Puritan community, and 
the equal singularity of Zenobia's gorgeous flower among 
the ascetics of Blithedale. Hawthorne's description of 
Zenobia's headpiece even suggests pride similar to Hester's 
as the motivation for her exotic display: "So brilliant,
so rare, so costly as it must have been, and yet enduring 
only for a day, it was more indicative of the pride and 
pomp, which had a luxuriant growth in Zenobia's character, 
than if a great diamond had sparkled among her hair" 
(Blithedale, p. 15). The three women are impressive in the 
same way, as individuals clearly motivated by a sense of 
inner commitment which is more significant to them than any 
desire to be peacefully integrated into the mainstream of
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16the life of their various communities.
Hester, more than Zenobia or Miriam, is separated 
from the normal life of her fellow men by forces outside of 
herself. The action of the community in branding her dif­
ferent from themselves must be accepted as a major cause of 
her singular habits of life: "It had the effect of a spell,
taking her out of the ordinary relations with humanity, and 
enclosing her in a sphere by herself" (p. 54). Hester fi­
nally reaches a point of total solipsism: "The world's law
17was no law for her mind" (p. 164). Of course, Hester's 
very role as adulteress is illustrative of a strong tenden­
cy on her part to ignore the moral authority of the commu­
nity in making decisions, but this careful tracing of her 
confirmation along lines of self-reliance is necessary to 
show both the effects of her initial repudiation of the 
community, and the community's responsibility in furthering 
her error.
For Hester the community, the real world in which 
she lives, has lost all significance. The only thing that
16For an extended treatment of Hawthorne's attitude 
toward women like Hester, see Frederick I. Carpenter, 
"Puritans Preferred Blondes: The Heroines of Melville and 
Hawthorne," NEQ, IX (1936), 253-272? and Philip Rahv, "The 
Dark Lady of Salem," Partisan Review, VIII (1941), 362-381.
17Darrel Abel sees in this story the theme of "ro­
mantic individualism," and argues that in his treatment of 
Hester "Hawthorne endeavored to exhibit the inadequacy of 
such a philosophy," "Hawthorne's Hester," CE, XIII (March, 
1952), 303.
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remains is her rebellion against that community and the 
multiplying effects of this rebellion. Hester's dissocia­
tion from the real world in which she lives is quite ad­
vanced when the novel opens. As she stands on the scaffold 
for the first time, Hester indicates clearly the concentra­
tion which her life has assumed: "She clutched the child
so fiercely to her breast, that it sent forth a cry; she 
turned her eyes downward at the scarlet letter, and even 
touched it with her finger, to assure herself that the in­
fant and the shame were real. Yes!— these were her reali­
ties,— all else had vanished!" (p. 59). Having turned her 
back on the only way of life which could promise satisfac­
tory integration into the mainstream of her society, Hester 
is now doomed to grow farther and farther away from reality 
as she takes up her life in her own "sphere."
It is hardly necessary to remark that a substitution 
of some personal concept of existence for the real life of 
the world around one can be quite dangerous. Hester suf­
fers because of her dislocated system of values in that she 
finds herself increasingly the victim of inverted percep­
tions. This consequence is a familiar one: Chillingworth
is convinced that he offers some sort of "salvation" to 
Dimmesdale; Dimmesdale feels that his silence is justified 
by the necessity of retaining his congregation's trust. 
Hester's whole pattern of behavior suggests an order of in­
version. As she stands on the scaffold at the opening of
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the novel, Hawthorne offers a description of Hester that 
points up through striking contrasts the essential false­
ness of her situation: "Had there been a Papist among the
crowd of Puritans, he might have seen in this beautiful 
woman, so picturesque in her attire and mien, and with the 
infant at her bosom, an object to remind him of the image 
of Divine Maternity, which so many illustrious painters 
have vied with one another to represent; something which 
should remind him, indeed, but only by contrast, of that 
sacred image of sinless motherhood, whose infant was to re­
deem the world" (p. 56). The irony is perhaps heavier than 
is absolutely necessary, but the point is well taken. Hes­
ter's choice of an adulterous course of behavior, attendant 
as that course must be with the severe reaction of her so­
ciety, could have as its outcome only a transformation for 
her of all those values by which that society lived. From 
the outset of the novel, Hester is under the influence of 
the same sort of inverted world view that Dimmesdale 
achieves only after his resolve to flee the community.
Hester's perspective is unbalanced to such a degree 
that the polar opposites proposed in the madonna image seem 
entirely consistent with her other perceptions. This scene 
of shame on the scaffold seems to Hester in retrospect to 
have been converted into "a kind of lurid triumph" (p. 78). 
Her values, then, can be understood to be as antithetical 
to those of the community as her inverse comparison to the
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18Virgin would suggest. The reactions of the community to 
her behavior display the same sort of misunderstanding.
When Hester begins her life of charity toward the poor and 
suffering, the response of those she seeks to help betrays 
a totally different value system. Just as Hester is able 
to view her public disgrace as a "sort of lurid triumph," 
so too the townspeople can misjudge her charitable efforts, 
so that her "sympathy" toward the suffering wins in return 
only "terror and horrible repugnance" (p. 84). Living as 
she does, in another sphere than the realistic, Hester can­
not really expect that her actions will have the same im­
pact in society as they are intended to have in her own 
disordered mind.
Even after her good intentions bear better fruit in 
the community, Hester cannot be accepted by the townspeople 
in her true nature; there is as much need for reorientation 
on their part before they can accept her charity as there 
would be for her before she could live according to the 
laws of the community. Thus, Hester's charity is absorbed 
by society, not through simple acceptance, but rather 
through a complete inversion of meaning. Hester is accorded 
a new role because her true role cannot be integrated into
18Neal Frank Doubleday finds the problem of Hester's 
inverted perceptions particularly significant; he says in 
"Hawthorne's Hester and Feminism," PMLA, LIV (Sept., 1939): 
Hawthorne "has Hester learn, finally, that a woman estranged 
from normal experience in whatever way cannot see her own 
problems in perspective" (828).
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the values of the town. Her scarlet letter is simply rede­
fined by her neighbors: "They said that it meant Able; so 
strong was Hester Prynne, with a woman's strength" (p. 161). 
Hester's private "sphere" and the real world cannot be made 
to coincide. To achieve peace it is necessary either that 
Hester give up her individualistic vision of the world, or 
that this world pretend that Hester's vision is different 
than it is.
Not surprisingly, Hester's efforts to maintain her 
own pace in the "procession of life" take a serious toll.
The common affliction of those characters in Hawthorne's 
fiction who go against the mainstream of human life befalls 
Hester also. There is less actual mention of madness in 
Hester's case than in Dimmesdale's, for example, but it is 
inevitable that the suspicion be raised concerning any 
character who would try to set herself up in opposition to 
the standards of her community. During the scene in Gover­
nor Bellingham's hall, Hester's encounter with the authori­
ty of the real world puts sufficient strain on her to raise 
the question of her sanity: "Hester Prynne's situation had 
provoked her to little less than madness" (p. 113). As we 
have said before, madness in this context refers to the in­
ability of a character to deal satisfactorily with the con­
flict between his own commitment and the demands of the 
world around him.
The first deliberate action that forces Hester out-
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side of the boundaries of her community is her adultery.
The subsequent isolation forced upon her by the townspeople 
is certainly an aggravating agent that perpetuates her re­
liance on self as a determining norm; yet Hester is not 
without guilt in her continued dissociation from the moral 
center of her society. We have already mentioned Hester's 
tremendous strength of character as an obvious influence on 
Pearl's personality and as a readily recognized aspect of 
her charitable activities toward her neighbors. For some­
one cut loose from the moorings of corporate morality, how­
ever, no virtue can continue long to be free from the taint 
of misuse. The same independence which rendered Hester 
"able" in dealing with the sick, serves also to reenforce 
her separation from the main lines of thinking accepted in 
the community surrounding her. Hester resembles Miriam as 
much in her intellectual individualism as in her personal 
appearance. Even though Miriam is living in a far more 
liberal age, her speculations concerning sin and divine 
providence are viewed as extremely dangerous. How much 
more dangerous is Hester's freedom of thoughtI Isolation 
acts upon Hester, not as a warning of the need to return to 
the acceptable paths from which she has wandered, but 
rather as a stimulus to even more serious adventures: "She
assumed a freedom of speculation, then common enough on the 
other side of the Atlantic, but which our forefathers, had 
they known it, would have held to be a deadlier crime than
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19that stigmatized by the scarlet letter" (p. 164). Hes­
ter' s rejection of society is, then, not confined to her 
adultery; she chooses her own path as willingly after her 
first sin is exposed as she did when there was hope that 
she might revel with impunity.
Hester's "freedom of speculation1 is unknown to the 
townspeople; as Hawthorne remarks, these citizens would 
take such thinking as a threat to their security. Instead, 
Hester accompanies her revolutionary intellectual life with 
outward behavior which conforms "with the most perfect 
quietude to the external regulations of society" (p. 164). 
It is this external conformity which leads the community 
into the compromise by which they agree to accept Hester's 
scarlet letter as the symbol of something other than a 
patent disregard for the community's standards. Hester's 
allegiance to an internal system of values has the effect 
of placing all her visible activity in this sort of ambigu­
ous light. An observer can never be sure that he under-
19Hawthorne raises the dangers of radical female 
thought in his sketch "Mrs. Hutchinson": "She soon began
to promulgate strange and dangerous opinions, tending, in 
the peculiar situation of the colony, and from the princi­
ples which were its basis and indispensable for its tempo­
rary support, to eat into its very existence" (XII, 219).
The point seems especially relevant owing to the two cases 
in which Hester and Mrs. Hutchinson are brought together in 
the novel (pp. 48, 165). Frederick I. Carpenter offers a 
view of The Scarlet Letter which seems to explain the dan­
ger which Hawthorne sees in both Hester and Mrs. Hutchinson: 
"All 'higher truth' for him seemed to reside exclusively in 
traditional, 'civilized' morality," "Scarlet A Minus," CE,
V (Jan., 1944), 178.
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stands Hester's motivation for any action. What spectator 
at Hester's first public shame would guess, for example, 
that the event could assume in retrospect an aura of "lurid 
triumph?" This confusion continues throughout the period 
of Hester's isolation from the community.
Her behavior toward those who have been the benefi­
ciaries of her charity is especially revealing: "Meeting
them in the street, she never raised her head to receive 
their greeting. If they were resolute to accost her, she 
laid her finger on the scarlet letter, and passed on. This 
might be pride, but was so like humility, that it produced 
all the softening influence of the latter quality in the 
public mind" (p. 162). It is dangerous to risk any defini­
tive answers in dealing with Hester's personality, but we 
should be able to examine an incident of this sort with 
some hope of enlightenment. First of all, it seems hardly 
likely that the repeated sufferings of so many years would 
be without some effect on Hester; surely there must be some 
element of humility in her posture toward the townspeople. 
On the other hand, we have seen her choice of individual 
freedom over conformity to the religious beliefs of the 
community, and we have heard Hawthorne's clear statement 
that "The world's law was no law for her mind" (p. 164).
In view of these facts, then, we can hardly believe that
20her attitude was totally free of pride either.
20Marius Bewley discovers m  Hester's character "in-
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Hawthorne lays stress repeatedly on the strength 
with which Hester resisted the influence of the community's 
attitude toward her situation. After her nighttime meeting 
with Dimmesdale at the scaffold, Hester reflects on the 
whole set of relationships involved, and concludes in a 
manner, not meek with acceptance, but rebellious. Hawthorne 
is quite explicit in defining Hester's resistance toward 
surrender to society: "The scarlet letter had not done its
office" (p. 166). She is still unwilling to interpret the 
scarlet letter as evidence of her distance from the accepted 
norm of human conduct. Neither is she ready to look on the 
sufferings of Dimmesdale and herself as justifiable punish­
ment for a rebellion against society. Hester still feels 
that her course of action was justifiable, and that the 
chief offender in the matter is Chillingworth. She feels 
that any evil resulting from her adultery arises directly 
from Chillingworth's betrayal of her youth. Hawthorne is 
again clear in questioning the validity of her reasoning: 
"But Hester ought long ago to have done with this injustice. 
What did it betoken? Had seven long years, under the tor­
ture of the scarlet letter, inflicted so much of misery, 
and wrought out no repentance?" (p. 177). The question can 
be answered only in the affirmative.
herent moral flaws" which "found nutriment in the social 
penalty under which she has had to suffer," The Eccentric 
Design: Form in the Classic American Novel (New York, 
1963), pTT67.
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Although the scorn of the townspeople might result 
in a certain humility in public, Hester's confidence in her 
own moral vision remains unshaken. The same pride that 
moved her to choose Dimmesdale in the first place, the same 
pride that sustained her on the scaffold and justified to 
her mind her experiments in free-thinking, remains as 
strong near the end of her story as it was at the beginning. 
As she prepares to meet Dimmesdale in the forest and to 
plan their escape, Hester's security within her own "sphere" 
seems to Hawthorne invulnerable: "Thus, we seem to see
that, as regarded Hester Prynne, the whole seven years of 
outlaw and ignominy had been little other than a preparation 
for this very hour" (p. 200). It is, then, Hester's confi­
dent assertion of her own vision of reality that is respon­
sible for the lovers' deluded belief that they can ignore 
their alienation from society by physical flight, just as 
she has ignored this alienation for seven years by retreat 
into her own "sphere."
If Hester is, as we have seen, so totally committed 
to self at the expense of the community, how, then, can we 
explain Hawthorne's obvious softening toward her? Part of 
the answer undoubtedly lies, as we have mentioned already, 
in the irresistible attraction of Hester's overwhelming 
strength of character. A more easily documented explana­
tion appears when we examine the society and the ethical 
norm from which Hester's rebellious nature separates her.
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In The Blithedale Romance Zenobia's obsession with 
women's rights is condemned by Hawthorne because it is an 
obsession, and therefore a form of behavior which distorts 
the perception of the individual and sets him at variance 
with the world about him. Zenobia's particular cause, how­
ever, is not condemned by the author. In fact, Hawthorne
expresses some sympathy for women victimized by sexual dis-
21crimination in his Preface. As a result, there is an am­
bivalence running through the book which results ultimately 
in both a conviction that Zenobia must pay for her obses­
sion, and an obvious sorrow that this should be the case.
A similar ambivalence on Hawthorne's part prevents any sim­
ple interpretation of The Scarlet Letter.
I think enough has been said concerning Hester's 
guilt in separating herself from the community? it might be 
wise, however, to give some attention to the responsibility 
incurred by the community through its insistence that this 
separation should be so vigorously maintained. Hawthorne 
is not in sympathy with this Puritan society. His descrip­
tions of the life and attitudes of the townspeople during
22the earlier part of the novel are highly critical. While
21The question is treated in some detail later m  
Chapter VI.
22In "Main Street" Hawthorne sketches the typical 
values of a colonial Puritan community, laying particular 
stress on the severity and coldness of the colonists? he 
concludes with some remarks which seem to bear on his atti-
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Hester stands on the scaffold, a Puritan explains to the 
newly-arrived Chillingworth the nature of this public spec­
tacle. The citizen considers it particularly fortunate 
that Chillingworth has returned from his captivity among 
"the heathen-folk" in time to witness this edifying scene: 
'"Truly, friend, and methinks it must gladden your heart, 
after your troubles and sojourn in the wilderness,' said the 
townsman, 'to find yourself, at length, in a land where 
iniquity is searched out, and punished in the sight of 
rulers and people; as here in our godly New England'" (p.
62). The ironic contrast of the "heathen-folk" and the 
"godly" Christians tells strongly against the community of 
white men. The same tone marks all of this citizen's re­
marks concerning Hester's punishment. His explanation of 
the scarlet letter is so heavily touched with the editor's 
irony that it almost misses its mark through excess: "Now,
good Sir, our Massachusetts magistracy, . . . have not been 
bold to put in force the extremity of our righteous law 
against her. The penalty thereof is death. But, in their 
great mercy and tenderness of heart, they have doomed Mis­
tress Prynne to stand only a space of three hours on the
tude in The Scarlet Letter: "When the first novelty and
spirit had subsided— when the new settlement . . .  had be­
come actually a little town,— its daily life must have 
trudged onward with hardly anything to diversify and en­
liven it, while also its rigidity could not fail to cause 
miserable distortions of the moral nature. Such a life was 
sinister to the intellect, and sinister to the heart" (III, 
459) .
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platform of the pillory, and then and thereafter, for the 
remainder of her natural life, to wear a mark of shame upon 
her bosom" (pp. 62-63). This man is obviously intended to 
represent the corporate attitude of the community toward 
Hester.
The leaders of the community are not described in such 
heavily ironic terms, but they are nevertheless placed in a 
highly critical context: "They were, doubtless, good men,
just, and sage. But, out of the whole human family, it 
would not have been easy to select the same number of wise 
and virtuous persons, who should be less capable of sitting 
in judgment on an erring woman's heart, and disentangling 
its mesh of good and evil, than the sages of rigid aspect 
towards whom Hester Prynne now turned her face" (p. 64).
The whole community suffers from a lack of warmth and human 
compassion. Even the children have for their only games 
"playing at going to church, . . .  or at scourging Quakers; 
or taking scalps in a sham-fight with the Indians; or scar­
ing one another with freaks of imitative witchcraft" (p.
94). Since Hester's original turning away from this commu­
nity was in the direction of love, it is inevitable that 
she should in this situation win sympathy from both the
reader and an author who is as highly critical of the com-
23munity's failure to love as Hawthorne is.
22It would seem to be a mistake to accept these cri­
ticisms of the Puritan community as the novel's definitive
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As the plot develops, however, and works toward the 
final confrontation between the eccentric personal visions 
of Hester and Dimmesdale, and the lawful authority of the 
community, Hawthorne's tone while dealing with the Puritans 
changes. As the final scaffold scene is building, Haw­
thorne's description of the temper of the crowd is still 
not laudatory, but neither is it so bitingly ironic as 
formerly. In dealing with the Puritan holiday, he adopts 
an amused, almost kindly, tone, somewhat similar to that in 
which he deals with the foibles of Hepzibah Pyncheon: "in­
to this festal season of the year— as it already was, and 
continued to be during the greater part of two centuries—  
the Puritans compressed whatever mirth and public joy they 
deemed allowable to human infirmity; thereby so far dispel­
ling the customary cloud, that for the space of a single 
holiday, they appeared scarcely more grave than most other 
communities at a period of general affliction" (p. 230). 
Shortly after this, Hawthorne's remarks on the leaders of 
these people are quite changed in attitude from those of­
fered at the time of Hester's ordeal: "These primitive
statesmen, . . . who were elevated to power by the early 
choice of the people, seem to have been not often brilliant,
statement and to agree with A. N. Kaul that "while Hester 
becomes the sympathetic heroine of the novel, the society 
which persecutes her is revealed as not only bigoted and 
joyless but essentially evil" (p. 180); Allen Austin, in 
"Satire and Theme in The Scarlet Letter," PQ, XLI (1962), 
508-511, argues to conclusions quite similar to Kaul's.
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but distinguished by a ponderous sobriety, rather than ac­
tivity of intellect. They had fortitude and self-reliance, 
and, in time of difficulty or peril, stood up for the wel­
fare of the state like a line of cliffs against a tempestu­
ous tide" (p. 238). Our feelings concerning Hester's moral 
status relative to this community must at this point undergo 
a reexamination. We have seen a considerable shift in em­
phasis in the tone that Hawthorne uses as moral arbiter.
We have remarked earlier that Hawthorne's treatment 
of Hester is largely controlled by the demands of his moral 
intention. This idea seems to be particularly important 
here. So long as he was dealing with the origins and 
growth of Hester's alienation, Hawthorne was free to allow 
the strong attractions of her character to flourish at the 
expense of the Puritan community. As the novel draws to 
its conclusion, however, and the possibility of escape has 
been raised for Hester and Dimmesdale, Hawthorne's personal 
feelings about his characters are no longer entirely free.
If Hester is still placed in a flattering context vis a vis 
the lawful authority of her community at the conclusion of 
the novel, then Dimmesdale's confession is unnecessary. 
Hester's values would, in such a case, retain a large 
measure of their integrity, and her rebellion against soci­
ety could quite possibly be justified. This possibility
24is, of course, unacceptable to Hawthorne. The whole
24Hawthorne presents an interesting explanation for
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direction of his fiction is toward the revelation of the 
destructive potential latent in aggressive individualism. 
And, just as Zenobia must be punished despite the justice of 
her cause, so too Hester must fail despite her superior 
capacities for love and human compassion.
Thus it is that the superior claims of lawful 
authority must be illustrated by the more gracious treat­
ment of those men who represent this authority. Hawthorne's 
choice of language is particularly apt in this case. The 
defenders of the rights of the community are seen as "a 
line of cliffs against a tempestuous tide." However strong­
ly one might be attracted to Hester, it is still necessary 
to recognize that her insistence on personal freedom, and 
her refusal to accept the laws of the community in which 
she is placed, represent a serious threat, "a tempestuous 
tide," to the necessary peace of a larger community. Given 
Hawthorne's lasting commitment to the defense of lawfully 
constituted authority, there is no alternative to the ele­
vation of the leaders of the community and the consequent
25repudiation of Hester's ambitions.
the Puritan community's interest in private morals in "Dr. 
Bullivant"; he says there that the Puritans recognized "no 
distinction between private ill conduct and crimes that en­
danger the community" (XII, 83); Bewley (pp. 162-164) con­
nects the Puritan community and the whole world in such a 
way that the behavior of Hester and Dimmesdale takes on 
similarly larger importance.
25Sam S. Baskett takes as the theme of this novel 
"the relation of the individual to whatever the society,
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The need to respect the rights of orthodoxy is also 
responsible for Hester's return to the community many years 
later. Her offense in rebelling against authority was not 
against the world at large, but against this one community. 
Her salvation, if it ever comes, must also be worked out in 
the same place: "Here had been her sin; here, her sorrow;
and here was yet to be her penitence" (p. 263). Hawthorne's 
ambivalent feelings toward Hester are unresolved at the end 
of the novel. It is clear what is necessary: Hester must
surrender her control over her own "sphere," and submit to 
the restrictions of the real world about her. One feels at 
the end that Hawthorne's attraction to Hester and her great 
strength of character remains too strong to permit him to 
write her submission. Her repentance is "yet to be"; we 
receive no direct promise that this repentance will ever 
come. It was enough to honor prior commitments in working 
out her defeat; Hawthorne leaves the final step to the 
reader's discretion.
irrespective of its nature, in which he finds himself," 
"The (Complete) Scarlet Letter," CE, XXII (Feb., 1961), 
325.
CHAPTER V
DOMESTIC LIFE AS SALVATION: THE
HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES
Any attempt to produce a satisfactory statement of 
meaning for The House of the Seven Gables must take into 
account Hawthorne's suggestion in his Preface that the 
novel might be looked upon as proving that "the wrong-doing 
of one generation lives into the successive ones, and, di­
vesting itself of every temporary advantage, becomes a pure 
and uncontrollable mischief."^ Surely the absurd dreams of 
dynasty woven by Colonel Pyncheon, and the evil methods he 
employed to bring his dreams to life, exert a powerful in­
fluence on his descendants. The peculiarities of Hepzibah 
and Jaffrey Pyncheon would be inexplicable without some 
knowledge of their wicked ancestor. An understanding of 
the influence of the past on the novel's current "mischief" 
does not, however, provide the reader with the sense of a 
fully realized artistic whole. If the novel "means" no 
more than Hawthorne's suggestion implies, then we must 
question whether it was wise to expand such a simple formula
^"Nathaniel Hawthorne, The House of the Seven Gables, 
The Centenary Edition of the Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, 
ed. by William Charvat, Roy Harvey Pearce, et al. (Columbus, 
Ohio, 1965), p. 2. Subsequent references to The House of 
the Seven Gables will be taken from this edition and wiTT 
be noted parenthetically within the text.
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to the extent of a full-length romance.
Even if this question of propriety is disposed of, 
there is still strong justification for doubting the suit­
ability of such a moral to the internal evidence of the 
novel. The serious imbalances of Jaffrey Pyncheon and Hol- 
grave, for example, do not appear to be entirely owing to 
the influence of the past. In fact, placing the blame for 
Jaffrey's inhuman behavior on the shoulders of his forebear 
leads to an ethical judgment that closely resembles Chil- 
lingworth's sophistry in The Scarlet Letter: "By thy first
step awry, thou didst plant the germ of evil; but, since 
that moment, it has all been a dark necessity" (p, 174). We 
have seen that Hawthorne does not accept Chillingworth's 
rationalization in the earlier novel? it is highly unlikely, 
therefore, that the whole moral direction of this later 
novel should be toward the justification of a moral thesis 
which has already been rejected.
In other words, we must search for meaning in this 
novel among the same set of principles which have guided 
Hawthorne's earlier writing. Personal distortions may 
arise from various sources, but the ultimate responsibility 
for the development of these distortions must be borne solely 
by the imbalanced individual. Thus, for Holgrave and Jaf­
frey, as well as for Chillingworth and Ethan Brand, the 
crucial moral issue is not one of heredity, but of excess.
The Pyncheon family's continuing concern with wealth
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and position is clearly presented in the novel as misdirec­
ted. These unsubstantiated rumors of great wealth in the 
offing are seen as productive of nothing more tangible than 
"an absurd delusion of family importance" (p. 19). For 
Colonel Pyncheon and Jaffrey, the obsession proves disas­
trous to themselves and to those close to them. For Hepzi- 
bah, the effects of this delusion appear in a principally 
comic light. She is "absurdly hurt . . .  by the slight and 
idle effect that her setting-up shop— an event of such 
breathless interest to herself— appeared to have on the 
public" (p. 48). Hawthorne is critical of Hepzibah, but his 
tone is one more of ridicule than of outrage. Hepzibah's 
wounded dignity is cast in a more revealing comic light 
through Hawthorne's overstatements: "Hepzibah had uncon­
sciously flattered herself with the idea, that there would 
be a gleam or halo, of some kind or other, about her person, 
which would insure an obeisance to her sterling gentility, 
or, at least, a tacit recognition of it" (p. 54). Thus, 
although Hawthorne views this exaggerated version of family 
pride as manifestly unacceptable, his attitude toward one 
advocate of the idea is restrained through the use of ele­
vated comic diction.
Hepzibah's physical appearance is another important 
element in determining the reader's attitude toward her and 
her vision of life. Here again, however, Hawthorne main­
tains the distance proper to his moderated judgment of her
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character. Hepzibah's squint is certainly not intended to 
be a flattering characteristic by the author; but his tone 
while dealing with this physical deformity— though less 
than kind— is still far different from, for example, his 
tone in describing Chillingworth1s person. The first 
glance given of Hepzibah occurs at the opening of Chapter 
II. Here we are told that she awoke and "began what it 
would be a mockery to term the adornment of her person.
Far from us be the indecorum of assisting, even in imagina­
tion, at a maiden lady's toilet!" (p. 30). There is a 
cruel objectivity here almost approaching the nature of 
frontier humor; yet we should remember that Hawthorne is 
capable of far more destructive characterization. Perhaps 
Hawthorne's restraint here is explicable in terms of an­
other element of Hepzibah's personality, given shortly 
afterward.
Hepzibah, we gather, is aware of the dour impression 
she projects, and is disturbed by this; we discover, how­
ever, that "her heart never frowned. It was naturally ten­
der, sensitive, and full of little tremors and palpitations; 
all of which weaknesses it retained, while her visage was 
growing so perversely stern, and even fierce" (P. 34).
This dichotomy between Hepzibah's feelings and her appear­
ance, or rather between her instinctive sympathies and her 
inherited delusions, seems most evident in her dealings 
with Clifford just after his return. Hawthorne appears to
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be in earnest when he says, "There could be few more tear­
ful sights" than "our poor, gaunt, Hepzibah, in her rusty 
silks, with her rigid joints, and the sad perversity of her 
scowl— ready to do her utmost, and with affection enough, 
if that were all, to do a hundred times as much!" (pp. 133- 
134). The sincere sympathy of the scene does not, however, 
cancel the air of ridicule clinging to Hepzibah from the 
earlier scenes. We must remember, after all, that she is 
obsessive, and that no amount of human compassion can com­
pensate for her unnatural attitude concerning the family's 
position.
Hawthorne offers this comprehensive summary of all 
that we have discovered about her: "Hepzibah, though she
had her valuable and redeeming traits, had grown to be a 
kind of lunatic, by imprisoning herself so long in one 
place, with no other company than a single series of ideas, 
and but one affection, and one bitter sense of wrong" (p. 
174). Surely the most revealing word in this statement is 
"lunatic," showing as it does that a ruling passion is so 
absolutely destructive to the human mind that no corres­
ponding virtues are strong enough to strike an acceptable 
balance in the personality.
There can be no doubt about Clifford's madness. To 
one of his character, long imprisonment could only result 
in agony so long as he retained his grasp of the situation. 
A retreat from reality would offer him his only hope of
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survival in prison. In some respects, however, it may cer­
tainly be argued that Clifford's approach to life was ir­
rational from the first. Clifford's total commitment to 
beauty brings him close to Owen Warland, the Artist of the 
Beautiful. Warland attempted to "beat all nature" (II,
532), and was ironically frustrated in his design. The 
life plan that Hawthorne suggests as the ideal for Clifford 
seems equally impossible:
Beauty would be his life; his aspirations would all 
tend toward it; and, allowing for his frame and 
physical organs to be in consonance, his own devel­
opments would likewise be beautiful. Such a man 
would have nothing to do with sorrow; nothing with 
strife; nothing with the martyrdom which, in a 
variety of shapes, awaits those who have the heart, 
and will, and conscience, to fight a battle with the 
world. . . .  He had no right to be a martyr; and, 
beholding him to be so fit to be happy and so feeble 
for all other purposes, a generous, strong, and noble 
spirit would, methinks, have been ready to sacri­
fice what little enjoyment it might have planned 
for itself . . .  if thereby the wintry blasts of 
our rude sphere might come tempered to such a man.
(p. 108)
This long passage conceives of Clifford's life as total 
dedication to a single ideal, the beautiful. This ideal 
appears as so absolutely consuming that it disqualifies 
Clifford for all the normal business of life. We cannot at 
this point view as acceptable any commitment that would in­
validate so completely the principles of balance that Haw­
thorne postulates elsewhere as necessary for human fulfill­
ment. The perfection of a life devoted solely to beauty is 
impossible, obviously; and it is the impossible nature of 
this quest which draws Hawthorne's patronizing ridicule
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in this passage.
Some of Hawthorne's remarks here raise puzzling 
questions. Clifford's current mental condition seems to 
present strong testimony that his ideal in life has not 
been reached. Later on, Hawthorne advises Clifford to 
abandon his preoccupation with absolutes, and to settle for 
the reasonable joys of the imperfect present: "Murmer not—
question not— but make the most of it” (p. 158). Although 
the long passage under consideration is apparently struc­
tured in terms of the same moderation in its attitude to­
ward Clifford, we also get the impression that Hawthorne 
offers high praise to those men differently constituted 
from Clifford, who seek some absolute in conflict with the 
nature of this "rude sphere." If this praise is sincere, 
why are Aylmer and Young Goodman Brown condemned? Both ex­
hibit more "heart and will" than Clifford. Even Ethan 
Brand may be taken as a man of more "conscience" than this 
later Pyncheon. At least Brand's crimes against human na­
ture arise from a moral source rather than from an aesthetic 
impulse. Can Hawthorne actually intend here praise for 
characters who are more aggressively disturbed than Clif­
ford? Evidence in this novel and elsewhere in Hawthorne's 
fiction would certainly seem to argue against such a reading.
Perhaps, then, part of the passage should be read as 
irony. Certainly the amplified terms of Hawthorne's dis­
cussion of quests here might be taken as an indication of a
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satirical message. Martyrdom, we are told, appears to the 
"heroic" as "the richest meed in the world's gift" (p. 108). 
This remark stresses the very opposite effect of quasi­
martyrdom on Clifford; but it can also be accepted as an 
inverted version of Hawthorne's customary attitude toward 
excessive behavior. There seems to be no other way to ac­
cept this statement as a consistent reflection of Haw­
thorne's characteristic thought than as an explanation 
through irony that martyrdom is the final delusion of those 
who have allowed themselves to become twisted into unortho­
dox positions. There are, of course, two attitudes in­
volved: that of the self-deceived martyr, and that of the
clear-seeing moralist. To the martyr, his final defeat is 
welcome as clear validation of what he has known all along. 
To the objective observer, however, the fool's martyrdom is 
as absurd as the circumstances leading up to it.
The only character in the novel who seems ready to 
do radical "battle" with this "rude sphere" is Holgrave.
His "heart and will," and we assume his "conscience," seem 
totally committed to a pattern of thought that is opposed 
to all that his fellow men hold dear. His fate is not that 
of a martyr, however; but rather that of a very wealthy 
man. Holgrave and Clifford are closely connected through 
their mutual dependency on Phoebe, but this connection does 
not seem strong enough to cast them as ideological oppo­
sites in the way that Hawthorne's strange statement would
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seem to imply. Perhaps what is meant by "battle" is some­
thing far less extreme. It might well be argued that "bat­
tle" is merely the reverse of aesthetic detachment. In 
this sense, Phoebe and Uncle Venner can be seen as fighting 
a "battle" with the world simply by involving themselves in 
the daily necessities of existence. If this second expla­
nation is accepted, Hawthorne's characterization of Clif­
ford then becomes more obviously slanted toward a patroniz­
ing ridicule. The man who must be sheltered as a shorn 
sheep from the winds of life can have no significant place 
in the daily rounds that occupy the more admirable of Haw­
thorne's characters. This is certainly consistent with 
Hawthorne's critical observation that a nature like Clif­
ford's is "always selfish in its essence" (p. 109), and 
that "an individual of his temper can always be pricked 
more acutely through his sense of the beautiful and har­
monious, than through the heart" (p. 112). In this light, 
Holgrave's character will depend for its virtues more on 
his differences from Clifford than on his similarities.
Hepzibah's obsession with family standing thus ap­
pears less reprehensible than Clifford's total commitment 
to beauty. This is surely consistent with the degree to 
which these two commitments entrap their adherents. In 
spite of her family pride, Hepzibah's feelings toward her 
brother as a human being remain normal. Clifford, on the 
other hand, is unable to perceive the depth of feeling be-
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neath his sister's unattractive body, because his love of 
the beautiful is ascendant over his ability to respond to 
another loving human being. The severe warping of his 
human capacities occasioned by his commitment prevents 
Clifford from joining the rest of the community as they 
march by in procession. Clifford is described at this 
point as "a lonely being, estranged from his race" (p. 166). 
One is reminded of Wakefield and the buried metaphor of a 
procession which Hawthorne uses to describe his error: "By
stepping aside for a moment, a man exposes himself to a 
fearful risk of losing his place forever" (I, 164). It 
would seem in this light that Clifford stepped aside, not 
by going to prison, but by allowing his concern for beauty 
to unbalance his nature in such a way that a beautiful face 
could become more important to him than a devoted sister's 
love. Thus, the seeds of Clifford's madness were sowed long 
before Jaffrey began his persecution of the aesthete. De­
spite this serious failure to love, Clifford is not finally 
condemned by Hawthorne. The tone of disapproval and patron­
age remains throughout, but Hawthorne seems to bestow some 
sympathy on Clifford even when he is at his worst.
In this respect, Hawthorne's treatment of Clifford 
approaches his attitude toward Alice Pyncheon. Alice 
shares with Hepzibah an "absurd delusion of family impor­
tance," and with Clifford a failure to respond to love 
without regard for superficial defects. Her pride and her
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scorn of Matthew Maule impel her to a reckless experiment; 
yet, Hawthorne, without for an instant tolerating her dis­
torted view of reality, seems to regard her with some pity: 
"Poor Alice I By what unhappy impulse did she thus put her­
self at once on terms of defiance against a strength which 
she could not estimate?" (p. 202). Alice's punishment is 
far more severe than that accorded Clifford. The unhappy 
girl undergoes humiliation in life and a tragic death; it 
is the former suffering, however, that appears in the 
harsher terms. After these many sufferings, "She felt her­
self too much abased, and longed to change natures with 
some worm!" (p. 209). The image suggests a suitable pun­
ishment for her unnatural behavior earlier, but Hawthorne 
does not follow up this punishment vindictively. In the 
end, "Alice was penitent of her one earthly sin, and proud 
no more" (p. 210). As death approaches, Alice finds salva­
tion by abandoning her false goals in favor of the middle 
ground. Her imbalance, like those of Hepzibah and Clif­
ford, is dangerous, but not eternally fatal. We gather 
that only the most unrelenting Pyncheons are condemned 
absolutely.
The Pyncheons we have been considering so far have 
all drawn Hawthorne's scorn or ridicule, but not the full 
burden of his censure. Two other members of the family re­
ceive the author's harshest treatment because they embody 
all the imbalances appearing in their less guilty relatives.
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but to a far more aggravated degree.
Colonel Pyncheon, the founder of the dynasty, is pre­
sented as a man obsessed with visions of his descendants* 
greatness, and committed to this goal with all the resour­
ces of his very capable personality: "Endowed with common-
sense, as massive and hard as blocks of granite, fastened 
together by stern rigidity of purpose, as with iron clamps, 
he followed out his original design" (p. 9). The language 
is particularly revealing of the author's attitude toward 
the Colonel: "hard . . . granite . . . stern rigidity . . .
iron." The images suggest a dedication of inhuman propor­
tions. Here obviously is a man convinced absolutely of the 
rightness of his cause, and, as would be expected, con­
vinced erroneously. There is also evident here the persist­
ent revelation of a discordance between external appearances 
and the truth of the case. For example, in the Colonel's 
funeral sermon the minister observes: "His duties all per­
formed,— the highest prosperity attained,— his race and fu­
ture generations fixed on a stable basis, and with a state­
ly roof to shelter them, for centuries to come,--what other 
upward step remained for this good man to take, save the 
final step from earth to the golden gate of heaven!" (p.
17). Just as Hepzibah's harsh exterior covered a heart 
capable of great affection, and Alice Pyncheon's stately 
carriage disguised a will gone out of its body, so too the 
apparent circumstances of the Colonel's life give totally 
inaccurate evidence of the true nature of things.
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There is also apparent in the Colonel's case the de­
luded belief that one is capable of enforcing his own struc­
ture on reality. Hepzibah is unable to extract from her 
customers the obeisance which she feels is her due. Clif­
ford is unable to guarantee himself through his search for 
the beautiful immunity from the intrusions of reality.
Aylmer is unable to banish human defect from his wife. 
Goodman Brown is unable to enforce his own vision of good 
and evil on those around him. History develops along its 
own lines without regard for the Colonel1s plans as they 
appear in outline form in the funeral oration. It appears 
finally that any effort to change the structure of reality 
in the interests of one's own world view is doomed to fail­
ure, perhaps, as in the case of Goodman Brown and Colonel 
Pyncheon, to tragic failure.
As we learn through Holgrave's photographic experi­
ment, Judge Pyncheon is the contemporary embodiment of the 
Colonel. He is possessed by the same disordered view of 
dynastic power; he is totally without scruples in seeking 
his ends; and he is to all casual observers the very epi­
tome of success. Hawthorne uses the Judge's smile as a sym­
bol of the dual nature of his character. After he has been 
frustrated in his first attempt to see Clifford, for ex­
ample, the Judge retires, smiling. Hawthorne says of this 
smile, "It rendered his aspect not the less, but more 
frightful, that it seemed not to express wrath or hatred,
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but a certain hot fellness of purpose, which annihilated 
everything but itself" (p. 129). This "fell" purpose is 
largely motivated by a pathetic avarice? and thus the 
Judge's efforts to manipulate his descendants' future be­
come more ridiculous through contact with such a petty 
dream. Hepzibah throws the absurdity of Judge Pyncheon's 
master plan in his face when she says, “You are not young, 
Cousin Jaffrey— no, nor middle-aged— but already an old 
man. The hair is white upon your head! How many years 
have you to live? Are you not rich enough for that little 
time?" (pp. 236-237).
It is clear in what light we should regard this ob­
session of Judge Pyncheon*s. The only other reference to 
actual avarice in the novel occurs in relation to the organ 
grinder's monkey. Just as the worm serves as an apt meta­
phor for Alice's humbled spiritual condition, so the monkey 
appears as a natural analogue for the Judge: "The mean and
low, yet strangely man-like expression of his wilted coun­
tenance; the prying and crafty glance, that showed him 
ready to gripe at every miserable advantage; his enormous 
tail (too enormous to be decently concealed under the gab­
ardine,) and the deviltry of nature which it betokened;—  
take this monkey just as he was, in short, and you could 
desire no better image of the Mammon of copper-coin, sym­
bolizing the grossest form of the love of money" (p. 164). 
Hawthorne is too careful with his materials in this novel
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to interject an editorial remark of this sort simply as 
aphoristic wisdom. The advantage gained by supplying animal 
metaphors for human personalities is certainly familiar to 
readers of Hawthorne: Ethan Brand and Donatello are com­
pared to dogs of different constitutions; Elliston walks 
and hisses like a snake. The principal advantage of such a 
technique is a distinct lowering of tone, which makes the 
author's ridicule more telling. In Judge Pyncheon's case 
the ridicule is doubly biting, since Jaffrey's similarities 
to the monkey win for him not only the laughter owing to 
the animal1s absurd avarice, but also the revulsion which 
Clifford feels at the monkey's "horrible ugliness, spiritual 
as well as physical" (p. 164).
It is apparent throughout the novel that Hawthorne 
considers the Judge's way of life at best absurd. Jaffrey 
is made the victim of circumstances that are nearly bur­
lesque. A further advantage is gained through the conjunc­
tion of such events with carefully inflated diction, es­
pecially exaggerated metaphors. When Judge Pyncheon at­
tempts to kiss Phoebe on their first meeting, she turns 
away, "so that her highly respectable kinsman, with his body 
bent over the counter, and his lips protruded, was betrayed 
into the rather absurd predicament of kissing the empty 
air. It was a modern parallel to the case of Ixion embrac­
ing a cloud, and was so much the more ridiculous, as the 
Judge prided himself on eschewing all airy matter, and
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never mistaking a shadow for a substance" (p. 118). Jef­
frey' s susceptibility to such errors is particularly absurd 
because we are told elsewhere in the novel that for men 
like the Judge, "forms are of paramount importance. Their 
field of action lies among the external phenomena of life" 
(p. 229). Ironies of this sort play a significant part in 
Hawthorne's characterization of the Judge, repeatedly 
pointing up serious incongruities between appearance and 
reality.
Much the same situation prevails after Judge Pyn­
cheon has failed in his first effort to see Clifford. Just 
after we have been told that the Judge's smile betrays a 
"hot fellness of purpose," we see the Judge emerging from 
his defeat smiling broadly. Once again Hawthorne's descrip­
tion combines ridicule, exaggeration, and a satiric aware­
ness of the true nature of things: "On this particular
forenoon, so excessive was the warmth of Judge Pyncheon's 
kindly aspect, that (such at least was the rumor about 
town) an extra passage of the water-carts was found essen­
tial, in order to lay the dust occasioned by so much extra 
sunshine!" (pp. 130-131). Thus, we can see that Jaffrey 
Pyncheon is treated in a humorous fashion, as are some of 
his less seriously disturbed relatives? the tone of the 
humor is markedly different, however. There seems to be 
greater pleasure on Hawthorne's part in catching the Judge 
out of his proper situation; and there is also far greater
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care, it seems to me, expended to achieve a tone of thorough 
going, rather than mere superficial, absurdity.
The difference in tone reveals a fundamental differ­
ence in Hawthorne's attitude toward, on the one hand, Hep­
zibah and Clifford, and on the other, Judge Pyncheon. With 
the exception of Jaffrey Pyncheon, the later members of the 
family are usually- responsible only for damage to them­
selves. Judge Pyncheon follows the more dangerous pattern 
established by the patriarch. The Colonel's particular ob­
session leads him into the great injustice committed against 
Matthew Maule; and for this he is punished suitably. Judge 
Pyncheon is equally threatening in his variation on the 
family obsession in that he acts as a menace to Hepzibah 
and Clifford. Thus, his "fellness of purpose" cannot be 
accepted simply as hyperbolic comedy. The severity of Haw­
thorne's attitude toward Judge Pyncheon, even when it is 
structured in comic terms, springs from the author's moral 
judgment of the Judge's threat to other human beings.
In death, the Judge is still spoken of from a point 
of view in which ridicule is curiously mixed with great 
rancor. Hepzibah says upon seeing the body, "What an ab­
surd figure the old fellow cuts now!" (p. 251). Hawthorne 
speaks more severely in his own voice near the end of this 
section: "We can liken him to nothing better than a de­
funct nightmare, which had perished in the midst of its 
wickedness, and left its flabby corpse on the breast of the
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tormented one, to be gotten rid of as it might!" (p. 252). 
This attitude reaches its macabre climax in the scene in 
which we see a house fly settling on the Judge's face:
"One of your common house-flies . . . has smelt out Gover­
nor Pyncheon, and alights, now on his forehead, now on his 
chin, and now, Heaven help us, is creeping over the bridge 
of his nose, toward the would-be chief-magistrate's wide- 
open eyes! Canst thou not brush the fly away? Art thou 
too sluggish? Thou man, that hadst so many busy projects, 
yesterday! Art thou too weak, that wast so powerful? Not 
brush away a fly! Nay, then, we give thee up!" (p. 283).
The details are grotesque; and the tone of Hawthorne's ad­
dress to the corpse is savagely ironic. Notice how the 
Judge is addressed as "Governor," the title which would have 
guaranteed the achievement of his fondest dreams of dynasty. 
The adapting of punishment to crime is ingenious, but the 
inexorable manner in which the victim is pursued even be­
yond this life is unsettling to the reader, convincing him 
anew, if he is still in any doubt, that for Hawthorne the 
obsession that leads to the destruction of others must be 
punished differently in degree, if not in kind, from the 
milder, exclusively self-destructive passions.
Closely connected with the Pyncheon family's warped 
values is Holgrave, the last Maule. The Maules1 obsession 
with the wrong committed against them is an essential ele­
ment of this young man's personality; and for that reason
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alone we might classify Holgrave as one unbalanced by a 
ruling passion. The situation is presented in a somewhat 
more complex light in that Holgrave's sense of family wrong 
seems to have taken a more philosophical turn, and has led 
him into a reformist spirit chiefly negative in nature.
Thus, he acts from two motives, either of which would be 
capable of seriously distorting his whole life. Holgrave's 
dangerous obsessions come together when, after a fevered 
speech in which he has condemned the theory of inherited 
property and suggested that the Pyncheon curse is justi- 
fied, he turns to Phoebe for agreement. She replies, "How 
strangely in earnest you are. . . . You talk of the lunacy 
of the PyncheonsI Is it contagious?" (p. 186). Phoebe may 
be joking with Holgrave here, but his reply appears in a more 
serious light: "I believe I am a little mad!" (p. 186).
The reader realizes that Holgrave is seeking the impossible 
in attempting to maintain his sanity while under the influ­
ence of two such disordered principles.
It seems that Holgrave's inordinate concern with the 
Pyncheons is the less serious of his difficulties, perhaps 
because his provocation has been so great. Even so, we in­
fer that Holgrave would stand much higher in Hawthorne's 
view if he were to leave the punishing of the Pyncheon 
wrongs to the necessary processes of the universe. Phoebe 
quite properly sees Holgrave's unnatural interest in the 
family as something outside the pale of acceptable human
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behavior. Her wish, she tells Holgrave, is that he will 
give up his relentless analysis of the family's sufferings, 
and "feel more like a Christian and a human being" (p. 217). 
In other words, this disordered desire to follow the minute 
working out of the Pyncheon family's decline is deplorable 
but not necessarily incurable. Holgrave thus does not 
merit Hawthorne's severest censure on this point.
Holgrave's other obsession seems to be of a more 
dangerous variety, and so engages Hawthorne's interest more 
closely. The young man's reforming zeal is marked by such 
excess that it can draw only the author's serious criticism. 
For example, Holgrave's opposition to inherited property is 
so strong that he feels houses and all other man-made in­
stitutions should "crumble to ruin, once in twenty years, 
or thereabouts, as a hint to the people to examine into and 
reform the institutions which they symbolize" (p. 184).
This attitude, as one might expect, is subjected to a tho­
rough analysis under the light of the author's professed 
objectivity. Hawthorne concludes that Holgrave is typical 
of a certain type of committed young man, and proceeds with 
the note of ridicule that has become familiar in this novel: 
"The effervescence of youth and passion, and the fresh 
gloss of the intellect and imagination, endow them with a 
false brilliancy, which makes fools of themselves and other 
people" (p. 181). There is little chance that any reader 
who has followed Hawthorne's thinking with attention might
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become one of the deluded fools taken in by Holgrave1s
2superficial brilliance.
The difficulty with Holgrave, and all of Hawthorne's 
monomaniacs, is that they suffer from a lamentable absence
3of historical and philosophical perspective. Hawthorne 
says that Holgrave's failure in this regard is obvious:
"His error lay in supposing that this age, more than any 
past or future one, is destined to see the tattered gar­
ments of Antiquity exchanged for a new suit, instead of
2The internal evidence of the novel does raise some 
questions concerning Hawthorne's general attitude toward 
the value of the past. Henry James notes a distinct ambi­
valence in Hawthorne on this point: "Conservative, in a
certain degree, as he was himself, and fond of retrospect 
and quietude and the mellowing influences of time, it is 
singular how often one encounters in his writings some ex­
pression of mistrust of old houses, old institutions, long 
lines of descent," Hawthorne (New York, 1907), pp. 125-126. 
The evidence from the English Notebooks supports James's 
theory: "The present is burthened too much with the past.
. . .  I do not see how future ages are to stagger onward 
under all this dead weight, with the additions that will be 
continually made to it" (p. 294); further instances of this 
suspicion of the past may be found pp. 276, 589; but see in 
contrast Hawthorne's reflection on the Castle-rock in Edin­
burgh: "What an excellent thing it is to have such strik­
ing and indestructible landmarks and time-marks, that they 
serve to affix historical incidents to, and thus, as it 
were, nail down the Past for the benefit of all future 
ages I” (p. 537).
3Matthiessen feels counter to James, that Hawthorne 
was clear in his feelings about the past and that he main­
tained a fine "historical sense" which "puts no premium on 
the past over the present; it betrays a writer if it lets 
him forget the tensions of his own day; its value lies in 
increasing his power to concentrate on what is essentially 
human" (p. 320); Jac Tharpe agrees with Matthiessen parti­
cularly in respect to this novel in which Hawthorne urges 
"everyone to fit into the great flowing stream of the 
present, which constantly becomes the past" (p. 124).
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gradually renewing themselves by patchwork; in applying his 
own little life-span as the measure of an interminable 
achievement, and, more than all, in fancying that it mat­
tered anything to the great end in view, whether he himself 
should contend for it or against it” (p. 180). These re­
marks are very much in keeping with what we would expect
4from Hawthorne under the circumstances. There seems to 
be, however, less emphasis on madness and less biting ridi­
cule than might be anticipated from Hawthorne's treatment 
of other cases of reforming zeal in his fiction. Although 
all the seeds of a dangerous mania are present in Holgrave's 
case, they are never permitted to reach full maturity. On 
the contrary, Hawthorne softens his treatment of the da- 
guerreotypist through certain remarks which seem to indi­
cate a real sympathy.
Immediately following his judgment that Holgrave's
estimate of the imminence of social perfection is foolishly
inaccurate, Hawthorne continues in a surprising tone:
Yet it was well for him to think so. This enthusi­
asm, infusing itself through the calmness of his 
character, and thus taking an aspect of settled 
thought and wisdom, would serve to keep his youth
Hawthorne's doubts about the effects of reform move­
ments are consistent throughout his work; compare this 
statement from "The Life of Franklin Pierce": "There is no
instance in all history, of the human will and intellect 
having perfected any great moral reform by methods which it 
adapted to that end. . . . Man's accidents are God's pur­
poses" (XII, 417): see XII, 416 for a similar remark in
reference to the slavery question.
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pure, and make his aspirations high. And when, 
with the years settling down more weightily upon 
him, his early faith should be modified by inevi­
table experience, it would be with no harsh and sud­
den revolution of his sentiments. He would still 
have faith in man's brightening destiny, and per­
haps love him all the better, as he should recog­
nize his helplessness in his own behalf; and the 
haughty faith, with which h£ began life, would be 
well bartered for a far humbler one, at its close, 
in discerning that man's best directed effort ac­
complishes a kind of dream, while God is the sole 
worker of realities. (p. 180)
Thus, perhaps, we may see Hawthorne's restraint in dealing 
with Holgrave stemming from a plot which demands the young 
reformer's conversion from excess to normality. The two 
houses must be reconciled when all past grievances are 
atoned. Holgrave is the only surviving member of the house 
of Maule, and so must be a party to this reconciliation.
So long as Holgrave suffers from his obsession with social 
injustice, he cannot abandon his grudge against the Pyn- 
cheons. Therefore, Holgrave must abandon his radical so­
cial position in favor of a more sober mood of acceptance. 
Since domestic bliss is the resolution toward which the 
novel builds, this domesticity must be presented in terms 
which hold out the possibility for the sort of fulfilling 
compromise which Hawthorne's long editorial analysis 
suggests.
The change in Holgrave is not long coming; soon 
after his attack on all social institutions, Holgrave ex­
claims to Phoebe: "What a good world we live in! How good,
and beautiful! How young it is, too, with nothing really
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rotten or age-worn in it!" (p. 214). Like Elliston, another 
character obsessed with the difference between appearance 
and reality in man's life, Holgrave settles down to a life 
of humble acceptance. The reason in the cases of both Hol­
grave and Elliston is the love of a good woman who is com­
mitted to a more moderate goal. Elliston's wife restores 
his capacity to accept human limitations; Phoebe brings 
Holgrave to an accommodation with the inexorable nature of 
reality. In both tales, it seems to be far more the de­
mands of plotting which open the way to conversion than it 
is any intrinsic virtue of the misguided character.
Holgrave seems somewhat surprised at the way things 
turn out: "You find me a conservative already! Little did
I think ever to become one" (p. 315). The reader is less 
amazed at the turn of events; and Hawthorne seems to take a 
certain knowing, almost cynical, amusement at the future he 
has created for Holgrave: "By this misfortune, Clifford
became rich; so did Hepzibah; so did our little village- 
maiden, and through her, that sworn foe of wealth and all 
manner of conservatism— the wild reformer— Holgrave!" (p. 
313). Now we can see why Holgrave's apparently reprehen­
sible earlier behavior was treated so leniently: Holgrave
was never a serious threat to the natural order of things. 
This is apparent in Holgrave's total surrender to the life 
which he envisions for Phoebe and himself: "I have a pre­
sentiment, that, hereafter, it will be my lot to set out
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trees, to make fences— perhaps, even, in due time, to build 
a house for another generation— in a word, to conform my­
self to laws, and the peaceful practice of society" (p.
5307). Holgrave's domestic situation at the end of the 
novel is quite close to that of Matthew in "The Great Car­
buncle." It is not unlike that of Candide. Hawthorne's 
earlier criticism of Holgrave, then, can be seen in the 
total picture more as a warning of the dangers attendant on 
excess than as a full-scale moral censure of an erring 
personality.
The great agent for change in Holgrave*s life is, 
of course, Phoebe, a woman of great— though concealed— in­
fluence. Holgrave feels sure that she is equal to any re­
sidual leanings toward eccentricity which might linger in 
his chastened breast: "Your poise will be more powerful
gthan any oscillating tendency of mine" (p. 307). Phoebe
5Frederick C. Crews argues that a compromise such as 
Holgrave's can only be achieved by "forswearing [one's] 
mental powers and surrendering [oneself] to timid conven­
tional brides. This reflects a sense of reality on Haw­
thorne's part that can only be termed neurotic: the truth
is so frightening and the process of seeking it so crippling 
that one had better stay well deceived" (pp. 97-98).
gA similar mode of salvation is attained by Edward 
Walcott in Fanshawe through the influence of Ellen Langton: 
"Ellen's gentle, almost imperceptible, but powerful influ­
ence, drew her husband away from the passions and pursuits 
that would have interfered with domestic felicity; and he 
never regretted the worldly distinction of which she thus 
deprived him,1' The Blithedale Romance and Fanshawe, p. 460; 
contrast Walcott* s future with that of the melancholy Fan­
shawe who turns down Ellen's offer to "guide" him to the 
"quiet paths" (p. 458) .
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serves as a behavioral norm not only for Holgrave but for 
all the characters we have been examining so far in this 
novel as exemplars of unnatural tendencies.
Phoebe is most succinctly characterized in the scene 
in which Clifford attempts to jump from the window in order 
to join the procession of life. His wild attempt brings 
"sobs and tears” to Phoebe's eyes because to her "all ex­
travagance was a horror" (p.166). These few words sum up 
not only what we need to know about Phoebe, but also, per­
haps, all that is really known about the whole pattern of 
forces which operate together in Hawthorne's fiction to 
frustrate the man or woman who indulges in "excess" in an 
attempt to "beat all nature." Phoebe is consistent in body 
and mind. The glowing description which contrasts her 
practicality and good sense to Hepzibah's delusions of 
family grandeur, consists largely of claims that Phoebe ap­
proached no extremes: "She shocked no canon of taste; she
was admirably in keeping with herself, and never jarred 
against surrounding circumstances" (p. 80). From the con­
clusion of the novel it is clear that this description is 
intended to imply no real criticism of Phoebe. Her defi­
ciencies seem to be almost virtues.
Phoebe's laudable freedom from excesses is clear in 
the early part of the novel in which she and Clifford in­
teract. We learn, first of all, that Phoebe "had but a 
very imperfect comprehension of the character, over which
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she had thrown so beneficent a spell. Nor was it neces­
sary. . . . Indeed, there was something too fine and deli­
cate in Clifford's traits, to be perfectly appreciated by 
one whose sphere lay so much in the Actual as Phoebe's did" 
(p. 140). Since we have already seen that these "delicate" 
traits are incompatible with life in the real world, then 
it can surely be no fault in Phoebe if she is unable to ap­
preciate qualities so useless. Thus, when Clifford gazes 
into Maule's well, he often sees "beautiful faces, arrayed 
in bewitching smiles," and sometimes a "dark face" that 
causes him to cry out in fright; but Phoebe, "when she hung 
over the fountain by Clifford's side, could see nothing of 
all this— neither the beauty nor the ugliness— but only the 
colored pebbles" (p. 154) . The suggestion seems to be that 
the possible beauty available to one of "delicate" traits 
is more than matched by the almost certain ugliness. In 
this case again Phoebe rises above other men through her 
freedom from a particular fault rather than through her 
possession of some particular virtue.
Phoebe is opposed, as we have seen, to "extravagance" 
of any sort. For this reason she feels that Holgrave goes 
too far in his curiosity about Clifford; her own interest 
is chiefly characterized by moderation: "I feel it to be 
not quite right to look closely into his moods. . . . When 
he is cheerful— when the sun shines into his mind— then I 
venture to peep in, just as far as the light reaches, but
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no farther. It is holy ground where the shadow falls" (p. 
178). How different is Phoebe's attitude from that of Chil- 
lingworth or Ethan Brand; and how different her final situ­
ation! Phoebe's actual desires are entirely consistent 
with her negative virtues. Though she is willing to treat 
Clifford with every kindness, and to consider him her 
friend, "the path, which would best have suited her, was 
the well-worn track of ordinary life; the companions, in 
whom she would most have delighted, were such as one en- 
counters at every turn” (pp. 142-143).
Phoebe testifies to these feelings herself in an in­
terview with Uncle Venner. The old man tells her that "in­
finity is big enough for us all— and Eternity long enough." 
Phoebe's answer is polite, as always, and, as always, 
prompted by her ruling moderation: "Why, so they are,
Uncle Venner, . . . But for this short life of ours, one 
would like a house and a moderate garden-spot of one's own" 
(p. 156). The success with which Phoebe and Holgrave co­
operate to make something respectable out of the Pyncheon
7This novel resembles Fanshawe also in the person­
alities of the young women who exert such influence over 
the lives of misdirected young men. Compare with Phoebe's 
character these remarks about Ellen; "She was formed to 
walk in the calm and quiet paths of life and to pluck the 
flowers of happiness from the way-side, where they grow. 
Singularity of character, therefore, was not calculated to 
win her love" (p. 353); "She was" fit "to love, and to be 
loved by a man who could find his happiness in the common 
occupation of the world" (p. 443); "She possessed a large 
fund of plain sense" (p. 362).
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garden argues that the realization of Phoebe's dreams at 
the novel's close is just the first step in a total triumph 
of her philosophy.
Holgrave is equally optimistic about their prospects; 
to him, there seems to be no reason to anticipate any dif­
ficulties in the marriage of spirits so apparently dif-
Oferent as his and Phoebe's. By the time that Phoebe re­
turns to the House of the Seven Gables after Judge Pyn- 
cheon's death, Holgrave is so completely convinced of the 
adequacy of Phoebe's vision that he looks to her for the
solution of everyone's problems:
"Gentle as you are, and seeming to have your 
sphere among common things, you yet possess remark­
able strength. You have wonderful poise, and a 
faculty which, when tested, will prove itself cap­
able of dealing with matters that fall out of the 
ordinary rule."
"Oh, no, I am very weak!" replied Phoebe trem­
bling. "But tell me what has happened."
"You are strong!" persisted Holgrave. "You must
be both strong and wise; for I am all astray, and 
need your counsel. It may be, you can suggest the 
one right thing to do." (pp. 301-302)
In scenes of this sort Phoebe's negative virtues assume 
the rank of moral stature simply through contrast to posi­
tive imbalance. Although Holgrave's personality is by far 
the stronger, his repentance for past excesses suggests to
QF. 0. Matthiessen is, I believe, the first to raise 
serious questions concerning the unexamined ironies of the 
novel's conclusion; he remarks, The "final pages drift away 
into unreal complacence" (p. 334).
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him as the only possible alternative complete acceptance of 
Phoebe's values.
By the end of the novel, all power has been given 
into Phoebe's hands, and she is already showing herself 
capable of making the sort of decisions which one would ex­
pect. Her domestic talents have reached their full flower- 
9ing. Phoebe's plans for Uncle Venner are the fulfillment 
of her part of their earlier conversation, if not precisely 
of his: "There is a cottage in our new garden— the pretti­
est little, yellowish-brown cottage you ever saw; and the 
sweetest-looking place, for it looks just as if it were 
made of gingerbread— and we are going to fit it up and fur­
nish it, on purpose for you. And you shall do nothing but 
what you choose, and shall be as happy as the day is long, 
and shall keep Cousin Clifford in spirits with the wisdom 
and pleasantness, which is always dropping from your lips!" 
(p. 317). It seems to me that one would be taking danger­
ous liberties with the text if he were to read this pros­
pect as ironic fun at Phoebe's expense.^ Rather, it would
QVirginia O. Birdsall, "Hawthorne's Fair-Haired 
Maidens" The Fading Light," PMLA, LXXV (1960), 250-256, 
offers the theory that in Phoebe Hawthorne's belief in the 
power of a good woman's love reaches its highest point.
10Crews is again critical of this novel in his re­
mark that Phoebe is "a busy little conformist" (p. 172). 
Certainly Crews here and Matthiessen in his doubts concern­
ing the novel's conclusion seem to have some justification 
for their positions; just what is accomplished by the reso­
lution presented in this novel is open to question. The
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seem that the author endorses these plans for his charac­
ters, if not for himself and his readers.
We encounter here further evidence of Hawthorne's 
belief in the essential character of the good woman as a 
moral balance to man's temptations toward unguided specula­
tion. This formula from "The New Adam and Eve" bears repe­
tition: "Man's intellect, moderated by Woman's tenderness
and moral strength" (II, 286); for Holgrave, as for Ellis­
ton, the resulting compromise offers salvation. Holgrave's 
social radicalism leads him into a dangerous position which 
appears to Hawthorne as emblematic of all efforts to over­
turn the nice balances of normal human living: "Persons
who have wandered, or been expelled, out of the common 
track of things, even were it for a better system, desire 
nothing so much as to be led back. They shiver in their 
loneliness, be it on a mountain-top or in a dungeon. Now, 
Phoebe's presence made a home about her— that very sphere 
which the outcast, the prisoner, the potentate, the wretch 
beneath mankind, the wretch aside from it, or the wretch 
above it, instinctively pines after" (pp. 140-141). Phoebe's
way to wealth followed by Phoebe and Holgrave seems to of­
fer an ironic contrast to the romantic picture of married 
life presented in "Main Street": "How sweet it must be for
those who have an Eden in their own hearts . . .  to find a 
new world to project it into, . . . instead of dwelling 
among old haunts of men, where so many household fires have 
been kindled and burnt out, that the very glow of happiness 
has something dreary in it" (III, 444). Actually, Phoebe 
and Holgrave may be exchanging one dynasty for another.
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womanly influence can thus be seen as redeeming to Holgrave 
and Clifford as well. Holgrave reaps the fullest measure 
of bliss because his aberration has not reached a point so 
far afield as Clifford's; but even the latter can be par­
tially renewed by contact with a significant power for 
moderation.
Hawthorne's early advice to Clifford to accept the 
best of the present (p. 158), appears in this light to be 
wise counsel. Hepzibah1s advice to the Judge to accept 
gratefully his present wealth might also have proved signi­
ficant if it had been followed. The whole moral direction 
of the novel is away from obsessions with the absolute and 
toward the compromise with reality represented by the mar­
riage of Holgrave and Phoebe. Hawthorne uses the image of 
an organ grinder's show-box to represent the futility of 
unyielding guests in this novel. When the music starts, 
the figures caper wildly; when the music stops, the figures 
are frozen in the same positions from which they started:
Possibly, some cynic, at once merry and bitter, had 
desired to signify, in this pantomimic scene, that 
we mortals, whatever our business or amusement—  
however serious, however trifling— all dance to one 
identical tune, and, in spite of our ridiculous ac­
tivity, bring nothing finally to pass. For the 
most remarkable aspect of the affair was, that at 
the cessation of the music, everybody was petrified 
at once, from the most extravagant life into a 
deadly torpor. . . .All were precisely in the same 
condition as before they made themselves so ridicu­
lous by their haste to toil, to enjoy, to accumulate 
gold, and to become wise. (p. 163)
■^To appreciate fully Hawthorne's satiric intention
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The pattern of the novel suggests that for the author, too, 
such "extravagant" behavior might only be regarded with 
"horror." Only Phoebe has the insight to appreciate fully 
the author's moral in this novel. Her moderation is the 
only force powerful enough to penetrate to an appreciation 
of man's insuperable limitations. The novel clearly illus­
trates the fundamental truth that a recognition of these 
limitations is essential to man's happiness, and, conversely,
that a failure to take these limitations into account is
12the first step toward tragedy.
here, one should compare the deliberate editorializing in 
this passage with the objectivity of the sketch in "The 
Seven Vagabonds," which is almost identical in physical 
details (I, 394).
12A. N. Kaul offers a general formula for Hawthorne's 
thought which seems especially applicable to this novel:
"If there is any single 'message' in his work, it is the 
one which pleads for the wisdom of recognizing the limita­
tion of man's reach and capability" (p. 149).
CHAPTER VI
THE EXTREMES OF "OVERPLUS AND ABSENCE":
THE BLITHEDALE ROMANCE
The Blithedale Romance seems uniquely qualified 
among Hawthorne’s novels to provide a proper setting for 
the working out of the destructive potential of eccentric 
human behavior. Because of its character as an alternative 
to conventional society, the community at Blithedale calls 
constant attention to both the norm of human behavior and 
the possibility of deliberately departing from that norm.
In this novel we encounter a series of characters who pro­
fess from the first their choice of another way of life.
By this time we are alert to most of the potential dangers 
implicit in such a choice, and so we can watch as particu­
larly sophisticated observers the effects of eccentric be­
havior on both a theoretical and a personal level. Haw­
thorne's approach here is not allegorical. Far more than 
in The House of the Seven Gables or The Marble Faun, one 
gathers from this novel a real sense of human encounter. 
Zenobia, for example, is a woman of considerable complexity 
she is far more than a feminist. Hollingsworth is even 
more challenging; the final change in his fortunes is a 
totally new element in Hawthorne's established formula of 
suitable punishment for crimes against humanity. Coverdale
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is perhaps the most interesting of all. Here we see a char­
acter, seemingly endowed with a moderation that should make 
him exemplary to all around him, brought down in the end 
for the very reasons for which we would have expected his 
elevation. The theme remains the same in this novel— we 
are still contemplating the dangers of a self-proclaimed 
world order— but in this case the theme is played with re­
markable variety.
It would seem wisest to begin our consideration of 
The Blithedale Romance with Zenobia, not only because she 
stands apart from the others as the most striking charac­
ter, but also because she offers us a focus for the conflic­
ting points of view which give this novel its particular 
richness. Zenobia is characterized in Hawthorne's Preface 
as: "The high-spirited Woman, bruising herself against the
narrow limitations of her sex."’*' This description contains 
the two elements which go to complicate the pattern of this 
novel. The social limitations placed on women in Haw­
thorne's time appear to the author to be "narrow." In this 
we can catch a note of sympathy for Zenobia's plight which 
is absent, for example, in Hawthorne's treatment of Miriam 
i*1 The Marble Faun. On the other hand, this introductory
■^Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Blithedale Romance and 
Fanshawe, The Centenary Edition of the Works of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, ed. by William Charvat, Roy Harvey Pearce, et 
al. (Columbus, Ohio, 1964), p. 2. Subsequent references to 
The Blithedale Romance will be taken from this edition and 
will be noted parenthetically within the text.
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description also tells us that a woman can only "bruise” her­
self by trying to act counter to the accepted norms of so­
ciety. We have, then, the classic situation of Hawthorne's 
fiction: a character kicking against the goad. Beyond
this, however, we have some indication from the author that 
he views this character's struggles with compassion.
Zenobia clearly establishes herself early in the novel 
as the woman for whom Hawthorne's prefatory description was 
intended. One Sunday, after Hollingsworth has preached 
prison reform to his friends from Eliot's pulpit, Zenobia 
preaches with great ardor on another theme: "She declaimed
with earnestness and passion, nothing short of anger, on 
the injustice which the world did to women, and equally to 
itself, by not allowing them, in freedom and honor, and 
with the fullest welcome, their natural utterance in pub­
lic" (p. 120). It is only natural that Zenobia should re­
sent the "narrow limitations" placed upon her by society; 
apart from her native intelligence, Zenobia*s character is 
such that her pride can countenance no suggestion of in­
ferior status. Coverdale perceives from the first a char­
acteristic symbolism in the conscious display of her exotic 
headpiece: "So brilliant, so rare, so costly, as it must
have been, and yet enduring only for a day, it was more in­
dicative of the pride and pomp, which had a luxuriant 
growth in Zenobia's character, than if a great diamond had 
sparkled among her hair" (p. 15). We see then some circum-
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stantial influence at work in Zenobia's speech at Eliot's 
pulpit and in her defiant self-assertion throughout the 
novel.
Coverdale is not alone in his recognition of Zeno­
bia' s forceful personality. We are told that Zenobia's 
former career as a literary figure and crusader for women’s 
rights encountered less antagonism than might have been ex­
pected under such social circumstances. Zenobia made such 
an impression that society "almost yielded its assent, when 
it beheld her stepping out of the common path, and assert­
ing the more extensive privileges of her sex . . . "  (p. 190). 
This attitude on society's part comes as somewhat of a sur­
prise to the reader, and so Hawthorne is quick to supply an
explanation: "The sphere of ordinary womanhood was felt to
2be narrower than her development required" (p. 190).
Zenobia seems to be a special case to society as a whole 
and to Hawthorne's point-of-view character in particular. 
Nevertheless, a warning is buried in the language. It is 
unlikely that Hawthorne will give unqualified approval to a 
character who is shown departing from "the common path" and 
"the sphere of ordinary womanhood.”
2This tolerance is especially surprising m  view of 
Hawthorne's more characteristic attitude as it appears, for 
example, in "Mrs. Hutchinson": "Fame does not increase the
peculiar respect which men pay to female excellence, and 
there is a delicacy (even in rude bosoms, where few would 
think to find it) that perceives, or fancies, a sort of im­
propriety in the display of woman's natal mind to the gaze 
of the world" (XII, 218).
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Reasonable opposition to Zenobia's self-assertion 
finds its spokesman in Hollingsworth. After Zenobia's 
speech concerning women's rights, quoted earlier, Hollings­
worth offers a generalized plan for female conduct that de­
fines, and even aggravates, the narrow social boundaries 
mentioned in the Preface. He says that he in no way "de­
spises" woman, but continues:
She is the most admirable handiwork of God, in her
true place and character. Her place is at man's 
side. Her office, that of the Sympathizer; the un­
reserved, unquestioning Believer; . . .All the 
separate action of woman is, and ever has been, and 
always shall be false, foolish, vain, destructive 
of her own best and holiest qualities, void of 
every good effect, and productive of intolerable 
mischiefs! Man is a wretch without woman; but 
woman is a monster— and, thank Heaven, an almost 
impossible and hitherto imaginary monster— without 
man, as her acknowledged principal! . . . The heart 
of true womanhood knows where its own sphere is, 
and never seeks to stray beyond it! {pp. 122-123)
The conflicting forces are thus clearly drawn: on one side
stands Zenobia, championing a personal vision of woman's true
role in life; on the other stands Hollingsworth, defending
a thoroughgoing social orthodoxy on this subject, at least.
Love is the agent that precipitates conflict.
Zenobia desires Hollingsworth even more than she desires 
equality for women. She admits this later on to Coverdale 
in language that seems to echo Hollingsworth's closing re­
marks. Men, she says, judge women secretly, without any 
concern for judicial fairness; this is hard. Harder still, 
however, is a woman's natural reaction to this: "The mis­
fortune is, that this same secret tribunal chances to be
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the only judgment-seat that a true woman stands in awe of, 
and that any verdict short of acquittal is equivalent to a 
death-sentencel" (p. 215). Therefore, Zenobia must win 
Hollingsworth over to her view of woman's place in society 
if the view is to have any meaning for herself.
Of course, Hollingsworth's personality is such that 
he cannot accept Zenobia's view. When everything has been 
decided and Hollingsworth has chosen Priscilla, Zenobia re­
views the variables involved in her disaster, and concludes 
that her fate was inevitable from the first. Zenobia also 
seems to recognize the inexorable force of order in human 
affairs, thus affirming the validity of Hawthorne's earlier 
warnings about deviations from the "common path": "The whole
universe, her own sex and yours, and Providence, or Destiny, 
to boot, make common cause against the woman who swerves 
one hair's breadth, out of the beaten track. Yes; and add, 
(for I may as well own it, now,) that, with that one hair's 
breadth, she goes all astray, and never sees the world in 
its true aspect afterwards!" (p. 224). Her final realiza­
tion of the dangers of self-assertion sounds more profound 
even than that of Elliston in "Egotism." Zenobia has cer­
tainly learned that "bruising herself against the narrow 
limitations of her sex" is wrong and ultimately destructive. 
If all of this is true, however, how do we account for the 
suspension of criticism accorded her earlier efforts in 
this direction by society, or for the distinct note of 
sympathy sounded in the Preface?
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Coverdale may help us resolve, or at least minimize, 
these difficulties. After Zenobia has been buried, Cover­
dale reflects upon her situation in what seems to be a very 
responsible manner. His conclusion, although it is pre­
sented in more temperate language, seems to be a restate­
ment of Zenobia's impassioned harangue at Eliot's pulpits 
"It is nonsense, and a miserable wrong— the result, like so 
many others, of masculine egotism— that the success or 
failure of woman's existence should be made to depend wholly 
on the affections, and on one species of affection; while 
man has such a multitude of other chances, that this seems 
but an accident. For its own sake, if it will do no more, 
the world should throw open all its avenues to the passport 
of a woman's bleeding heart" (p. 241). This statement puts 
us in the peculiar position of seeing a character noted 
principally for level-headedness apparently justifying the 
immoderate response of an aggressive woman to the consider­
able inequality of an established social system. The ap­
parent contradiction between Zenobia's necessary repudia­
tion of her feminist goals and Coverdale's testimony to her 
ample provocation need not prove insoluble. To arrive at a 
satisfactory explanation we must, however, draw a clear dis­
tinction between the morality of Zenobia's behavior and the 
morality of her cause. The need for this distinction draws 
our attention again to the ambivalence apparent in Haw­
thorne 's prefatory outline of "the high-spirited woman,
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bruising herself against the narrow limitations of her sex" 
(p. 2). As we have said, the author concedes that the re­
strictions are "narrow"; as we have also said, however, he
considers single-handed efforts to erase these limitations
3simply the "bruising" of oneself.
Coverdale is clearly attracted to Zenobia. He un­
derstands and appreciates her dignity, as we have seen 
above. She is a "high-spirited woman." Although Coverdale 
is forced into a position as observer because of his reser­
vations and inhibitions, there is ample testimony in the 
novel that Zenobia exercises a strong sexual pull on him.
At their first meeting Coverdale responds very strongly to 
Zenobia's reference to "the garb of Eden": "Assuredly,
Zenobia could not have intended it— the fault must have 
been entirely in my imagination— but these last words, to­
gether with something in her manner, irresistibly brought 
up a picture of that fine, perfectly developed figure, in 
Eve's earliest garment. Her free, careless, generous modes 
of expression often had this effect of creating images 
which, though pure, are hardly felt to be quite decorous, 
when born of a thought that passes between man and woman"
(p. 17). Again during his illness Coverdale responds in-
3R. H. Fogle stresses the aspect of Zenobia's charac­
ter that is particularly relevant to our emphasis here: 
"'Excess' defines her and the reasons for her failure. She 
is a creature of extremes" (The Light and the Dark, pp. 
177-178).
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stinctively to Zenobia's sexuality: "Zenobia was truly a
magnificant woman. The homely simplicity of her dress 
could not conceal, nor scarcely diminish, the gueenliness 
of her presence. . . .  I know not well how to express, that 
the native glow of coloring in her cheeks, and even the 
flesh-warmth over her round arms, and what was visible of 
her full bust— in a word, her womanliness incarnated— com­
pelled me sometimes to close my eyes, as if it were not 
quite the privilege of modesty to gaze at her" (p. 44).
The speaker's inhibitions only reenforce the striking im­
mediacy of his descriptions. Hawthorne seems to be sug­
gesting that even a man paralyzed by timidity must be sen­
sitive to the force of Zenobia's presence.
Herein lies the key to understanding Coverdale's 
final defense of Zenobia's theories. It seems wrong to 
Coverdale— and we may assume to Hawthorne— that a woman 
like Zenobia should be reduced to the abject inferiority of 
a chattel merely because men like Hollingsworth feel that 
all women should stay in their "true place." Zenobia's re­
sentment, then, is completely intelligible to Coverdale on 
a personal level. She is perfectly justified in feeling 
that such a deplorable situation should be changed. Cover­
dale presents this brief most convincingly when he calls 
the contemporary social situation "nonsense and a miserable 
wrong." Zenobia's error lay in believing that the hard 
facts of circumstance could be changed simply because she
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saw them as unjust. Individual action based on one's per­
sonal vision of truth is just as unacceptable in a situa­
tion when this vision is superior to the status quo as it 
is when the seer is totally mistaken. Coverdale's percep­
tion of the injustice of a double standard is as acute as 
is Zenobia's; his response, however, is rather indefinite; 
"The world should throw open all its avenues to the passport 
of a woman's bleeding heart" (p. 241). Even when change 
would obviously be for the better, the only path open to 
one of Hawthorne's "positive" characters is gradualism, a 
sane appreciation of the workings of due process. Zeno­
bia's tragedy is attributable not to an error in fundamen­
tal perception, but rather, as she admitted to Coverdale, 
in going "astray" through an effort to reshape reality 
through her own strong desires. For her the gradual pro­
cesses of social evolution are too slow.
I do not feel that Coverdale ever separates the ele­
ments involved in this problem satisfactorily. The ambi­
valence of his instinctive sexual attraction to Zenobia and 
his inhibited flight from her, is demanded by his character 
as Hawthorne conceived it. Conflicting emotions of this 
sort argue strongly against the possibility of a definitive 
final judgment from this type of point-of-view character.
The alternative to ambivalence in this case is a puppet­
like summary, carefully controlled by the author. These 
tensions we have seen in Coverdale's attitude toward Zeno­
bia are characteristic of his behavior throughout the novel;
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and if he is to have real life as a character, we must ac­
cept his mixed feelings as a necessary part of his person­
ality. In any case, the final decision concerning Zenobia 
must be made with an awareness both of her justifiable 
condemnation of social wrong and her inexcusable choice of 
a life of action outside the acceptable bounds of reason­
able conduct.
Coverdale's irresolute behavior toward Zenobia finds 
a close analogy in his attitude toward the experiment at 
Blithedale. From the first he found himself unable to 
enter totally into the idealistic intoxication of the other 
reformers. On the night before his departure for Blithe­
dale, Coverdale sits before his fire, musing and "not so 
very confident as at some former periods, that this final 
step, which would mix me up irrevocably with the Blithedale 
affair, was the wisest that could possibly be taken" (p. 8). 
This tone characterizes his attitude throughout. There is 
certainly ample excuse for mixed feelings toward the events 
of the story in retrospect; but we gather that all of Cover- 
dale's reservations are not the product of second sight. 
Probably the clearest evidence of Coverdale's unresolved 
tensions concerning the undertaking appears in a statement 
firmly fixed in the narrator's present tense: "Whatever
else I may repent of, therefore, let it be reckoned neither 
among my sins nor follies, that I once had faith and force 
enough to form generous hopes of the world's destiny" (p.
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11). Once again Coverdale puzzles the reader, this time by 
expressing pride in a past endeavor which he recognized 
even at the time to be less than completely wise.
Coverdale's attitude here seems to come close to an 
idea expressed by Hawthorne as narrator in The House of the 
Seven Gables. Although his final judgment on Holgrave's 
social theories is quite critical, Hawthorne nevertheless 
says of him in one place: "He had that sense, or inward
prophecy— which a young man had better never have been born 
than not to have, and a mature man had better die at once, 
than utterly relinquish— that we are not doomed to creep on 
forever in the old, bad way, but that, this very now, there 
are harbingers abroad of a golden era, to be accomplished in 
his own lifetime” (Seven Gables, p. 179). We must recall 
that Holgrave's fiery social activism is finally tempered 
by the love of a level-headed woman. Coverdale has no 
equivalent motivation for such a change of state. Although 
the final situations of Coverdale and Holgrave are in no 
way comparable, both in their youth are possessed by ideals. 
In the matter of commitment there is a significant differ­
ence. Holgrave gives up his dreams of a new earth for a 
life with Phoebe. Coverdale, as we have seen, never gives 
up completely his nostalgic attachment to the visions of his 
youth. On the other hand, though, one can hardly argue 
that Coverdale was ever as deeply committed to his ideals 
as was Holgrave. Coverdale's views of the social experiment
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are always hedged round with qualifications. Notice how 
different from Holgrave's dedication to absolute social re­
form is Coverdale's plan: "My hope was, that, between the­
ory and practice, a true and available mode of life might 
be struck out . . . "  (p. 63). To sacrifice this view of 
social progress would be to find excess, not salvation.
Coverdale is, in fact, not really the same sort of 
idealist we have encountered elsewhere in Hawthorne's fic­
tion. On the surface Coverdale seems to be simply the man 
of moderation one looks to for ethical standards in Haw­
thorne's work. The surface of this novel proves quite de­
ceptive. Coverdale turns out to be equally as defective as 
the most fanatical of reformers— and not in spite of his 
moderate response to life, but rather because of this.
When Coverdale speaks of Blithedale he is never to­
tally free of a sort of amused tolerance. Shortly after he 
expresses his pride over his youthful dreams, he offers 
this resume of the community's aims: "It was our purpose—
a generous one, certainly, and absurd, no doubt, in full 
proportion with its generosity— to give up whatever we had 
heretofore attained, for the sake of showing mankind the 
example of a life governed by other than the false and 
cruel principles, on which human society has all along been 
based" (p. 19). From such a resume, Coverdale's connection 
with the project seems quite tangential. He seems to have 
been along as an observer rather than a participant, and
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his observations are too heavily shaded with deprecation to
be accepted as those of a sincere man. Blithedale, he says,
was built on soil that was "fathom-deep with the dust of
4 -deluded generations" (p. 125). This sort of distancing is 
maintained throughout, whether the matter under considera­
tion is as significant as the goals of the new society or 
as incidental as the clothes they wore to the fields.
At times his descriptions approach burlesque, a tone
hard to accept from a supposedly dedicated participant,
even when turned on so slight a matter as clothing:
Such garments as had an airing, whenever we strode
afield! . . .  It was gentility in tatters. Often
retaining a scholar-like or clerical air, you might 
have taken us for the denizens of Grub-Street, in­
tent on getting a comfortable livelihood by agri­
cultural labor? or, Coleridge's projected Pantiso- 
cracy, in full experiment; or, Candide and his mot­
ley associates at work in their cabbage-garden; or 
anything else that was miserably out at elbows, and 
most clumsily patched in the rear. We might have 
been sworn comrades to Falstaff's ragged regiment.
(pp. 63-64)
Such a description seems to suggest that Coverdale*s point 
of view during his stay at Blithedale was as complicated
Manning Hawthorne quotes a letter from Hawthorne to 
David Mack (7/18/41) in his "Hawthorne and Utopian Social­
ism," NEQ, XII (1939), which suggests that Hawthorne's at­
titude toward the Brook Farm project was at times quite 
similar to Coverdale*s toward Blithedale; Hawthorne says 
of George Ripley, "His zeal will not permit him to doubt of 
eventual success? and he perceives, or imagines, a more in­
timate connection between our present farming operations 
and our ultimate enterprise than is visible to my percep­
tions" (728).
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5as the one he enjoyed m  retrospect.
If Coverdale*s detachment sprang from the practical 
experience of a commonsensical man like Silas Foster, one 
might be willing to put it down to an awareness of economic 
necessities. Coming from a professed member of the community 
who is willing to admit his membership with pride years 
later, Coverdale*s attitude appears to be strangely moti­
vated. It would seem that Coverdale*s inability to enter 
wholeheartedly into any activity springs from a constitu­
tional paralysis of will motivated by a cynical conviction 
that total involvement will prove fruitless. All his judg­
ments as narrator seem to be colored more by a natural cy­
nicism than by mature experience. In other words, Cover­
dale does not grow through suffering toward a conviction 
that an individual's world-view is insufficient in itself. 
Rather, he seems to convince himself that his own failure 
to give must be the only prudent reaction to a world that 
is in conscious conspiracy against mankind.6
These satiric portraits by Coverdale call into 
question James's feeling that "there is no satire whatever
in the Romance, the quality is almost conspicuous by its
absence11 (p. 85) ; for a modern reading in close accord with
James, see William L. Hedges, "Hawthorne's Blithedale: The
Function of the Narrator," NCF, XIV (March, 1960), 303-316.
6The evidence pointing to Coverdale*s initial qualms
about the experiment raises doubts concerning the accuracy
of Millicent Bell's theory that "Coverdale traverses the
course from illusion to cynicism as the drama of his Blithe­
dale companions reveals his own ineffectual role in life" (p.
152) .
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We have already seen Coverdale referring to his 
youthful ideals as "absurd," thereby displaying what seemed 
to be an amused tolerance for the foibles of youth. Some 
of his other comments reflect a hindsight that is much more 
bitter. Quite early in the novel Coverdale defends his par­
ticipation in the Blithedale experiment in terms that share 
none of the gentle understanding implied in a self-accusa­
tion of youthful absurdity: "In my own behalf, I rejoice
that I could once think better of the world's improvability 
than it deserved. It is a mistake into which men seldom 
fall twice, in a lifetime . . ." (p. 20). At one point in 
the novel Coverdale tries to convince himself that his own 
cynicism is the product of his contact with Westervelt: "I
recognized, as chiefly due to this man's influence, the 
sceptical and sneering view which, just now, had filled my 
mental vision in regard to all life's better purposes" (p. 
101). This defense is only partially successful even at 
the time, because Coverdale realizes that a part of his 
"own nature showed itself responsive" (p. 101), to Wester­
velt' s scorn of the community.
Coverdale is never able to lose his own misgivings 
about total involvement, and so he is constantly aware, as 
no truly dedicated idealist can be, of the opinions of the 
rest of mankind. His doubts before embarking; his detached 
observations of the experiment in progress; and his ulti­
mate bitterness all seem to Coverdale consistent with a pain-
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ful awareness that Westervelt*s attitude represents that of 
"worldly society at large, where a cold skepticism smothers 
what it can of our spiritual aspirations, and makes the 
rest ridiculous" (p. 101). All during his stay at Blithe­
dale, Coverdale is a man with one eye on an edenic future, 
and the other on an unsympathetic present. Coverdale*s re­
trospective analysis of this dilemma comes early in the 
novel: "The greatest obstacle to being heroic, is the
doubt whether one may not be going to prove one * s self a 
fool; the truest heroism is, to resist the doubt— and the 
profoundest wisdom, to know when it ought to be resisted, 
and when to be obeyed" (p. 10). The events of the novel cer­
tainly suggest that for Coverdale the "profoundest wisdom" 
habitually dictates obeying his doubts.
Later in the novel, his failure to commit himself
totally seems to Coverdale to be less a matter of face-
saving and fear of public failure than a particular gift
which enables him to see and judge more clearly than other
men. When Zenobia responds to Coverdale*s prying in the
city with something less than enthusiasm, he is astonished
that she could be so blind as to resent his curiosity:
For, was mine a mere vulgar curiosity? Zenobia 
should have known me better than to suppose it.
She should have been able to appreciate that quality 
of the intellect and the heart, which impelled me 
(often against my own will, and to the detriment of 
my own comfort) to live in other lives, and to en­
deavor— by generous sympathies, by delicate intui­
tions, by taking note of things too slight for 
record, and by bringing my human spirit into mani-
fold accordance with the companions whom God as­
signed me— to learn the secret which was hidden 
even from themselves, (p. 160).
Coverdale*s self-justification proceeds so far that he is 
still able to say with apparent sincerity after the whole 
tragic story has ended, "Of all possible observers, me- 
thought, a woman like Zenobia, and a man like Hollingsworth, 
should have selected me. And, now, when the event has long 
been past, I retain the same opinion of my fitness for the 
office" (pp. 160-161). It is this capacity for self-decep­
tion which guarantees that Coverdale will emerge from his 
experience only with a bitter feeling of suspicions con­
firmed, rather than with a new awareness of the true nature 
of things.
Zenobia's rejection of Coverdale's curiosity turns 
out to be based not merely on resentment at an invasion of 
her privacy, but, more importantly, on a deep understanding 
of Coverdale's failure as a man and as a friend. Coverdale 
proclaims self-righteously that he has a "duty" to meddle 
in the affairs of others. Zenobia answers this claim with 
"the hiss of a serpent": "Oh, this stale sense of duty!
. . . Bigotry; self-conceit; an insolent curiosity; a med­
dlesome temper; a cold-blooded criticism, founded on a 
shallow interpretation of half-perceptions; a monstrous 
scepticism in regard to any conscience or any wisdom, ex­
cept one's own; a most irreverent propensity to thrust 
Providence aside, and substitute one's self in its awful
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place— out of these, and other motives as miserable as 
these, comes your idea of duty!" (p. 170). This definition 
of "curiosity” seems to accord far better with the events 
of the novel than does Coverdale's. Zenobia can grasp the 
true nature of Coverdale's personality so much better than 
he can himself because she is not blinded by his efforts at 
self-justification.
Coverdale seems to feel that he cannot be morally 
responsible for any outcome that does not agree totally with 
his supposedly objective approach to the situation. Be­
cause he has refused to involve himself personally in the 
lives of the other members of the community, he feels that 
he can.live without guilt toward them. Zenobia reminds him 
that his consuming curiosity and his conscious struggle to 
isolate himself from others cannot guarantee freedom from 
moral contamination. She brushes aside his "fancied acute­
ness" and adds: "For any mischief that may follow your in­
terference, I hold you responsible!" (p. 171). Zenobia's 
accusatory speech is particularly helpful in determining 
the precise basis on which Coverdale must be found guilty 
of serious human imbalance.
In the closing chapter Coverdale reveals certain 
facts about himself in the present tense. He first con­
fesses the tension apparent throughout his narrative be­
tween nostalgia for lost innocence and bitter disappoint­
ment: "As regards human progress (in spite of my irrepres-
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sible yearnings over the Blithedale reminiscences) let them 
believe in it who can, and aid in it who choose!” (p. 246). 
This summation of his attitude brings together what we have 
discovered already about the man. Further on, however, 
Coverdale comes upon an insight which deserves closer exami­
nation: "As Hollingsworth once told me, I lack a purpose.
How strange! He was ruined, morally, by an overplus of the 
very same ingredient, the want of which, I occasionally 
suspect, has rendered my own life all an emptiness" (p. 246). 
This contrast between Coverdale and Hollingsworth is clear 
throughout the novel, but is especially vivid in terms of 
their comparative success in love. This one aspect of 
their very different personalities is significant because 
it shows the two men engaged with other human beings rather 
than with ideas.
So long as it is merely an abstract speculation that 
is at stake, Coverdale and Hollingsworth are quite capable 
of arriving at very similar conclusions, though perhaps 
from different directions. Hollingsworth, for example, is 
no more optimistic than Coverdale concerning the future of 
Blithedale. While trying to convert Coverdale to his own 
manner of thinking about penal reform, Hollingsworth is 
quite critical of the experimental community: "Your fantas­
tic anticipations make me discern, all the more forcibly, 
what a wretched, unsubstantial scheme is this, on which we 
have wasted a precious summer of our lives" (p. 130). So
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long as the matter at hand is suitably theoretical, Cover­
dale can operate in a manner more or less parallel to that 
of Hollingsworth, Westervelt, or— from all indications—  
Hawthorne himself. It is when an occasion calling for an 
active response arises, that Coverdale reveals his limita­
tions .
The contrast which Coverdale has drawn between him­
self and Hollingsworth becomes most striking when one con­
siders the effects that love has upon the two men. Both 
Zenobia and Priscilla are strongly attracted by Hollings­
worth's vitality, thus providing him with both the opportu­
nity to do a great wrong to Zenobia, and the possibility of 
salvation through Priscilla. Coverdale has neither of 
these paths open to him. His curiosity will permit him 
only to observe the behavior of others in the manner of a 
literary Wakefield. Thus, although he is finally guilty of 
no single crime of great magnitude, neither is he deeply
enough involved with any woman to hope for a life of final
7reconciliation.
7Henry James seems once again wide of the mark m  
his description of Coverdale as "a picture of the contem­
plative, observant, analytic nature, nursing its fancies, 
and yet, thanks to an element of strong good sense, not 
bringing them up to be spoiled children" {p. 129)? he con­
cludes that Coverdale is, after all, an "excellent fellow" 
(Ibid.). Marius Bewley offers modern support for James's 
position, finding Coverdale "quite nice" (p. 159). Rudolph 
Von Abele dissents from this view with a reading much like 
our own, finding in Coverdale "world-weary gerontionism" (p. 
520).
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It is essential that we be agreed on one point. 
Hawthorne cannot be saying that Coverdale is wrong in refus­
ing to adopt a position of total involvement in a social
experiment resulting in "a position of new hostility" to
8society "rather than new brotherhood" (p. 20). Such an 
idea would be wholly inconsistent with everything we have 
discovered about Hawthorne so far. It seems rather that he 
is showing us in Coverdale another necessary warning to 
those who would seek a pat solution to the essential prob­
lem of adopting the correct posture in relation to the uni­
verse. We have seen in Ethan Brand, The Man of Adamant, 
and Mr. Lindsey of "The Snow-Image," examples of characters 
who have converted what are ordinarily virtues into serious 
vices through their single-minded pursuit of one sort of 
perfection. Coverdale serves a similar purpose. The ob­
sessed characters we have seen so far have allowed one 
trait to develop unchecked, blind to moderation, that most 
essential of virtues. Coverdale seems himself, and at 
times to the reader, to be the man most blessed with this 
virtue in Hawthorne's whole canon. Closer examination of 
his character, however, reveals that Coverdale, contrary to
This negative view of Blithedale seems distinctly 
antiromantic when compared with this definition of romanti­
cism from T. E. Hulme: "Man, the individual, is an infi­
nite reservoir of possibilities? and if you can so re­
arrange society by the destruction of oppressive order then 
these possibilities will have a chance and you will get 
Progress," Speculations (New York, 1924), p. 116.
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his own exaggerated estimation of himself, is, in fact, as 
clearly malformed as Ethan Brand of The Man of Adamant.
The particular nature of Coverdale's imbalance is such, 
however, that its serious repercussions are confined large­
ly to damage of the self. We are left finally with the 
picture of a man so terrified of excess that he is unable
even to recognize his one true moment of self-knowledge for 
9what it is. Instead, after he has suggested that Hollings­
worth was correct in criticizing his lack of purpose, 
Coverdale strives once again to recover a qualified balance: 
"I exaggerate my own defects" (p. 247). The reader thinks 
not.
Hollingsworth is surely the simplest of the charac­
ters in this novel to analyze from the point of view we 
have been using throughout the study. There is little 
doubt that he is a man obsessed. There is ample evidence 
of the damage he does. And finally, he repents of his for­
mer way of life and searches for peace through the love of 
a good and innocent woman. The principal difference be­
tween Hollingsworth and the other characters we have seen 
lies in the degree to which he is permitted to pursue a 
dangerous monomania before his recantation.
gGeorge Monteiro finds in Coverdale "a secret con­
ception of self" which, "by its very nature, tends to de­
stroy the possibilities for genuine moral experience,1 
"Hawthorne, James, and the Destructive Self," Texas Stud. 
in Lit. & Lang., IV (Spring, 1962), 70.
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We can begin looking at Hollingsworth by drawing 
some lines of comparison between him and another character 
whom we have already seen to be hopelessly obsessed. Ethan 
Brand began his search for the unpardonable sin with only 
the purest of motives. Even after his life has become to­
tally warped by his search, Brand is able to remember "with 
what love and sympathy for mankind, and with what pity for 
human guilt and woe, he had first begun to contemplate 
those ideas which afterwards became the inspiration of his 
life" (III, 494). Coverdale tells us that Hollingsworth 
has a similar history: "Hollingsworth must have been origi­
nally endowed with a great spirit of benevolence, deep 
enough, and warm enough, to be the source of as much dis­
interested good, as Providence often allows a human being 
the privilege of conferring upon his fellows" (p. 55). But, 
as in the case of Ethan Brand, an initial vision praiseworthy 
in itself, but directed by insufficient education and com­
mon sense, developed into a mania potentially dangerous to 
whomever the possessed character might encounter. Just as 
Brand's insane pursuit of the unpardonable sin soon lost 
all connection with true love for men, so too Hollingsworth's 
plans for penal reform turn from benevolent concern into 
monomaniacal blindness: "He had taught his benevolence to
pour its warm tide exclusively through one channel; so that 
there was nothing to spare for other great manifestations 
of love to man, nor scarcely for the nutriment of individual
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attachments, unless they could minister, in some way, to 
the terrible egotism which he mistook for an angel of God" 
(p. 55). With Hollingsworth, as with Ethan Brand and Zeno­
bia, the great failure is not one of original vision, but 
rather of the means adopted to bring this vision to pass. 
However praiseworthy might be Hollingsworth's plans for the 
better rehabilitation of prisoners, these plans cannot be 
countenanced by society if the road to their achievement 
is one of excess.
Hollingsworth, unfortunately, is so constituted that 
he seems doomed from the first to abandon moderation in the 
passion of his commitment. Coverdale's initial description 
of Hollingsworth is in figures directly opposed to reason 
and common sense. He seems to be "a tolerably educated 
bear," and his features seem "to have been hammered out of 
iron, rather than chiselled or moulded from any finer or 
softer material" (p. 28). We see animal strength and cun­
ning here and great firmness of character, but we immedi­
ately notice the absence of those human qualities of reason 
and affection which Coverdale feels have been sacrificed to 
the man's ruling passion. Hollingsworth later on confesses 
to his unnatural strength of purpose: "Mortal man has no
right to be so inflexible, as it is my nature and necessity 
to be!" (p. 43). Coverdale also follows up the suggestions 
in his initial description in more explicit fashion. He 
says later that Hollingsworth "was not altogether human"?
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and he attributes this deficiency to its easily recogniz­
able cause, "an overruling purpose." The price men pay for 
such a commitment is high: "They have not heart, no sym­
pathy, no reason, no conscience" (p. 70). All of these 
charges can be seen to be entirely just in Hollingsworth's 
case."^ His total dedication to one ideal is apparent 
throughout, and the consequent restrictions which this dedi­
cation imposes on his ability to respond to others is ap­
parent also. One need only recall the scorn with which he 
turned aside Zenobia's impassioned call for equal rights for 
women, and the ridicule he expressed to Coverdale concern­
ing the hopes and dreams of the community at Blithedale, to 
realize how totally isolated Hollingsworth is."^
From the point of view of the narrator, this failure 
to sympathize with the visions of others is not Hollings­
worth's only— or most serious— failing. Coverdale argues
10Randall Stewart cites Hollingsworth as an illus­
tration of this principle: "An idealism, however noble its
aims in the abstract, is a mistaken idealism if it destroys 
human ties, if it rends apart the social fabric" (Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, p. 254); consider also this statement by Law­
rence S. Hall: "Maladjustment inevitably begins as soon as
a discrepancy appears between what society is, and what the 
individual would like it to be. This discrepancy between 
the ideal and the actual is, of course, the cause of pro­
gress. But when the discrepancy grows to the point of gro­
tesqueness, one finds maladjusted persons like Hollings­
worth, the rabid reformer" (p. 1).
11Daniel G. Hoffman sees Hollingsworth's fault as 
"the typically Puritan sin of intellectual pride, mistaking 
his own selfish purpose for the moral imperative of the 
universe" (p. 213).
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that Hollingsworth’s self-absorption is so total that he is 
unaware of his effect on others: "It often amazed me, how­
ever, that Hollingsworth should show himself so recklessly 
tender towards Priscilla, and never once seem to think of 
the effect which it might have on her heart. But the man, 
as I have endeavored to explain, was thrown completely off 
his moral balance, and quite bewildered as to his personal 
relations, by his great excrescence of a philanthropic 
scheme" (p. 78). Here we see that indifference to the in­
tegrity of another human being which characterizes the be­
havior of so many of Hawthorne's scientists. Hollingsworth's 
preoccupation with prison reform has anesthetized his feel­
ings toward other men, and thereby cut him off from one of 
the most valuable aids to correct moral behavior open to 
any individual. To Coverdale, Hollingsworth's moral insen­
sitivity comes as no surprise. He tells Hollingsworth that 
all philanthropists are subject to similar limitations:
"The besetting sin of a philanthropist, it appears to me, 
is apt to be a moral obliquity. His sense of honor ceases 
to be the sense of other honorable men" Cp» 132). This in­
ability to discriminate consistently between good and evil 
afflicts other characters in Hawthorne's fiction as well as 
philanthropists. How reliable are Chillingworth's moral 
judgments, for example, or Rappaccini's? Hollingsworth 
shares another character trait with these villains, as is 
apparent in this conclusion of Coverdale's: "It is my
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private opinion, that, at this period of his life, Hollings-
12worth was fast going mad" (p. 56). The conjunction of 
suspected madness and an unbalanced moral perception should 
guarantee Hollingsworth a place as one of Hawthorne's clas­
sic possessed souls.
Zenobia indicts Hollingsworth on several counts dur­
ing their final meeting. All of her charges can be corre­
lated with the suspicions concerning Hollingsworth's human 
deficiencies implicit in Coverdale's first description of 
the man. Hollingsworth has just proclaimed the disinterest 
which he feels to be characteristic of all his behavior. 
Zenobia will not accept this misinterpretation:
It is all self! . . . Nothing else; nothing but 
self, self, self! The fiend, I doubt not, has made 
his choicest mirth of you, these seven years past, 
and especially in the mad summer which we have 
spent together. I see it now! I am awake, disen­
chanted, disenthralled! Self, self, self! You 
have embodied yourself in a project. . . . foremost, 
and blackest of your sins, you stifled down your 
inmost consciousness!— you did a deadly wrong to 
your own heart!— you were ready to sacrifice this 
girl, whom, if God ever visibly showed a purpose,
He put into your charge, and through whom He was 
striving to redeem you! (p. 218).
As Zenobia correctly understands, Hollingsworth has reached
12Hollingsworth's obsession seems to develop the 
hints given for the sketch of a mad reformer in Passages:
"A sketch to be given of a modern reformer— a type of the 
extreme doctrines on the subject of slaves, cold water, and 
other such topics. He goes about the streets haranguing 
most eloquently, and is on the point of making many con­
verts , when his labors are suddenly interrupted by the ap­
pearance of the keeper of a mad-house whence he has escaped. 
Much may be made of this idea" (IX, 20-21).
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a very low point on the human scale, owing to his insane 
preoccupation with but one element of human existance. His 
crimes seem to cry out for punishment.
Coverdale confesses to feeling for a time that Hol­
lingsworth gets away too easily from the evil he has caused: 
"But Hollingsworth! After all the evil that he did, are we 
to leave him thus, blest with the entire devotion of this 
one true heart, and with wealth at his disposal, to execute 
the long contemplated project that had led him so far 
astray? What retribution is there here?" (p. 242). The 
last meeting between Coverdale and Hollingsworth supplies 
all of the answers. Hollingsworth is not reveling in his 
good fortune as Coverdale had imagined; instead he is com­
pletely chastened; his face shows “a depressed and melan­
choly look, that seemed habitual; the powerfully built man 
showed a self-distrustful weakness, and a childlike, or 
childish, tendency to press close, and closer still, to the 
side of the slender woman whose arm was within his" (p.
242). Quite obviously Hollingsworth is a completely changed 
man from the iron-willed, bearish character we see at the 
novel's outset. The wealth he sought all along as a means 
to his reforming dream is now at his command, but, like 
Moses, Hollingsworth has been forced as the price of his 
forgiveness to abandon his plans to achieve the promised 
land. Hollingsworth has chosen the only possible form of 
atonement for his irresponsible and inhuman crusade— true
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contrition and a complete repudiation of the ideals which 
led him apart from the path of moderation. It is rare in 
Hawthorne's fiction that we discover a character saved from 
an obsession which has grown as aggravated as Hollings­
worth's. Holgrave, Elliston, the young couple in "The 
Great Carbuncle"— none of these characters attained their 
final salvation after such a marked departure from the mid­
dle ground. Hollingsworth's final situation can only be 
compared to the hypothetical case of Dimmesdale, recovered 
from his seizure, and removed to some distant land where 
Hester could protect him from the world.
Hollingsworth is intended to stand as a serious 
warning to those whose sense of mission is so great that it 
threatens to warp the rest of the personality. Though the 
cause may be worthy, we are told, excessive behavior cannot 
be condoned. Eccentricity for whatever purpose is a viola­
tion of the true nature of man, and a "ruling passion" pro­
vides limitless dangers of self-destruction: A ruling pas­
sion "ruins, or is fearfully apt to ruin, the heart; the 
rich juices of which God never meant should be pressed vio­
lently out, and distilled into alcoholic liquor, by an un­
natural process; but should render life sweet, bland, and 
gently beneficent, and insensibly influence other hearts 
and other lives to the same blessed end" (p. 243) .
Hollingsworth makes all the mistakes possible in 
turning himself into the inhuman slave of an ideal. Never­
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theless, he is saved in the end. He should be seen, then, 
not only as a warning to those liable to the same errors, 
but also as a symbol of hope to all. No matter how far one 
may depart from the norm, salvation is always possible so 
long as one still has the humility to admit guilt, and 
there is one loving heart to offer refuge.
CHAPTER VII
SEVERAL TYPES OF EXCESS: THE MARBLE FAUN
In considering Hawthorne's fiction, we have dis­
covered considerable complexity in his treatment of charac­
ters who are engaged in the ultimate battle between order 
and excess. Toward characters who manifest an absolutely 
evil obsession, such as Chillingworth and Judge Pyncheon, 
Hawthorne displays no sympathy. Toward other characters 
such as Hepzibah and Zenobia, who are obsessed but not 
menacing to their fellow men, Hawthorne's judgment is tem­
pered with mercy. Finally, toward another group of charac­
ters— Holgrave and Hollingsworth, for example— Hawthorne 
exercises a tolerance of temporary eccentricity out of con­
sideration for originally praiseworthy motives. Even in 
this last case, however, excess is not permitted unchecked 
growth. Domestic salvation has been offered to those 
nobler souls only in exchange for their repudiation of ex­
cess as a means toward their ends. The Marble Faun brings 
to its fullest complexity Hawthorne's ambivalence toward 
these last two varieties of characters. The four principal 
actors in this drama are all elevated above the plain of 
monomaniacal destruction. Toward each of the four Hawthorne 
displays both sympathy and criticism. Only two are blessed 
with the rewards of domestic bliss, however, and many
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readers question whether these two are more deserving than 
the others. Hawthorne1s moral distinctions are far subtler 
in this romance than in any other work we have examined, 
and for that reason his final judgments as narrator and 
moral arbiter resist strongly any attempt to reduce them to 
simple formulae.
Miriam is a familiar type in Hawthorne's fiction: 
she is the attractive woman who permits herself to engage 
in excessive behavior. As was the case with Hester and 
Zenobia, the author's qualified sympathy is apparent; but 
quite obvious also is his strong disapproval. Kenyon bears 
some significant resemblances to earlier characters also, 
especially in his sincere reliance on the moral guidance of 
a good woman. He differs from Holgrave and Hollingsworth 
principally in the mildness of his commitment to the un­
orthodox. Hilda and Donatello are substantially new fac­
tors in Hawthorne's moral equation in that each seems to 
exemplify the exaggeration of an important virtue. Unlike 
Richard Digby and the Reverend Mr. Hooper, Hilda and Dona­
tello diverge from the norm not through compulsive behavior, 
but rather through the lack of some balancing virtue. The 
new moral problem in this novel arises through inaction 
rather than action. This mixture of familiar and unfamiliar 
moral elements makes the location of the ethical norm in 
this novel a particularly challenging question.
Donatello's connection with nature is established
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early in the novel. The sensitivity of his three artistic 
friends is acute enough to perceive that he is nearly the 
modern equivalent of the faun of Praxitales. Further 
evidence for this equation comes out during Kenyon’s visit 
to Monte Beni when Donatello tells some fanciful anecdotes 
about his childhood which suggest an intimate sympathy with 
natural surroundings. The last sentence of the novel deals 
with the question of Donatello's supposedly pointed ears. 
There can be little doubt, then, that Donatello's function 
in the novel is connected closely with the forces of nature. 
One feels that perhaps too much is made of these ears, but 
their significance as signs of the generalized natural man 
are clearly established.
Hawthorne does not rely exclusively on this one sym­
bol, however; there is another recurring image that reveals 
Donatello's closeness to the natural state with equal 
clarity, and perhaps with more editorial significance. 
Donatello is repeatedly characterized in the earlier part 
of the novel as Miriam's pet dog. No reader of the novel 
could fail to recognize the presence of this image, but 
only a very careful reading reveals just how insistent is 
Hawthorne's assertion of the point. Consider the following 
examples from the earlier part of the novel:
She smiled, and bestowed on him a little careless 
caress, singularly like what one would give to a 
pet dog . . . (VI, 28)
If you consider him well, you will observe an odd
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mixture of the bulldog . . .  in our friend's compo­
sition . . . (VI, 33)
Donatello was as gentle and docile as a pet spaniel.
(VI, 59)
. . . wild, gentle, beautiful creature that he is!
It is like playing with a young greyhound! (VI, 102)
. . . like a pet spaniel, he followed his beloved
mistress wherever he could gain admittance. (VI,
158)
Her tone and gesture were such as she might have 
used in taming down the wrath of a faithful hound 
. . . (VI, 177)
Donatello, whose faithful watch was no more to be 
eluded than that of a hound, had stolen after her 
. . . (VI, 186)
Surely no one could argue that the recurrent appearance of 
this figure could be coincidental; it would seem rather 
that the devotion, the docility, and above all the irration­
ality of a pet dog appeared to Hawthorne as an especially 
apt symbol of Donatello's character.
The analogy takes on added plausibility in view of 
an editorial observation Hawthorne offers while dealing with 
the faun legends surrounding Monte Beni and Donatello's 
family. Having mentioned that the occasional fauns in the 
family were "Beautiful, strong, brave, kindly, sincere, of 
honest impulses, and endowed with simple tastes and the 
love of homely pleasures," Hawthorne concludes: "On the
other hand, there were deficiencies both of intellect and
Trollope makes brief mention of this aspect of 
Donatello's personality, but does not stress the insistence 
of the image (p. 121).
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heart, and especially, as it seemed in the development of 
the higher portion of man's nature" (VI, 271). These defi­
ciencies are very closely in keeping with the qualities of 
the various dogs listed above. Fauns, like dogs, we gather, 
have their place in the world, but this place should not be 
confused with the human situation. Donatello's response to 
the events of the novel reenforce dramatically the analogy 
between his character and that of a devoted, but definitely 
subhuman follower. Richard H. Fogle suggests that Dona­
tello is intended to illustrate the universal truth that 
"simplicity is . . . either sub- or super-human, while com- 
plexity is the stuff of humanity." Donatello's immaturity 
during the earlier stages of the novel can thus be seen as 
evidence of a lack more fundamental than simple inexperi­
ence.
The relationship between Donatello and Miriam early 
in the novel is reminiscent of the relationship between 
Phoebe and Clifford Pyncheon. Once again a sensitive and 
intelligent character afflicted with a blight of guilt is 
warmed by the natural virtues of a simpler friend. Dona­
tello is quite different from Phoebe, however, in that his 
simplicity does not receive the unmeasured approbation of 
everyone concerned. Kenyon's attitude toward Donatello's 
effect on Miriam seems at times as approving as that which
2Fogle, The Light and the Dark, p. 192.
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Hawthorne directs toward Phoebe in the earlier novel.
Thus, at one point Kenyon praises Donatello highly to Hilda: 
"Miriam, of late, has been very morbid and miserable, as we 
both know. Young as she is, the morning light seems already 
to have faded out of her life; and now comes Donatello, 
with natural sunshine enough for himself and her, and offers 
her the opportunity of making her heart and life all new 
and cheery again. People of high intellectual endowments 
do not require similar ones in those they love. They are 
just the persons to appreciate the wholesome gush of natural 
feeling, and honest affection, the simple joy, the fulness 
of contentment with what he loves, which Miriam sees in 
Donatello" (VI, 129). Immediately following this testi­
monial, however, Kenyon interjects a critical corrective 
which would be totally out of place when dealing with 
Phoebe: "True? she may call him a simpleton. It is a ne­
cessity of the case? for a man loses the capacity for this 
kind of affection, in proportion as he cultivates and re­
fines himself" (VI, 129). Fogle1s theory that total sim­
plicity such as Donatello's is "sub-human" appears in this 
light to be quite convincing. Phoebe's personality enables 
her to serve as an ethical norm for a series of variously 
imbalanced characters. Donatello seems to be imbalanced 
himself. Wherein lies the difference?
If, as we have argued, Phoebe stands for the ethical 
norm in The House of the Seven Gables, then Donatello to be
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on an equal plane of value would have to fulfill the same
function in this novel. The events of the story render
such a role impossible for him. Donatello is a murderer,
3and his motives are highly suspect. Even Miriam cannot 
accept Donatello's participation in the murder as an ethi­
cally responsible action: "To have perpetrated a dreadful
murder . . . on no better warrant than a boy1s idle fantasy!
I pity him from the very depths of my soul" (VI, 232).
Miriam, who might be expected to maintain a devoted atti­
tude toward Donatello comparable to that of Clifford Pyn- 
cheon toward Phoebe, instead looks at Donatello in a light 
very similar to that which colors Kenyon's critical obser­
vations quoted above. It would seem finally that Donatello's 
resemblance to Phoebe is a question of significant degrees. 
Both are natural rather than artificial characters, granted. 
But Phoebe acts as the golden mean for all human behavior,
while Donatello is acknowledged by the author to be repre­
sentative of a substandard strain of human beings— if a faun 
can be considered human at all. The naturalness that saved 
Phoebe from exaggeration in a world of affectation becomes 
for Donatello a principle of serious imbalance itself. By 
allowing even a good thing to go too far, one runs the dan-
See Joseph C. Pettison, "The Guilt of the Innocent 
Donatello," ESQ, No. 31 (1963), pp. 66-68, for the inter­
esting theory that Donatello grows increasingly aware of a 
growing hatred for the model, which requires only Miriam's 
approval to commit the murder.
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ger of incurring the author's ridicule and the aggravating 
agency of a guilty conscience. Intellectuality, then, is 
not the only distortion of personality that Hawthorne con­
demns. For the first time we see innocence and naturalness 
distorted into a personality that must be condemned.
Donatello shares with Miriam guilt from the model's 
death. The two also share another characteristic that usu­
ally accompanies any behavior outside the pale of normality 
in Hawthorne's fiction. The author describes Miriam and 
Donatello as mad. Shortly after they have murdered the 
model, the two are seen bound together in a uniquely inti­
mate relationship which draws its happiness from an unusual 
source: "And thus there exhaled upward (out of their dark
sympathy, at the base of which lay a human corpse) a bliss, 
or an insanity, which the unhappy pair imagined to be well 
worth the sleepy innocence that was forever lost to them.
. . . Their spirits rose to the solemn madness of the occa­
sion . . . "  (VI, 207). Here the action of Miriam and Dona­
tello, which sought to bring the world of circumstance un­
der her control, turns out to result in madness and a de­
crease of control even over the self. Donatello's differ­
ences from Phoebe take on greater distinctness when we 
recognize that in The Marble Faun it is the innocent who is 
drawn under the spell of the intellectual rather than vice 
versa. He is thus made guilty by association of the effect 
of Miriam's excesses.
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One gathers that Miriam's trust in the efficacy of 
murder as a justified response is not the first evidence of 
her mental imbalance. As the party of artists lingers in the 
Coliseum before going to the fatal precipice, Miriam is 
driven to distraction by the model1s penitential rituals: 
"Fancying herself wholly unseen, the beautiful Miriam began 
to gesticulate extravagantly, gnashing her teeth, flinging 
her arms wildly abroad, stamping with her foot. It was as 
if she had stepped aside for an instant, solely to snatch 
the relief of a brief fit of madness. . . . Thus, as soon 
as she threw off her self-control, under the dusky arches 
of the Coliseum, we may consider Miriam as a mad woman, 
concentrating the elements of a long insanity into that 
instant" (VI, 186-187). Hawthorne's critical stance here 
is clear. Miriam betrays a serious imbalance through her 
unorthodox response to a personal crisis. One would expect 
on this account little sympathy toward her on Hawthorne's 
part.
We have suggested at the beginning of this section 
that Miriam has something in common with Hester Prynne.
The similarity stems from more than an apparent strength of 
character on the part of both women, though this might well 
be noted in passing. Of more interest here is a mutual 
tendency toward eccentric, "dangerous" thinking. Both 
women feel a need to allow their minds to pursue truth 
rather than orthodoxy for its own sake. Hester's isolation
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leads her into experiments in theological and moral free- 
thinking: "She assumed a freedom of speculation, then com­
mon enough on the other side of the Atlantic, but which our 
forefathers, had they known it, would have held to be a 
deadlier crime than that stigmatized by the scarlet letter" 
(Scarlet Letter, p. 164). In Hester's case, the author 
sees such speculation as further evidence of her radical 
choice of self over the claims of conventional belief. 
Miriam's efforts in the area of original moral speculation 
are treated in a more clouded atmosphere. In a moral de­
bate with Kenyon late in the novel Miriam suggests that 
guilt may have had a salubrious effect on Donatello: "Was
it a means of education, bringing a simple and imperfect 
nature to a point of feeling and intelligence which it 
could have reached under no other discipline?" (VI, 491). 
Kenyon's shock at this suggestion is consistent with the
4moral thrust of the novel. Miriam, he seems to imply, is 
capable of such dangerous thinking only because she is cut 
off from the beneficial effects of Hilda's moral influence. 
Kenyon, for one, wants to hear no more of such talk: "Mor­
tal man has no right to tread on the ground where you now
set your feet" (VI, 491-492).
We might at this point pause briefly to consider the
4F. 0. Matthiessen draws attention to the contrast­
ing fates of Miriam-Donatello and Hilda-Kenyon as evidence 
that the novel does not proclaim the ennobling effects of 
sin (pp. 311-312).
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theme of the "Fortunate Fall" in this novel in order to 
arrive at some definite opinion concerning the validity of 
Miriam's speculation. For our purposes it should suffice 
to consider certain interrelated circumstances from this 
novel in perspective. First, only Miriam of all the moral 
theorists in this book, argues from an apparently personal 
conviction for the good effects of sin. Second, Miriam's 
guilt and "madness" are seen as inseparable from the murder 
for which she is punished with Hawthorne's apparent ap­
proval. Third, Hilda and Kenyon get off free despite their 
failures of charity. Does this not seem to suggest that 
isolation, guilt, and social disorder are the usual condi­
tions under which unorthodox moral speculation takes place? 
Are not these the very conditions which Hawthorne repeatedly 
castigates as excessive and destructive of all that is best 
in life? Do any of those characters who receive the author's 
obvious approval for their "normality" engage in original 
thinking of this sort? No. Apparently, then, Hawthorne 
sees Miriam's speculations largely as one more aspect of 
her highly eccentric personality. The plausibility of the 
"Fortunate Fall" theory in the abstract should not blind 
any reader committed to this theory to the distinctly oppo­
site thrust of Hawthorne's novel. Unless one posits an ex­
tremely ironic view of good fortune, it can hardly be 
argued that Miriam and Donatello emerge as Hawthorne's 
heroes. Hawthorne's careful qualifications concerning the
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potentially beneficial effect of sin draw our attention re­
peatedly to his discomfort at considering such a radical 
theory. The elevation of Hilda, who has repeatedly re­
jected the theory, strongly supports a belief that Haw-
5thorne arrives at a similar rejection.
We must be careful when dealing with Miriam not to 
forget the sequence in which her personality reveals itself. 
We have already seen that she gave evidence of madness be­
fore the murder. Let us now consider some instances in 
which she reveals an unorthodox approach to serious moral 
questions long before the murder and her defense of the 
"Fortunate Fall." In the earlier part of the novel in 
which the principal characters are touring the catacombs, 
their guide offers a legend concerning a dangerous spirit 
who "watches near parties that come into the catacomb, es­
pecially if they be heretics, hoping to lead some straggler 
astray" (VI, 42). Almost at once the others notice that 
Miriam is missing. The sequence of events can hardly be 
taken as unintentional. Hawthorne obviously intends the
CPeter G. Beidler offers the most reasonable expla­
nation of Hawthorne’s attitude toward the Fortunate Fall: 
"To say that Hawthorne believed that sin could have educa­
tive effects is not necessarily to say that he believed 
that only sin could have educative effects, or that he be- 
lieved that the educative effects could not be balanced or 
overbalanced by bad effects, or that he believed that 
Adam's fall was the predestined means by which we are all 
to achieve a higher state," "The Theme of the Fortunate 
Fall in The Marble Faun," ESQ, No. 47 (1967), p. 61? see 
also Male, p. 9; and Robert Stanton, "Dramatic Irony in 
Hawthorne's Romances," MLN, LXXI (1956), 425-426.
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reader to associate the legend with what follows. Miriam, 
then, is a "heretic," in danger from this malign spirit.
It would seem rather an oblique approach to argue that Haw­
thorne simply intends us to regard the term "heretic" as 
the guide's Roman Catholic prejudice against Protestants. 
Rather, it seems more likely to be the accurate term for 
one who doubts, or who believes in ideas inimical to the 
accepted truths of the orthodox faith. Miriam's theory 
concerning the constructive aspects of sin could hardly be 
acceptable to a mid-nineteenth-century orthodox Christian 
conscience. Miriam lends further plausibility to this view 
in the next chapter when she explains her meeting with the 
stranger by means of a "romantic fantasy" in which she 
lightly puts up her salvation as security against an effort 
to secure the conversion of the "old infidel" (VI, 50).
These incidents do not appear particularly significant when 
considered singly, but I think they may be seen as indica­
tions of the general point of view from which Hawthorne 
presents Miriam's character. She is never content to think 
as everyone else does, either before or after the murder.
Miriam's inability to accept moral conformity alarms 
Kenyon, as we have seen. It is no less distressing to 
Hilda. Shortly before the murder Miriam expresses a nos­
talgic longing for the innocent faith that underlies Hilda's 
conversation. Yet, even the obvious anxiety in Miriam's 
words fails to distract Hilda's attention from the shock of
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hearing doubts:
"Hilda, my religious Hilda," whispered Miriam, 
suddenly drawing the girl close to her, "do you 
know how it is with me? I would give all I have or 
hope— my life, oh how freely— for one instant of 
your trust in God! You little guess my need of it.
You really think, then, that He sees and cares for 
us?"
"Miriam, you frighten me.“
"Hush, hush! do not let them hear you!" whispered 
Miriam. "I frighten you, you say; for Heaven's 
sake, how? Am I strange? is there anything wild in 
my behavior?"
"Only for that moment," replied Hilda, "because 
you seemed to doubt God's providence." (VI, 197).
Miriam's doubts are very much of a piece with her character
as we come to know it in the novel. The general function
of her doubts on points of orthodox belief seems to be more
a means of reenforcing the singularity of her behavior than
an honest effort to work out some sort of acceptable answer
which takes account of the arguments on either side of the
debate. As with Hester, the intellectual seems to be a
symptom of the moral.
Much later in the novel, in the same alarming con­
versation quoted earlier, Miriam offers Kenyon another idea 
which he must find very startling. Miriam says that she 
has been trying to broaden Donatello's rational capabili­
ties. One of the ideas she has proposed to him is that 
"there is no such thing as earthly justice, and especially 
none here, under the head of Christendom" (VI, 490). This 
sort of thinking associates Miriam very closely with Hester
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Prynne and forces us to recognize the justice of Hawthorne's 
remark about the danger of such thinking in the minds of 
the Puritan elders. Miriam is punished for her behavior in 
this novel but not nearly so severely as she would have 
been in a Puritan setting. One feels that Hawthorne's ef­
fort to write a more modern tale committed him to accepting 
certain modern trappings of dress, behavior, and, perhaps, 
thought for his female characters. He seems unable to re­
direct his own fundamental attitude toward the original and 
unorthodox, however. He might take note of the modern 
woman's greater individuality, but he refuses to endorse 
such assertions.
Miriam reveals unsettling characteristics not only 
in her moral speculations, but also in her painting. The 
chapter entitled "Miriam* s Studio" shows us Hawthorne beset 
by obviously conflicting impressions. We are told that 
Miriam paints two styles of pictures. One type, which Do­
natello prefers, and which Hawthorne describes with great 
feeling, involves scenes of domestic bliss "so finely and 
subtly idealized that they seemed such as we may see at any 
moment, and everywhere; while still there was the indefin­
able something added, or taken away, which makes all the 
difference between sordid life and an earthly paradise.
The feeling and sympathy in all of them were deep and true" 
(VI, 62). The author hopes that such pictures are "more 
truly characteristic of the artist."
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The other sort of pictures causes Donatello to cover 
his eyes in fear and disgust. These are all Biblical 
scenes depicting various women "acting the part of a re­
vengeful mischief towards man" (VI, 61). The pictures in­
volving Jael, Judith, and Herodias are too alarmingly vivid 
for Donatello. Later in this chapter, however, he is 
struck by the beauty of Miriam's self-portrait. Hawthorne's 
description of this portrait reveals more insight than 
Donatello possesses: "Gazing at this portrait, you saw
what Rachel might have been, when Jacob deemed her worth 
the wooing seven years, and seven more; or perchance she 
might ripen to be what Judith was, when she vanquished Holo- 
fernes with her beauty, and slew him for too much adoring 
it" (VI, 65). The woman represented in this portrait seems 
dangerous, as Hawthorne is well aware.^ The strength of 
character which produces this sort of danger is neverthe­
less attractive. Miriam must seem plausible as a woman of 
powerful attraction as well as danger if her function in 
the novel is to be fulfilled successfully. Thus, she 
paints both types of pictures. Thus too, she is shown, in
^The author's ambivalence toward Miriam is reflected 
in the entry from the English Notebooks which appears to be 
the kernel of Miriam's character; at a dinner given by the 
Lord Mayor of London, Hawthorne is seated at a table with a 
lovely Jewess: "I never should have thought of touching
her, nor desired to touch her; for, whether owing to dis­
tinctness of race, my sense that she was a Jewess, or what­
ever else, I felt a sort of repugnance, simultaneously with 
my perception that she was an admirable creature" (p. 321).
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the same chapter in which she is compared to a Biblical 
homicide, quietly mending a pair of gloves, as docile per­
haps as Hilda. That the reader may be in no confusion as 
to the significance of the mending, Hawthorne concludes: 
"Methinks it is a token of healthy and gentle characteris­
tics, when women of high thoughts and accomplishments love 
to sew; especially as they are never more at home with their 
own hearts than while so occupied1' (VI, 56). Miriam's be­
havior as an eccentric and her true vocation as a domestic 
light thus come together in an illuminating contrast.
There can be little doubt that Hawthorne would pre­
fer Miriam to remain always in the more restrained, "femi­
nine" role. Her anarchic independence of thought and be­
havior is ultimately threatening to the peaceful surface of 
society. As we have seen in dealing with Hester and Zeno- 
bia, a female of striking personality is more threatening 
than appealing. Hawthorne is careful to show us that Miriam 
is sensitive to her own shortcomings. The peculiar com­
plexity of the author's attitude in this novel appears, 
however, in ironic suggestions that Hilda is perhaps not 
the ideal alternative as a balanced woman.
Despite their fundamentally different orientations, 
Miriam seems often to be sensible of Hilda's apparently 
superior moral nature. In the significant chapter in which 
she discusses the potential goodness of some sins with 
Kenyon, Miriam is deeply touched at the thought of her
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moral separation from Hilda. With tears in her eyes,
Miriam confesses to Kenyon that she has "become a horror to 
your saint-like Hilda, by a crime which she herself saw me 
help to perpetrate!" (VI, 488). Certainly on one level 
there is ample justification for Miriam's grief. If Hilda 
provides the moral focus of the novel, then any character 
at variance with her is outside the mainstream of human 
morality. On the other hand, there are frequent hints from 
Hawthorne that Hilda's personality, if not her conscience, 
is open to some measure of criticism. In this light, 
Miriam's epithet "saint-like" may carry sarcastic overtones. 
It is apparent later on in the story that Miriam does feel 
a certain measure of antagonism toward Hilda, despite her 
expressions of sorrow at their separation here. The ordeal 
which Miriam forces Hilda and Kenyon to undergo to achieve 
their reconciliation can only be the result of a lingering 
resentment toward them.
Hawthorne claims to be at somewhat of a loss to ex­
plain Miriam's mysterious behavior in contriving this re­
union: "We can only account for it, by supposing that the
fitful and fantastic imagination of a woman— sportive, be­
cause she must otherwise be desperate— had arranged this 
incident, and made it the condition of a step which her 
conscience, or the conscience of another, required her to 
take" (VI, 515). I do not believe that many readers would 
find Miriam's resentment toward Hilda puzzling. There are
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many aspects of Hilda's personality that distress the 
reader from the first. She is, perhaps, too good to be 
human. Her earlier repudiation of her friend— "Do not come 
nearer, Miriam" (VI, 241)— might be attributed to a theo­
retical morality but not to true Christian charity. The 
virtue of innocence proves unfortunate to Donatello. It 
should come as no surprise, then, to discover, that even 
"goodness" may become a principle of imbalance if permitted 
unchecked freedom.
Hawthorne's sister-in-law Elizabeth Peabody points
out in an early review of the novel that Hilda suffers from
7the "unconscious pharisaism of a child's innocence." This 
seems to be a particularly successful description of the 
strange imbalance in Hilda's makeup which is chided but not 
punished by the author. Of Hilda's "childish innocence" 
there can be little doubt. The repeated symbolism of the 
doves makes Hilda's equation with the virtues they suggest 
apparent from the first. One passage is particularly expli­
cit and should suffice to establish the connection:
She dwelt in her tower, possessing a friend or two 
in Rome, but no home companion except the flock of 
doves, whose cote was in a ruinous chamber contigu­
ous to her own. They soon became as familiar with 
the fair-haired Saxon girl as if she were a born 
sister of their brood; and her customary white robe 
bore such an analogy to their snowy plumage that the 
confraternity of artists called Hilda the Dove, and
7 [Elizabeth Peabody] "The Genius of Hawthorne," 
Atlantic Monthly, XXII (1868), 363.
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recognized her aerial apartment as the Dove-cote.
And while the other doves flew far and wide in 
search of what was good for them, Hilda likewise 
spread her wings, and sought such ethereal and 
imaginative sustenance as God ordains for creatures 
of her kind. (VI, 73)
This passage suggests both Hilda's "childish innocence" and
also the voluntary isolation from sinful beings that might
properly be called "unconscious pharisaism."
Hilda lives above other men not only spatially, but 
also morally. Kenyon is repeatedly struck by Hilda's ex­
alted, and inviolable, moral stand. Wandering by her tower 
one day, he adopts an attitude almost approaching worship: 
"How like a spirit she looks, aloft there, with the evening 
glory round her head, and those winged creatures claiming 
her as akin to them! . . . How far above me! how unattain­
able! Ah, if I could lift myself to her region! Or,— if 
it not be a sin to wish it,— would that I might draw her 
down to an earthly fireside!" (VI, 423). Since Hilda's moral 
righteousness indicates that her view of self is not unlike 
the perspective from which Kenyon views her, it is not sur­
prising that she feels justified in her unyielding judg­
ments of Beatrice Cenci and Miriam.
Hawthorne surrounds Hilda with an aura of sanctity 
throughout the novel. The scene of Hilda at her window 
seems to be the indirect product of Hawthorne's exposure to 
great quantities of religious painting in Rome. Hilda 
seems in this scene to be a saintly— perhaps madonna-like—  
figure with a nimbus of light about her head and winged—
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perhaps angelic— figures encircling her. Kenyon habitually 
sees Hilda in a saintly light totally removed from any of 
the sarcasm that might be gathered from Miriam's descrip­
tion of Hilda as "saint-like" {VI, 488). To Kenyon, even 
Hilda's room participates in her religious character in 
much the same way that relics of a saint might be esteemed 
for their association with holiness. Entering the sanctu­
ary of her room after her disappearance, Kenyon is deeply 
affected: "The maidenly neatness and simple grace, recog­
nizable in all the arrangements, made him visibly sensible 
that this was the daily haunt of a pure soul, in whom reli­
gion and love of beauty were at one" (VI, 460). The analogy 
of sainthood reaches its climax after Hilda has agreed to 
marry Kenyon, unworthy as he thinks himself: "Hilda was
coming down from her old tower, to be herself enshrined and 
worshipped as a household saint, in the light of her hus­
band's fireside" (VI, 521). Kenyon seems finally guilty of 
the same sort of idolatry for which he so severely criti­
cizes the Roman Church. Quasi-deification seems hardly a 
suitable punishment for "unconscious pharisaism." We would 
be surprised to see Hilda escaping without any criticism from 
the author for her imbalance.
In fact, of course, Hilda is criticized in the novel. 
We have already examined a suggestion that Miriam is per­
mitted to maintain an attitude toward Hilda that consists 
at least in part of sarcasm and antagonism. Kenyon and
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Donatello offer no criticism of Hilda; but the author ap­
proaches some aspects of her behavior with a much less 
adoring eye. On a fairly subtle level, Hilda's taste in 
art is used as a pointer to certain defects in her moral 
sensibility. For example, Miriam feels that Beatrice Cenci 
is pitiable as a woman beset by violent circumstances:
"Poor sister Beatrice! for she was still a woman, Hilda, 
still a sister, be her sin or sorrow what they might" (VI, 
87). Hilda approaches the matter of the Cenci scandal with 
an unyielding rectitude; to her, Beatrice's "doom is just!" 
(VI, 85). The reader naturally expects Hawthorne to side 
with Miriam1s more moderate view despite the fact that such 
partisanship would cast Hilda in a most unflattering light. 
Hawthorne, in describing a portrait of Beatrice, says, "Who, 
indeed, can look at that mouth,— with its lips half apart 
as innocent as a baby's that has been crying,— and not pro­
nounce Beatrice sinless?" (VI, 239). We must recall that 
Hilda could, and did, pronounce Beatrice guilty; but not, 
one should add, from an analysis of this portrait. In fact, 
this portrait is intended to establish the mutual resem­
blance and innocence of Hilda and Beatrice. The irony is 
significant in that it reminds us that Hilda is on record as 
making a quick, and as it turns out, incorrect moral judg­
ment of Beatrice. This error is certainly incompatible with 
Hilda's supposed saintliness.
Hilda's violent revulsion at anything which is not
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absolutely as pure as her doves leads her into error not 
merely in her estimation of Beatrice Cenci, but also of 
the Guido picture of the Archangel Michael. Miriam finds 
herself unable to value this picture as highly as Hilda 
has always done, and offers this explanation for their dif­
ference of opinion: “If it cost her more trouble to be
good, if her soul were less white and pure, she would be a 
more competent critic of this picture, and would estimate 
it not half so high" (VI, 216). Miriam continues by char­
acterizing the picture in uncomplimentary terms which seem 
strangely to sound somewhat like Kenyon's descriptions of 
Hilda. Miriam's description of Michael, though highly sar­
castic, sounds remarkably like some of the descriptions we 
have had already of Hilda: "What a dainty air of the first
celestial society1 With what half-scornful delicacy he 
sets his prettily sandalled foot on the head of his pros­
trate foe!" (VI, 216). Guido's Michael seems to share with 
Hilda a delicacy of temperament and a self-conviction of 
moral probity that in this instance at least can be seen to 
be ridiculous. Ridicule, as we have often seen in Haw­
thorne, is a valuable clue in detecting the degree to which 
a character has departed from the ideal middle ground.
This evidence has come to light largely through con­
trasts between Hilda and Miriam, a very questionable norm 
of balance. At other times Hawthorne's criticism of Hilda 
is expressed in clearer terms. In a conversation that
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takes place after their breach of friendship, Miriam gives 
explicit form to the suggestions of Hilda's artistic limi­
tations implicit in her earlier criticism. Miriam has 
questioned Hilda's coldness toward her, and Hilda defends 
herself in this way: "But I am a poor, lonely girl, whom
God has set here in an evil world, and given her only a 
white robe, and bid her wear it back to Him, as white as 
when she put it on. Your powerful magnetism would be too 
much for me. The pure, white atmosphere, in which I try to 
discern what things are good and true, would be discolored. 
And, therefore, Miriam, before it is too late, I mean to 
put faith in this awful heart-quake which warns me hence­
forth to avoid you" (VI, 243). For all of her protestations 
of weakness, there is an unpleasant air of self-congratula-
Otion about Hilda's words here. Miriam is quick to catch 
hint of Hilda's defects: "I always said, Hilda, that you
were merciless; for I had a perception of it, even while 
you loved me best. You have no sin, nor any conception of 
what it is; and therefore you are so terribly severe! As 
an angel, you are not amiss; but as a human creature, and a 
woman among earthly men and women, you need a sin to soften
pHilda seems constantly to be trying to deny Haw­
thorne's dictum in "Fancy's Show Box": "Man must not dis­
claim his brotherhood even with the guiltiest, since, 
though his hand be clean, his heart has surely been pol­
luted by the flitting phantoms of iniquity" (I, 257); 
Virginia 0. Birdsall finds Hilda guilty on this score 
(p. 253).
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you" (VI, 243). Miriam's suggestion that a sin might bene­
fit Hilda seems misdirected; we have already found evidence 
to discredit such a facile explanation of the Fortunate 
Fall. Nevertheless, Miriam seems to have hit upon Hilda's 
problem. An innocence which would seek to deny the limita­
tions of man as a moral being is a dangerous innocence. As 
in the case of Young Goodman Brown, absolutism, even for 
the noblest of purposes, is incompatible with man's true 
nature. Hilda's treatment of Miriam seems to suggest that 
the absolute purity of the dove can become a principle of 
distortion in a human being. Phoebe's innocence, for ex­
ample, is compatible with her charity toward all men. When 
the virtue is allowed to assume an absolute character in
Hilda, it demands the sacrifice of other human attributes,
gespecially of love.
Even Kenyon perceives that there is something dis­
turbing about Hilda's moral posture. In another debate 
concerning the potentially beneficial results of sin, he 
suggests that Hilda might be behaving too severely toward 
her former friends: "Ah, Hilda, . . . you do not know, for
you could never learn it from your own heart, which is all 
purity and rectitude, what a mixture of good there may be 
in things evil. . . . Might we not render some such verdict
QEisinger makes a very pertinent point in this re­
gard: "The cultivation of any single trait or quality to
the detriment of other characteristics will destroy balance 
and must be avoided" (p. 29).
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as this?— 'Worthy of Death, but not unworthy of Love!1" (VI, 
436-437). The question seems to be a good one, worthy of
some consideration, but Hilda's answer is quick and defi­
nite: "Never, . . . This thing as regards its causes, is
all a mystery to me, and must remain so. But there is, I 
believe, only one right and one wrong; and I do not under­
stand, and may God keep me from ever understanding, how two
things so totally unlike can be mistaken for one another; 
nor how two mortal foes, as Right and Wrong surely are, can 
work together in the same deed. This is my faith; and I 
should be led astray, if you could persuade me to give it 
up" (VI, 437) . It is difficult to avoid the suspicion that 
Hawthorne intends some sort of irony through the severity 
of Hilda's language here. The charge of "unconscious Phari­
saism" seems particularly relevant.
Kenyon does not take up this particular line in an­
swering Hilda, however. Instead, he adopts a bantering 
tone, somewhat similar to that used at first by Holgrave in 
his dealings with Phoebe: "‘Alas for poor human nature,
then!' said Kenyon, sadly, and yet half smiling at Hilda's 
unworldly and impracticable theory" (VI, 437). One feels 
somehow that a smile is hardly an appropriate response to 
Hilda's inhuman declaration, but Kenyon is a rather unusual 
young man in this respect. The closest he comes to active 
disagreement with Hilda's point of view is a muted restate­
ment of Miriam's feelings: "You need no mercy, and therefore
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know not how to show any: (VI, 437). Apparently Kenyon's 
earlier conviction of Hilda's moral superiority to all 
other mortals cannot be affected even by such an obvious 
display of cold-heartedness.
We have seen that Hilda ignores all suggestions that 
she should soften her moral attitudes. At times, however, 
it appears that the events of the novel seem to be bringing 
about this change without her active participation. After 
her experience in the confessional, Hilda appears to Kenyon 
as a changed person: "Kenyon had never found her so de­
lightful as now; so softened out of the chilliness of her 
virgin pride . . . "  (VI, 420). Yet in the next chapter we 
discover the passage in which Kenyon questions the justice 
of Hilda's repudiation of Miriam. The explanation for this 
confusion seems to lie once again in Kenyon's peculiar atti­
tude toward the woman he loves. Kenyon and Hilda seem to 
be alone in all of Rome, yet still Hilda's "gentle reserve" 
keeps him at a distance. Hawthorne explains the behavior 
of the two lovers in this strange formula: "It is very
beautiful, though the lover's heart may grow chill at the 
perception, to see how the snow will sometimes linger in a 
virgin's breast, even after the spring is well advanced"
(VI, 425). Hilda's capacities for growth seem to be dis­
tinctly limited. Although she witnesses a murder, experi­
ences a discomforting guilt, and exposes her feelings to a 
strange priest, the extent of her development does not
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reach a softening toward Miriam and Donatello, nor a sacri­
fice yet of her "white robe" for a life with Kenyon. The 
only evidence the reader is given of the change which Ken­
yon purports to have taken place in Hilda's soul is her ap­
proval of his "tiger-like" statue of Cleopatra. Even here, 
however, Hilda is less than passionate: "I am ashamed to
tell you how much I admire this statue" (VI, 430). This, 
apparently, is enough for Kenyon.^-0
Throughout the novel Kenyon endeavors to bring his 
behavior and even his art into conformity with Hilda’s ab­
solute vision of reality. Her approval of his statue, how­
ever qualified, her rebuke of his moral speculations, how­
ever gentle, can alter completely the direction of his life. 
Kenyon senses in Hilda the same strength of character and 
firmness of commitment that Holgrave sees in Phoebe. Ken­
yon, for example, proposes to accompany Hilda when she re­
turns to the precipice, but her word of refusal is potent 
enough to turn him away without a murmur: "The sculptor
was a good deal mortified, and perhaps a little angry? but 
he knew Hilda's mood of gentle decision and independence 
too well not to obey her" (VI, 200). It is one of the
^Kenyon's conviction that Hilda experiences moral 
growth from her part in the tragedy is refuted by Peter D. 
Zivkovic: "The point is that Hilda does not lose her in­
nocence . . . Artistically, Hawthorne wanted her to, but 
morally he was too stiff; he could not permit it," "The 
Evil of the Isolated Intellect: Hilda, in The Marble Faun,"
The Personalist, XLIII (1962), 203.
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curiosities of the plot that this decision of Hilda's 
brought about the experience which she seemed to suffer 
from so much. Perhaps if Kenyon had accompanied her, their 
mutual experience might have offered strength to them in 
much the same way that Donatello and Miriam were strength­
ened through a shared experience. Given Hilda's character, 
however, it seems highly unlikely that she could be ima­
gined yielding to Kenyon's persuasions. Given Kenyon's 
character, furthermore, it seems hardly likely that he 
would attempt to argue with her. Kenyon feels throughout 
that Hilda is after all justified in all her opinions.
Even her decision to visit the priest is accepted despite 
Kenyon's determined opposition to the Roman Church. He can 
never hold a point against Hilda, and further, cannot bear 
to hear anyone else criticize her either. When in Perugia 
Miriam speaks of Hilda with some annoyance, Kenyon responds 
"a little angry at her unseasonable scruples, and also at 
[her] half-complaining reference to Hilda's just severity" 
(VI, 364). Kenyon's failure to criticize Hilda's coldness 
toward Miriam thus becomes more intelligible: to him this
coldness seems to be justified punishment, not inhuman 
cruelty.
Hilda is obviously capable of no wrong in Kenyon's 
eyes. His most abject capitulation comes during the final 
moral debate of the novel. Earlier (VI, 436-437) he had 
attempted some mild speculation along the lines suggested
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to him by Miriam. Hilda's immediate censure produced Ken­
yon's immediate withdrawal and his "half smile." When the 
lovers next debate the nature of sin, in the last chapter, 
Kenyon hazards this question: "Did Adam fall, that we
might ultimately rise to a far loftier paradise than his?" 
(VI, 519). Hilda's response and Kenyon's reaction summarize 
the relationship between these two characters most suc­
cinctly:
"Oh, hush!" cried Hilda, shrinking from him with an 
expression of horror which wounded the poor, specu­
lative sculptor to the soul. "This is terrible; 
and I could weep for you, if you indeed believe it.
Do you not perceive what a mockery your creed makes, 
not only of all religious sentiments, but of moral 
law? and how it annuls and obliterates whatever 
precepts of Heaven are written deepest within us?
You have shocked me beyond words!"
"Forgive me, Hilda!" exclaimed the sculptor, 
startled by her agitation; "I never did believe 
it! . . (VI, 520).
Perhaps Kenyon's memory of Hilda's turning away from Miriam 
is an important ingredient here. He is certainly aware 
that he is skating on very thin ice. This surrender of 
"poor, speculative" Kenyon is pathetic indeed, but certain­
ly entirely consistent with behavior earlier in the novel. 
His final plea— "0 Hilda, guide me home!" (VI, 520)— is the 
fitting climax to his insistent stress throughout the novel 
on the godlike qualities of this woman.
Certainly Hilda is at the heart of this novel. We 
have encountered several varied, but not totally discreet, 
attitudes toward her already. Miriam is often sarcastic
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and critical; enough so as to provoke Kenyon to Hilda's de­
fense. Yet, Miriam also seems convinced of Hilda's guilt­
lessness of deliberate sin, and her complete devotion to 
the tenets of her religion. Kenyon seems at times to re­
gard Hilda with some of that sort of amusement that sug­
gests a feeling of superiority; almost at once, however, he 
abandons this pose for one of abject adoration. Hawthorne 
must obviously be equally ambivalent since he permits both 
elements to exist without explicit editorial bias.'*''*' Now 
and then, it is true, the author seems to regard Hilda with 
an air of tolerant mockery such as that which he devotes to 
the harmlessly imbalanced such as Hepzibah Pyncheon. Con­
sider, for example, the long essay concerning an innocent 
soul's first exposure to tragedy. Obviously Hilda's great 
moral disquiet is the impulse for this essay, yet Hawthorne 
feels free to offer us the consolation that our supposition 
that "the catastrophe involved the whole moral world” (VI, 
376) is highly exaggerated. His final counsel calls for a 
necessary perspective on the individual crisis.
On another occasion Hawthorne seems to be employing 
the same sarcasm which colors many of Miriam's statements 
about Hilda. In this instance Hilda has had some passing
^Julian Hawthorne may help us to understand Haw­
thorne's refusal to condemn Hilda through his suggestion 
that "Sophia Hawthorne, with her more winning and humane 
characteristics omitted, would have furnished ample materi­
als for a Hilda," Nathaniel Hawthorne and his Wife, 2 vols. 
(Boston, 1899), II, 2 2 5 .
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qualms about her coldness to Miriam, and hopes to dispell 
these by delivering the package entrusted to her by her 
former friend: "Recurring to the delinquencies of which
she fancied (we say 'fancied,' because we do not unhesi­
tatingly adopt Hilda's present view, but rather suppose her 
misled by her feelings)— of which she fancied herself 
guilty towards her friend, she suddenly remembered a sealed 
packet that Miriam had confided to her" (VI, 439). One 
finds it difficult to accept Hawthorne's diagnosis of 
Hilda's tender "feelings" toward Miriam as entirely accurate. 
Hilda has shown herself up to this point secure against at­
tacks of human sympathy. Rather, it would seem that Haw­
thorne adopts this pose to underscore through irony Hilda's 
lack of feeling. Miriam speaks of Hilda as "saint-like"; 
Hawthorne excuses Hilda for a heart that is too easily 
moved toward a friend; and the reader finds it extremely 
difficult to accept either statement as sincere.
It is important to remember finally that despite 
reservations on the part of some characters, and apparently 
the author, Hilda is "exalted" in the end as if she had be­
haved all along with perfect Christian charity toward all. 
There can be no doubt that Hilda's principal characteristic 
is some sort of imbalance. She tries to live above nature, 
without sympathy for her fellow men. Her ideals are abso­
lutes; she demands, like Young Goodman Brown, a good that 
is white and an evil that is black, with no grays between
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the two poles. Elsewhere in Hawthorne's fiction such a 
world view would result in tragedy for the holder. Hilda 
escapes with little more than an amused smile from most ob­
servers within the novel. Faced with an extremely artifi­
cial character who embraces the poles represented by moral 
absoluteness and practical conservatism, Hawthorne seems to 
respond most uncharacteristically. Turning his back on a 
failure of human charity that causes great suffering, Haw­
thorne accepts the virtues of innocence, practicality, and 
"unconscious pharisaism" as a viable alternative to love.
Most modern readers feel uncomfortable with the 
moral implications of this novel. We may, for example, ac­
cept the reading of Hubert H. Hoeltje that The Marble Faun 
represents the maturity of Hawthorne's life-long moral 
vision: "Happily, in his new incarnation, the artist, in­
spired by the warmth of heart which his creator had found 
in his own life in the intervening years, was no longer in­
sulated from human kind. Instead, he knew now the meaning
of the friendship and love which keep a man from extrava-
12gant thoughts and desires and hopes." Surely the attain­
ment of a life free from extravagance would appear after 
all we have seen of Hawthorne's philosophy a rich fulfill­
ment. There is the problem, nevertheless, that although 
Kenyon is not "insulated from human kind," he is able to
IPHubert H. Hoeltje, Inward Sky: The Mind and Heart 
of Nathaniel Hawthorne (Durham, N. C., 1962), p. 508.
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gain his domestic security only through connivance with 
Hilda's lack of charity. That Hawthorne is aware of this 
difficulty is apparent from his inability to suppress 
subtle criticisms of Hilda. His opposition to excess of 
any sort argues against his complete support of a character 
who is ironically the ultimate realization of his fondest 
dreams of woman. Despite his reservations, however, Haw­
thorne is so repelled by the excesses of Miriam and Dona­
tello in the opposite direction that he is forced to award 
the palm to Hilda and Kenyon. F. 0. Matthiessen concludes 
that "the unintended impression of self-righteousness and 
priggishness that exudes from" Hilda and Kenyon "brings to
the fore some extreme limitations of the standards that
13Hawthorne took for granted.1 These “limitations" and 





Let us begin our concluding remarks by reexamining a 
remark by Killicent Bell quoted earlier: Hawthorne "peo­
ples his fiction with examples of human character of an ec­
centricity almost past belief . . . but he labors to achieve 
the disclosure of universal nature, the norm. . . . Such an 
effort is classically humanistic, for it conceives of a 
centrality in human nature, a universal which it is man's 
function to fulfill, rather than to flout by the devices of 
egotism."1 By this time, we have encountered enough char­
acters on the order of Wakefield, Richard Digby, and Hepzi- 
bah Pyncheon, to acknowledge the accuracy of Miss Bell's 
claim that Hawthorne paints eccentrics. We have also cited 
repeatedly Hawthorne's proposal as an alternative to eccen­
tricity— the human "norm." Peter Goldthwaite, Hester 
Prynne, and Zenobia are all advised to bring their lives 
into closer accord with the "centrality of human nature." 
This advice to conform may seem somewhat vague, however, or 
at least, generally acceptable enough to most men to merit 
no claim as the foundation of a "classically humanistic" 
outlook on life. The contexts in which Hawthorne offers
1Bell, p. 23.
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this advice to his erring characters are so varied, however, 
that we may arrive at a more definite formulation of his 
moral tenets through a series of comparisons and contrasts. 
In this last section, I would like to examine more closely 
the suppositions about man and his relationship to the uni­
verse which I feel to lie behind the moral consistency of 
Hawthorne's work, in an effort to make clearer my conten­
tion that Hawthorne may best be viewed as a fundamentally 
"conservative" writer.
Hawthorne's belief in the existence of a norm for 
human behavior is hardly an esoteric concept. Throughout 
this study we have seen repeated claims by critics that 
Hawthorne's suggestion to his radical characters is for the 
adoption of some form of behavior closer to the orthodox. 
Arlin Turner gives a formula for Hawthorne's thinking along 
these lines which is particularly incisive in that it takes 
account of Hawthorne's allegiance to patterns of conduct 
established through long tradition: "Hawthorne saw human
nature to be uniform throughout the ages, except for incon- 
sequential deviations." We need not rely totally on in­
ferential theories to establish this point, however; Haw­
thorne's English Notebooks provide personal testimony that 
closely parallels what we, and other readers, have concluded 
from a reading of his fiction.
2Turner, Nathaniel Hawthorne, p. 99.
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First, concerning history, Hawthorne writes, "If 
mankind were all intellect, they would be continually chang­
ing, so that one age would be entirely unlike another. The 
great conservative is the heart, which remains the same in 
all ages; so that common-places of a thousand years stand­
ing are as effective as ever" (p. 45). It is important to 
note in connection with this remark that the values which 
Hawthorne sees as persisting from age to age are fundamen­
tal and not accidental; the Pyncheon family may rise or 
fall, but egotism will remain a serious failing forever. 
Later on in the English Notebooks, Hawthorne reflects on 
the varied band of pilgrims who visit him at the Liverpool 
consulate: "I see many specimens of mankind, but come to
the conclusion that there is but little variety among them, 
after all" (p. 190). Once again, it may be wise to offer a 
qualification; in this case, of course, we should merely 
remark that the sameness to which Hawthorne refers here 
must be on a more significant level than the phenomenal.
The creator of Ethan Brand and Roger Elliston would hardly 
suggest that all men are alike in their "particular" as­
pects. His point seems rather to be that there is a sub­
stratum of essential humanity underlying all differences on 
the incidental level. It is no doubt this belief of Haw­
thorne's that moves Miss Bell to identify his "classical 
humanism."
F. 0. Matthiessen provides a theory concerning Haw-
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thorne's artistic standards which seems to come into close 
accord with what we have suggested about Hawthorne's belief 
in the existence of the essentially human: "'The ideal' that
Hawthorne wanted to project in art was 'the real': not actu­
ality transformed into an impossible perfection, but actu- 
ality disengaged from appearance." In human conduct par­
ticularly, this "ideal" appears in Hawthorne's fiction as a 
goal toward which all characters should strive, even though 
many will fail to reach the goal, owing to eccentric diver­
gences from the "common path." Since this "ideal" is the 
really "real," it should be obvious then why a preoccupa­
tion with the incidental is so wrong-headed. The discovery 
of an absolute in human beauty cannot be conceived as a 
truly worthy goal for man if this discovery can only be 
brought about through the distortion of one's basic humani­
ty. The safest moral direction is the one which leads man 
to a realization of the ideal form of humanity which he 
partially represents. As Randall Stewart points out: "The
surest basis of happiness is found not in traits which make 
one exceptional but in those which one possesses in common 
with others.1'4 Cultivation of the idiosyncratic is an in­
vitation to disaster, a voluntary surrender of one's chance 
to reach the perfect norm.
3Matthiessen, p. 264.
4Stewart, Nathaniel Hawthorne, p. 253.
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This insistence on the absolute significance of the 
norm explains Hawthorne's constant call for balance. The 
"probable" form of humanity is characterized by perfect 
proportion; any action which moves one in the direction of 
imbalance is a fundamentally "inhuman" action. The only sane 
approach is one predicated on a practical conservatism both 
of thought and action. Too much of any one faculty will 
produce the disordered perceptions which render one incap­
able of any longer appraising his true relation to the norm. 
Personal visions of the structure of the universe are 
doomed to failure because they are the product of a per­
sonality which has already rejected the sure guide of the 
essentially human. The prism through which such a charac­
ter looks at the world is already flawed. Walter Jackson 
Bate provides us with a very clear explanation of the prob­
lem we are considering here in his explanation of the atti­
tudes involved in "classical humanism": "For a man to be
'natural' does not mean for him to live in accordance with 
what he judges the phenomenal world to be, . . . but rather 
to manifest the absolute and centrally unified 'nature,' the 
joint ethical and rational fruition, which is at once his
5obligation and prerogative to fulfill." Hawthorne's con­
sistent moral stance takes on new clarity in this light.
5Walter Jackson Bate, From Classic to Romantic, Prem­
ises of Taste in Eighteenth-Century England (New York,
I96T) , p. 21.
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If man is truest to his essential nature when he is ful­
filling the universal norm, then he is perverting his 
nature when he turns to a path of eccentricity. What can 
be more immoral than a destruction of one's own humanity?
The only answer that suggests itself is the destruction of 
the humanity of another. This is, of course, the sin of 
Ethan Brand; Brand is guilty first, however, of the perver­
sion of his own nature. This is the radical cause of most 
human evil in Hawthorne's fictional universe.
The danger still remains that man may err in judging 
whether an action is suitable to his nature. Might not War- 
land be justified in seeking to bring life to machinery? 
Might not Hollingsworth be justified in taking a radical 
course of action to bring about needed social reforms? The 
questions are challenging? certainly to the characters who 
pose them, but to the reader as well. Hawthorne has made 
provision for such ethical dilemmas: When man is in doubt
concerning the morality of an action, he must refer his be­
havior to the judgment of the rest of mankind. The rest of 
mankind generally appears for the individual as the members 
of the community in which he lives. The universal nature 
of man as it appears in the majority of men is more easily 
discerned than it is within the individual conscience. The 
essential question then becomes: What effect will my ac­
tion have on the lives of my fellows? If the results will 
be destructive, as in the cases of Chillingworth and Hol­
lingsworth, then the case is clear: The action is sinful.
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Even when the effects of an action will be confined 
entirely within the self, however, the community may still 
provide an important scale of measurement. If the results 
of one's action will be a severing of the bonds that con­
nect one to his fellow men, then the action is obviously 
unnatural. Any course of behavior that results in a sepa­
ration of the individual from the essential humanity that 
underlies the life of all men, is a dehumanizing action. 
Thus, Warland's pursuit of the mechanical butterfly can be 
seen as too dearly bought. Warland ahd the Ambitious Guest 
freely sacrifice the affection of other men for the achieve­
ment of some personally significant goal. In doing so, 
they cut themselves off from the "universal throb" of hu­
manity, and thus enter into the realm of inhuman distortion.
It is a serious error to consider the end product of 
Hawthorne's thought to be a sterile conformity, or a per­
verse fear of the superior individual. The values on which 
he places his trust are not those of a moral coward, but 
rather those of a man who sees beneath the phenomenal sur­
face to the essentially human beneath. We have previously 
quoted two statements concerning Hawthorne's values which 
bear repetition here. Hyatt H. Waggoner draws this compari­
son: "Like Johnson, . . . Hawthorne valued and tried to
protect whatever elements of stability he could find in a 
world where all seemed subject to the Heraclitian flux.
Like Johnson, he was a conservative and a traditionalist in
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this, and not in any lesser, sense." Marvin Fisher sees in 
Hawthorne "concern with the preservation of traditional 
human values and the encouragement of moral principles
gwhich seem to have endured throughout human experience." 
Both writers are, of course, very sympathetic to Hawthorne 
here; nevertheless, his abiding concern with the fundamen­
tal dignity of man as man should stand in Hawthorne's de­
fense as an earnest of his right to be grouped with the 
most respected of the conservative humanists in our tradi­
tion. F. R. Leavis supplies a definition for the beliefs 
of another classical English conservative which helps to 
point up the vitality of the tradition; "'Order* for Pope 
is no mere word, but a rich concept imaginatively realized,
. . . something more profound than a code of manners: a
code adequate to being thought of as the basis and struc- 
ture of a great civilization." "Balance" for Hawthorne 
holds out a similarly fulfilling approach to life. The 
realized compromises of Edgar and Edith in "The May-Pole of 
Merry Mount" and Ralph Cranfield in "The Threefold Destiny" 
are suggested as means through which a balanced human life 
approaching the ideal may be attained.
The specific parallels drawn between the thought of
gWaggoner, Hawthorne, A Critical Study, p. 24;
Fisher, p. 173.
7F. R. Leavis, The Common Pursuit (London, 1952),
p. 92.
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Hawthorne and his conservative predecessors have sug­
gested certain similarities of approach between his 
work and that of the Augustans. As we have pointed out 
before, there is some plausibility to this conclusion.
As we have also pointed out before, this analogy cannot 
be pressed too far. There is, for example, more at­
tention to the particular in Hawthorne's method than 
there is in that of Johnson or Pope. Hawthorne's work 
is strongly shaded, moreover, with what Leon Howard calls
O"romantic trappings." Nevertheless, the ethical pose 
adopted by Hawthorne as narrator betrays marked similari­
ties to the pose of the neo-classical moralist, and of 
the classical moralist who provides the primary influence 
on his later imitators. We must recall that Hawthorne's 
attention to the eccentric and personal is in the interest 
not of a Byronic glorification of the individual, but rather 
of an illustration through contrast of the validity of the 
universal norm. The norm is never more vividly present as 
an ethical quality in Hawthorne's fiction than when it is 
conspicuously absent in the behavior of a character like Lady 
Eleanore Rochcliffe or Jaffrey Pyncheon. When the norm is 
neglected, and the eccentric is allowed to develop unre­




The defense of the universal and the cry for balance 
are cardinal aspects of Hawthorne's treatment of reality in 
his fiction. The eccentric is, thus, absurdly misguided in 
his search for significance outside the essential area 
where it can be located in all men. Hawthorne's charac­
terizations of those who are operating under a false con­
viction of individual insight can be seen in this light as 
the reverse of "romantic." His intention is not to validate 
the accuracy of the individual temper, but to expose its 
distance from the truth. We have seen previously Robert 
Allen Durr's contention that Hawthorne's usual "concern is 
one very widespread in the satiric commonwealth: the dis­
parity between the way things seem and the way they are,
gbetween appearances and truth." The point is well-taken 
and closely in accord with Hawthorne's constant stress on 
the inaccuracy of the perceptions which guide an imbalanced 
character. Leonard Feinberg offers a definition of the 
satirist's intention which may offer us further guidance 
here: "Unlike the other arts and philosophy, which empha­
size what is real, satire emphasizes what seems to be real 
but isn't. . . . The essence of satire is persistent revela­
tion and exaggeration of the contrast between reality and
gDurr, p. 491.
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p r e t e n s e . O u r  emphasis here has been on "perception" 
rather than on "pretense," but the fundamental point con­
cerning the satirist's motivation seems entirely consistent 
with our contention that Hawthorne exploits the eccentric 
chiefly in the interests of revealing the normal. In this 
respect also, Hawthorne seems to resemble earlier writers 
in the conservative tradition more closely than he does his 
contemporaries.
Once again, we may refer to the discoveries of other 
readers for support for our conclusions. Randall Stewart 
finds ample evidence that Hawthorne displays close ties 
with the conservative tradition: "So high . . . was Haw­
thorne's regard for the Eighteenth Century . . . that it 
no doubt equalled, and possibly exceeded, his regard for 
any other period, taken as a whole, in English literature. 
. . .  He had a much sounder appreciation of the great English 
Augustans than one usually meets with in his century, 
either in America or in England." F. 0. Matthiessen finds 
many of Hawthorne's "hidden roots" in the Augustan age."'*'1 
If we supply once more the necessary reminder that these 
similarities are largely of attitude rather than style, we 
can then appreciate the extent to which Hawthorne follows
10Leonard Feinberg, The Satirist: His Temperament, 
Motivation and Influence (Ames, Iowa, 1963), p. 7.
^Randall Stewart, ed., The English Notebooks, p. 
xxxviii; Matthiessen, p. 222; see also Matthiessen, pp. 204- 
208, 272-273; Erskine, p. 22; Turner, p. 21.
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the great tradition of conservative thought that has of­
fered itself as an alternative to chaos since classical 
times. Hawthorne's defense of the universal norm as the 
suitable ideal for man's conduct has its roots not in Tran­
scendental Concord, but in the classical civilizations of 
the Western world.
The values we have found underlying Hawthorne's fic­
tion are among the most significant in our culture. The 
moral direction of a body of fiction founded on these 
values should logically strike us as essentially human.
There are, however, occasions when Hawthorne's efforts to 
bring his values to life leave the reader dissatisfied from 
an ethical point of view. We need only recall Matthiessen's 
remark quoted in the last chapter concerning "the unintended 
impression of self-righteousness and priggishness that 
exudes" from Hilda and Kenyon, to realize that Hawthorne's 
ethical stance is sometimes suspect. How can we account for 
this discrepancy between Hawthorne's values and the shape 
they sometimes take in his fiction?
The stories which pose the greatest problems are 
those which might be called "positive": the stories in
which excess is overcome through the force of domestic ful­
fillment. Marius Bewley finds these "positive" stories 
generally unsatisfactory; "Those stories which deal with 
the fulfilled individual . . . are not his best. They are 
a little insipid; they are not concerned with those dis-
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tresses which provoke knowledge as much as they reflect the
spiritual ease of those who have found their answers in the
12rather tiresome company of Matthew and Hannah.” The 
problem cannot be denied; Hawthorne occasionally fails to 
live up to his own standards of excellence. The explana­
tion cannot be found simply within the stories which pose 
the difficulty. We have suggested in connection with "Ego­
tism" and The House of the Seven Gables the possibility 
that plot may have triumphed over moral justice; but this 
explanation is at best hypothetical. The central question 
of why Hawthorne would feel the need to construct such 
plots remains unanswered.
The most plausible answer arises not through Haw­
thorne's fiction, but rather through a series of statements 
written without the mask of a fictional narrator. I feel 
that this method is not overly ingenious because Hawthorne 
has given us some indication that his thought must frequent­
ly be subjected to oblique analysis if it is to be fully 
understood. He says in the introductory sketch entitled 
"The Old Manse," "Nor have I ever been one of those supreme­
ly hospitable people who serve up their own hearts, deli­
ciously fried, with brain sauce, as a tidbit for their be­
loved public" (II, 45). This approach has, then, the
12Bewley, p. 129; see also Frederick C. Crews remark: 
Hawthorne's characters are "rarely 'cured' after obsession 
has taken hold of them, and when a cure is offered it is an 




Earlier in "The Old Manse" Hawthorne discusses his 
neighbor Emerson: "For myself, there have been epochs of
my life when I, too, might have asked of this prophet che 
master word that should solve me the riddle of the universe; 
but now, being happy, I felt as if there were no questions 
to be put, and therefore admired Emerson as a poet of deep 
beauty and austere tenderness, but sought nothing from him 
as a philosopher" (II, 42). There is, to be sure, some hint
in th.L̂ , remark of the "spiritual ease" which Bewley con­
demns. There is also the significant revelation of Haw­
thorne's deep contentment in his marriage. This sense of 
fulfillment increases rather than lessens as years pass. 
Toward the end of 1854 Hawthorne makes this entry in his 
English Notebook: "I think I have been happier this Christ­
mas, than ever before,— by our own fireside, and with my 
wife and children about me. More content to enjoy what I
had, less anxious for anything beyond it, in this life" (p.
98). Hawthorne has here attained his "heart's ease" through 
marriage. He feels a sense of completeness greater than he 
has ever felt before. The ideal has offered itself in the 
form of union with one loving heart and Hawthorne has come 
to a belief that the nearest approach to the universal norm 
is revealed through domesticity.
The negative testimony concerning Hawthorne's total 
involvement in his marriage is equally impressive. For
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example, during Sophia's winter absence in Portugal, Haw­
thorne writes, "I have learned what the bitterness of exile 
is, in these days; and I never should have known it but for 
the absence of my wife. . . . I am like an uprooted plant,
wilted and drooping. Life seems so purposeless as not to
13be worth the trouble of carrying it on any further." If 
Hawthorne becomes less than a man when his wife is absent, 
then does it not follow that the characters in his fiction 
will become complete men only when they have achieved a 
union similar to the one which Hawthorne finds the ultimate 
in human happiness? The evidence of the "positive" stories 
seems to suggest that this is so. If the balance necessary 
to an imitation of the universal norm can best be attained 
through marriage, then it becomes a part of Hawthorne's 
responsibility as moralist to reveal this significant fact. 
In this light it would seem that the good fortune of Ellis- 
ton, Kenyon, and Holgrave must be seen as illustrative of 
an important ethical truth. Plot is, then, paramount in 
these tales, but paramount only in the interest of a final 
moral statement. So long as characters were primarily in­
tended to illustrate the dangers simply of diverging from 
the "common path," then absolute consistency of development 
was required in order that the consequences of their actions 
might seem plausible. When the primary moral impulse be-
•^The English Notebooks, p. 272.
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came the preaching of the redemptive effects of marriage, 
the problem became more complex. Although the fundamental 
moral values remain the same throughout Hawthorne's work, 
these values take on the strange guise of domesticity in 
those "positive" stories which seem intended to serve as 
guides to the isolated and misguided.
This suggestion is obviously based on purely infer­
ential premises. It may be that Hawthorne's less satisfy­
ing stories are less satisfying simply because he suffered 
occasional lapses of artistic judgment. On the other hand, 
the conjunction of the universal norm with the glorifica­
tion of marriage in such mature works as The House of the 
Seven Gables and The Marble Faun seems to suggest an in­
creasing insistence by Hawthorne that there is some funda­
mental connection between the two ideas. Ultimate salva­
tion in both novels, we should note, is only for those 
characters who renounce the eccentric for the particular va­
riety of balance attainable in a loving marriage.
Ultimately, the question concerning the relationship 
between marriage and a balanced life is secondary in im­
portance. The most significant fact about Hawthorne's moral 
pose is the nature of the fundamental conservative values 
upon which he placed his trust. The peculiar adaptation of 
these values in the "positive" stories may be conceded to 
be a question of some interest. Our primary focus here 
must remain, however, the essential moral commitment that
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stands behind Hawthorne's fiction. A recognition of Haw­
thorne's closeness to the great classical conservatism of 
Western thought holds out to the reader a far greater appre­
ciation of Hawthorne's worth than will a preoccupation with 
the limits of the genteel tradition.
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